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1
Introduction
Within the recent decades the Internet has evolved from a research network for
academia and military to an integral part of our modern society. Its growth and
nearly ubiquitous availability enable a broad range of novel applications, use cases,
and communication technologies, which require own, customized protocols. How-
ever, the diversity of application requirements, heterogeneity of platforms and tech-
nologies, and the demand for accurate and realistic evaluation make the development
of these new protocols complex and time-consuming. In this thesis we introduce new
mechanisms, models, and tools to reduce the complexity and engineering effort re-
quired for protocol development and evaluation.
New applications and use cases of the Internet demand new, customized protocols.
Internet applications such as web browsing, email, file transfer, and terminal sessions
are the typical applications of the early Internet. Today, the increasing bandwidth
and availability of the Internet enable new applications, such as interactive voice and
video communication (VoIP), content streaming (IPTV), chat and online gaming.
These already account for a large fraction of the traffic in the Internet [XYK+08].
Moreover, the Web 2.0 paradigm and its applications [VWV07] fulfill the visions of
the World Wide Web (WWW) [BLCGP92] by enabling every Internet user to con-
tribute content. These trends support the further growth of the Internet and result
in a variety of new applications, use cases, and communication paradigms. Each of
them demands new communication protocols tailored to the specific requirements of
the application scenario.
Similarly, the heterogeneity of communication systems in the Internet demands own
protocols and increases the complexity of protocol development and evaluation. For
example, new communication technologies, such as GSM, UMTS, WiMAX, and
WLAN, and the increasing computing power of embedded systems allow for mobile,
networked devices. They have enabled the expansion of the Internet into the wireless
domain. Today, web browsing and access to emails from wireless, mobile devices,
such as cell-phones and small computers, have become a common practice. Similarly,
miniaturization of computing units and communication systems enables tiny, wireless
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communication devices, forming so called wireless sensor networks [CH04]. Equipped
with sensors they interact with the environment and their users, possibly connected
via the Internet. Furthermore, large data centers federate to so called grids or
clouds by connecting over the Internet. These developments lead to a large degree
of heterogeneity in terms of platforms and technologies in today’s Internet to which
protocols have to be customized.
Overall, data communication has changed drastically over the last two decades. New
applications, use cases, and heterogeneous network entities result in a wide variety
of customized communication protocols.
1.1 Problem Statement
In this thesis we argue that the growth of the Internet and the resulting variety
of communication protocols and systems in general require new mechanisms, mod-
els, and tools to reduce the complexity and engineering effort of development and
evaluation. We identify the following key challenges:
• Diversity and Customization of Communication Protocols: Typically,
communication protocols are implemented from scratch making protocol devel-
opment a challenging and time consuming task. We argue that the increasing
number and variety of protocols in today’s Internet needs to be reflected in
new mechanisms and tools that reduce this development complexity.
• Complexity of Protocol Evaluation: The heterogeneity of communication
systems and variety of evaluation platforms require frequent reimplementations
of communication protocols to be evaluated, rendering evaluation a complex
and time consuming task. We believe, that the development cycle requires new
mechanisms and tools that reduce the engineering effort in protocol evaluation.
• Lack of Realism and Accuracy in Network Simulation: While ab-
straction enables insight and controllability in network simulation, it abstracts
from system properties, often limiting the realism of results. We argue that
simulation requires new models to include system properties such as energy
consumption and processing delay in the design and development process.
Overall, these challenges are caused by the complexity and scale of distributed sys-
tems, such as the Internet and wireless sensor networks, the variety of applications
and use cases, and the integration of heterogeneous systems ranging from tiny sensor
nodes to super computers into today’s Internet. In the following we discuss each of
these challenges in detail.
1.1.1 Diversity and Customization of Communication Protocols
We observe an increasing number and variety of communication protocols in today’s
Internet. Their development is driven by the following key trends:
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New Applications: The rapid growth of the Internet and its increasing bandwidth
enable new applications and use cases. These require the research community
to develop a large body of customized, application-specific communication pro-
tocols.
New Communications Technologies: The widespread use of wireless and mo-
bile systems, such as WLAN and UMTS, requires protocols to deal with mobile
and wireless artifacts. Hence, we need adaptive protocol stacks that can cope
with dynamically changing conditions.
New Platforms: The heterogeneity of communication systems demands customized
protocols. For example, wireless sensor networks require protocols that take
their limited bandwidth and computing power into account. In contrast, super
computers and data centers demand communication protocols that are tailored
to data rates in the order of Terra bits per second.
New Communication Paradigms: New communication paradigms change com-
munication and traffic patterns of the Internet and need to be addressed in
new protocols. For example, the shift from network centric addressing to data
centric addressing requires protocols that identify a data item via its name and
not its location. Additionally, the shift from the classic Client-Server model
to a Peer-To-Peer based communication requires protocols for decentralized
coordination.
New Software-based Devices: The trend towards programmable network enti-
ties results in flexible, adaptive devices and communication protocols. For ex-
ample, cell-phones, wireless sensor nodes, home entertainment systems, and
even network routers are becoming increasingly programmable. This pro-
grammability allows to add and replace functionality without changes to the
hardware.
Overall, the strong increase in the number and diversity of communication protocols
demands new mechanisms and corresponding tools for flexible and efficient protocol
development.
1.1.2 Complexity of Protocol Evaluation
Before deployment, new protocols must be thoroughly evaluated to ensure their al-
gorithmic properties, such as scalability, efficiency, performance, and fairness. Typ-
ically, the development of communication protocols and distributed systems follows
a so called development cycle. Hence, the results of each development stage are
fed back into earlier stages. The incompatibility of the individual stages requires to
develop and maintain implementations for each stage.
Following a traditional protocol development cycle we first perform a theoretical
analysis of a new communication algorithm. This analysis determines algorithmic
complexity and allows to estimate scalability and performance. Next, one imple-
ments an abstract model of the protocol in a network simulator to evaluate it in
a controllable environment. The goal is to achieve a functional evaluation and to
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provide detailed results for complexity estimations previously derived in theoretical
analysis. As the next step, we port the protocol to an operating system to per-
form a testbed based evaluation. Assuming a large enough setup, this evaluation
provides real-world results to verify simulation based results and to analyze system
properties that are not modeled by an abstract simulation model. At the end of
the development cycle the protocol awaits standardization and deployment such as
its inclusion into major operating systems and applications. This requires porting a
protocol to different operating system environments, such as user space or kernels,
and possibly integrating these to router or cellphone hardware. While each phase
of the development cycle has its dedicated contribution, their isolation demands to
re-implement and maintain a protocol for each stage.
The need for reimplementations is further aggravated by heterogeneity of deployment
platforms and target systems, which demand own protocol implementations and
often a customized evaluation. Overall, the development cycle typically requires
reimplementations for each tool used in the evaluation process.
1.1.3 Lack of Realism and Accuracy in Network Simulation
Today, characteristics like controllability and abstraction make network simulation
the tool of choice for the evaluation of communication protocols and distributed
systems. Abstraction in network simulation reduces complexity and removes sys-
tem artifacts, e.g., properties specific to a target system or deployment scenario.
While this increases controllability, scalability, and eases understanding of protocol
behavior, it omits system properties [PF97, KCC05, Flo06b]. As a result, system
properties such as energy or processing power cannot be taken into account early
in the design process. However, in the recent years we observe an increasing need
to evaluate system properties, such as run-time complexity and energy, early in
the development process next to traditional evaluation metrics, such as bandwidth,
throughput and latency [CGNG04, ACNP07].
Hence, abstraction in network simulation merely allows an initial evaluation of proto-
cols and demands further evaluation on testbeds and limited real-world deployments.
These provide the required insight into system properties, assuming a sufficient de-
ployment size. However, testbed deployments are commonly time-consuming, ex-
pensive, and often highly complex. As a result, we require simulation models that
incorporate selected system properties to enable their evaluation without need for
testbeds and real-world deployments.
Concluding the problem statement, we observe three key challenges in the develop-
ment and evaluation of communication protocols: (1) the large number and variety of
communication protocols is not reflected in corresponding development techniques,
(2) today’s development process requires frequent re-implementations of protocols,
and (3) system properties are not evaluated at the early stages of the design and
development process.
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(a) Micro Protocols as reusable
building blocks for protocol
composition.
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(b) A virtual platform to evolve
a protocol implementation in
the development cycle.

(c) Simulation calibration to
account for system properties
such as processing and energy.
Figure 1.1 Key objectives of this thesis.
1.2 Objectives and Contributions
In this thesis we address the key challenges identified in our analysis and introduce
novel mechanisms, models and tools for protocol development and evaluation. We
briefly introduce our contributions before discussing each in detail.
• Rapid Protocol Development through Micro Protocols: In this thesis
we show that communication protocols share a large body of common mech-
anisms. To reduce the complexity of protocol development, we reflect these
similarities in modularity. This enables protocol development from generic,
reusable protocol mechanisms – so called micro protocols – instead of imple-
mentation from scratch as typically done today, see Figure 1.1(a).
• Flexible Network Experimentation through Platform Abstraction:
We introduce a virtual platform to reduce the complexity of protocol evalua-
tion. Via a shim abstraction layer it enables a seamless transition of a protocol
between the typical evaluation tools such as network simulators, testbeds, and
operating systems, see Figure 1.1(b). The virtual platform allows protocols to
evolve in the process of a stepwise refinement instead of frequent reimplemen-
tations.
• Accurate Simulation through Fine-Grained Calibration: Fine-grained
simulation calibration enhances the realism and accuracy of network simula-
tion. It instruments simulation models with system properties and allows to
evaluate resource consumption early in the development cycle. As a result,
we can analyze processing delay, energy consumption, and network lifetime
already in simulation, see Figure 1.1(c).
1.2.1 Rapid Protocol Development from Micro Protocols
Although each communication protocol is customized to its specific use case, our
analysis indicates that protocols rely on similar fundamental paradigms. They share
a large body of common mechanisms, such as reliable communication, packet for-
warding, or congestion control. However, these similarities are reflected neither
during protocol design nor implementation.
In this work we identify common mechanisms in communication protocols, so called
micro protocols. An micro protocol encapsulates a single protocol mechanism and
6 1. Introduction
essentially represents a generic, reusable protocol building block. Their composition
to communication protocols enables flexible protocol experimentation. Overall, in
this thesis we introduce protocol composition from reusable and configurable micro-
protocols as approach to protocol development.
To show the validity of our approach, we compose widespread communication pro-
tocols, such as TCP or IP, and new protocols for a future Internet from micro
protocols. Additionally, we provide a software architecture for the efficient encapsu-
lation of micro protocols as building blocks and their composition and configuration
to communication protocols. Overall, micro protocols allow to rapidly build proto-
cols or modify the existing ones. They allow researchers to focus on fundamental
paradigms in communication protocols and their underlying mechanisms.
1.2.2 Flexible Network Experimentation
This thesis introduces a virtual platform to reduce the complexity in protocol evalu-
ation. Via a platform abstraction layer the virtual platform enables a seamless tran-
sition of a protocol between the typical evaluation tools such as network simulators,
testbeds and operating systems. Overall, a single implementation of a communi-
cation protocol or distributed system can be refined and enhanced throughout the
development and evaluation process without need for reimplementation and porting.
We identify system resources and runtime libraries required by communication pro-
tocols. Matching these to the target platforms, we provide a shim abstraction layer.
This lightweight design ensures low run-time overhead and reduces implementation
and maintenance complexity. Overall, the virtual platform enables a seamless tran-
sition of a single protocol implementation back and forth through the different stages
of the protocol development cycle.
1.2.3 Accurate Simulation through Fine-Grained Calibration
To increase the realism of network simulation we introduce the concept of simula-
tion calibration in this thesis. We extend simulation models with system properties
to enable a realistic and accurate evaluation of protocols and distributed systems
in network simulators. We model hardware artifacts such as cycle and instruction
counts or OS artifacts such as interrupts or threading. As a result, we can, for ex-
ample, model energy consumption and estimate lifetime of wireless sensor networks
before deployment. In this work we focus on simulation calibration for wireless
sensor networks, as they are resource constrained devices with strongly limited com-
puting power, bandwidth, and energy. They require a thorough evaluation before
deployment.
To enable realistic simulation models, we provide a framework that allows a fine-
grained, automatic instrumentation of simulation models with timing information.
The framework analyzes each component of the software and determines the duration
of its execution. From this timing information we derive energy consumption and
predict node and network lifetime. Thus, we model details in network simulation, for
which traditionally testbeds had to be used. Overall, simulation calibration allows
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to analyze system properties more realistically in simulation and hence at an early
stage of the design and development process.
1.3 Outline
This document is structured as follows: Chapter 2 refines the design goals of this
work and provides the required background. Chapter 3 introduces the concept of
micro protocols for protocol composition and their composition to communication
protocols. We analyze network and transport layer protocols and identify micro
protocols. To show the validity of our design, we compose widespread communication
protocols from these and evaluate reuse.
Chapter 4 introduces the so called Protocol Factory as a framework for implemen-
tation and evaluation of communication protocols and distributed systems. The
Protocol Factory consists of two parts: First, we present a software architecture for
the realization of micro protocols as functional building blocks and their efficient
composition to communication protocols. Second, we assemble the virtual platform
as a shim abstraction layer between protocols and the native platforms. A discus-
sion of related work and evaluation of both the software architecture and the virtual
platform completes this chapter.
Chapter 5 discusses accurate and realistic evaluation in network simulation. First, we
introduce energy models to evaluate the energy consumption of protocols and predict
the overall network lifetime. Next, we present automatic calibration of simulation
models with system properties. We discuss related work and evaluate both the
energy models and the automatic calibration. Chapter 6 concludes this thesis with
a discussion of the result achieved and future directions.
8 1. Introduction
2
Fundamentals and Analysis
The diversity in today’s Internet demands new mechanisms, models, and tools for
protocol development and evaluation. This chapter elaborates on the design goals
of this work and provides the required background. We detail on future trends
that were briefly introduced in the previous chapter, analyze the evolution of the
Internet and discuss challenges in protocol evaluation. From this analysis we refine
design goals, derive approaches, discuss the state of the art, and identify strengths,
weaknesses and challenges.
Our discussion is structured as follows: Section 2.1 briefly sketches the architec-
ture of the Internet and introduces typical communication protocols. Section 2.2
discusses similarities in communication protocols and identifies micro protocols as
a design paradigm to enable rapid protocol development. Section 2.3 analyzes the
need for extensive protocol evaluation and derives a virtual platform to unify pro-
tocol evaluation tools. Section 2.4 discusses the demand for realistic and detailed
network simulation and introduces automatic simulation calibration.
2.1 The Internet
Before discussing the design goals of this work, we briefly introduce the Internet
architecture and its protocols.
2.1.1 Internet Architecture
The Open Systems Interconnection Reference Model (OSI Reference Model or OSI
Model) [BMST84] describes communication systems as layered architecture (see Fig-
ure 2.1). It divides communication systems into seven layers of communication pro-
tocols, each layer addresses a distinct task (see Figure 2.2). Assembled as a protocol
stack, a communication protocol provides services to the layer above it. To realize
10 2. Fundamentals and Analysis
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Figure 2.1 The Open Systems Interconnection Reference Model describes commu-
nication protocols as layered architecture.
these services, a communication protocol itself relies on its own sub-services and
services that the layer below provides.
Data is exchanged in so called packets between two end-points. Packets travel down
the network stack on the source side to be transmitted over the physical channel.
Commonly, each layer adds a header and optionally a tail of control information
to packets traversing the network stack downwards. On the receiver side packets
traverse the protocol layers upwards. Intermediate systems such as switches, routers,
and proxies translate between different protocols on the data link, network, and
transport layers, respectively (see Figure 2.1).
2.1.2 Protocols in the Early Internet
Historically, the Internet protocol suite consisted of a handful of communication pro-
tocols. Each protocol was designed for its own, dedicated, and unique use case. On
top of a large variety of link layer protocols, the Internet Protocol (IPv4) [Pos81b]
forms a unifying, narrow waist for unreliable packet delivery (see Figure 2.2) [SRC84].
Above this narrow waist the transport layer consists of two protocols: The Trans-
mission Control Protocol (TCP) [Pos81c] and the User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
[Pos80b] offered reliable, stream based communication and an unreliable datagram
service, respectively. A small set of applications, such as file transfer, email, remote
login, and web browsing, rely on these two transport layer protocols and formed the
Internet in its early days.
From this historical basis the Internet has changed fundamentally. Today, the In-
ternet consists of a large number of protocols and platforms. In the following we
discuss the developments that led to these changes.
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Figure 2.2 Derived from the OSI Reference Model, the Internet is designed as a
protocol stack.
2.2 Increasing Protocol Diversity and Functionality
In this section we discuss and analyze the diversity of protocols available in today’s
Internet. This analysis indicates that communication protocols rely on similar mech-
anisms. Hence, we derive their identification and the extraction of their fundamental
mechanisms, so called micro protocols, as the first key contribution of this thesis.
As a result, we introduce the composition of communication protocols from micro
protocols as a development paradigm.
2.2.1 Protocol Diversity in today’s Internet
In the following we discuss selected trends that increased the protocol diversity in
the Internet (see Figure 2.3). We briefly name the trends before discussing each in
detail.
• New Applications: New applications require new, often customized commu-
nication protocols.
• New Users: The growth of the Internet requires new and more scalable
protocols.
• New Communications Technologies: The widespread use of new commu-
nication technologies such as wireless and mobile systems requires protocols to
take artifacts such as interference into account.
• New Platforms: Heterogeneity of communicating systems in the Internet ex-
pects protocols to reflect different computing and communication capabilities.
• New Communication Paradigms: New communication paradigms and
patterns require new protocols.
• New Software-based Devices: The increasing programmability of network
entities enables customized applications and protocols without modifications
to the hardware of a device.
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Figure 2.3 Its rapid growth and near ubiquitous availability changed the Internet
and its protocols drastically over the last two decades.
2.2.1.1 New Applications
The nearly ubiquitous availability and increasing bandwidth capabilities of the In-
ternet result in a large body of new applications. These applications lead to new
communication patterns which in turn require new services from the network, i.e.,
they demand new or customized communication protocols.
For example, interactive voice and video communication prefers timely delivery over
reliability. However, traditional Internet protocols such as the Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) trade latency for reliability as they were designed for reliable commu-
nication. Hence, new protocols such as the Datagram Congestion Control Protocol
(DCCP) [KHF06a] and the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) [SCFJ96, SCFJ03]
were developed to enable low latency communication.
2.2.1.2 New Users
The growth of the Internet is reflected in new protocols that handle the increased
traffic and ensure scalability. For example, noting that the Internet is growing so
large that it will run out of addresses, the research community proposes IPv6 [HD98]
as successor for IPv4 [Pos81b].
Additionally, TCP has been extended continuously to cope with the increasing traffic
of the Internet. Compared to its original version of 1974 [CDS74] features, such as
congestion control, selective acknowledgements, timestamps, and window manage-
ment, e.g., Nagle’s algorithm, have been deployed [Pos81c]. Furthermore, multicast
and anycast addressing modes and quality of service extensions (QoS) were devel-
oped to enable scalable group communication, load balancing, and prioritized traffic
[Dee89, PMM93, BBC+98]. Moreover, new design goals such as energy efficiency
demand for highly optimized and often adaptive communication protocols.
2.2.1.3 New Communication Technologies
The widespread use of wireless and mobile systems such as WLAN and UMTS
requires protocols to deal with mobile and wireless artifacts. For example, commu-
nication protocols have to anticipate packet loss due to interference and disruption of
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Figure 2.4 New communication devices often rely on their own, customized pro-
tocols. In this figure we depicted typical protocols from the wireless
sensor network domain.
connections caused by hand-overs. Hence, we require adaptive protocol stacks that
can cope with dynamically changing network conditions. For instance, link-layer re-
transmissions and adaptive coding ensure reliable hop-by-hop communication over
wireless links [Com07].
Furthermore, mobility requires protocols or extensions for handover and roaming.
Typical solutions include Mobile IP [JPA04, Per02] and new transport layer protocols
such as DCCP and SCTP [Ste07] with mobility support. Additionally, the Host
Identity Protocol (HIP) [MN06] and others [AAER06, KCC+07] introduce a new
layer between the network layer and the transport layer to enable a flexible handover.
2.2.1.4 Heterogeneity of Communicating Systems in the Internet
With the growth of the Internet, new classes of communication devices aim for an
integration into the Internet. For example, wireless sensor networks [CH04, PSC05]
require communication protocols tailored to their usage scenarios and constrained
resources [Hei03, HSW+00]. Hence, their communication protocols need to take
limitations, such as low bandwidth, unreliable radio links, limited computing power,
and restricted storage capacities into account [KFD+07, FRZ+05, RF06, MKHC07]
(see Figure 2.4).
In contrast to wireless sensor networks, super computer and data centers exchange
data in the order of Terra bits per seconds. Hence, they require customized protocols
[GHG04, XHR04, TSZS06]. In between these two extremes, new networked devices
ranging from cell phones and PDAs to home entertainment systems and networked
coffee machines aim for an integration into today’s Internet. Overall, we identify an
increasing heterogeneity of communication systems.
2.2.1.5 New Communication Paradigms
New communication paradigms such as the switch from client-server communica-
tion to the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) paradigm introduce new traffic patterns [SW05].
Instead of communicating to a powerful server placed in a data center connected to
a large backbone, end-hosts nowadays often communicate directly with each other.
Typical applications range from voice and video telephony to file sharing. These
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communication paradigms require own mechanisms and protocols for decentralized
coordination, such as DHTs [SMK+01, RFH+01].
Furthermore, many of today’s Internet applications rely on data-centric addressing
instead of host-centric addressing [EHAB99, She03]. In data-centric addressing,
applications leave it to the network to determine the host to retrieve data from
[SK08, CPRW03, XYK+08].
2.2.1.6 Programmability of Network Entities
Communication systems, such as cell-phones, wireless sensor nodes, home enter-
tainment systems, and even routers [NGBM08, JK03], are becoming increasingly
programmable. This programmability allows to add and replace functionality with-
out changes to the hardware. Hence, it does not only allow to fix bugs in deployed
software, but also to develop new, customized communication protocols without the
need for dedicated hardware.
Overall, programmable entities can be flexibly adapted to changing user demands
and application requirements. Furthermore, they enable a cost efficient deployment
of device and application-specific communication protocols.
2.2.1.7 Summary
The transition of the Internet from a network for academia and military to an inte-
gral part of a modern society changed its applications and communication patterns
drastically. Today, new applications, technologies, communication paradigms, and
devices provide a large variety of protocols and protocol extensions, each of them
optimized for a customized use case or application scenario.
2.2.2 Rapid Protocol Development from Micro Protocols
With the increasing diversity, high customization, and optimization of protocols, we
observe that many protocols share similar mechanisms. Today, these similarities are
reflected neither during their design nor implementation, resulting in complex and
time-consuming protocol development. Based on these observations we identify the
first goal of this thesis: We aim to capture the substantial amount of common func-
tionality among protocols, e.g., congestion control, retransmission, and forwarding,
and reflect it in code re-use. Hence, we introduce the composition of communication
protocols from micro protocols as a protocol development approach.
To achieve this goal, we identify and extract the fundamental paradigms and mech-
anisms, so called micro protocols, that communication systems rely on. We provide
these as a library of generic, reusable protocol building blocks. Next, we com-
pose and configure these building blocks to modular and extensible communication
protocols (see Figure 2.5). As a side effect, protocol composition from building
blocks inherently enables dynamic protocol compositions. To proof the viability of
our approach we build customized communication protocols and today’s widespread
communication protocols such as IP and TCP.
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Figure 2.5 The identification of micro protocols in communication protocols en-
ables configurable, reusable protocol building blocks.
Overall, we harness the algorithmic similarities observed in today’s communication
protocols to provide a substrate for rapid protocol development and flexible network
experimentation.
2.2.3 State of the Art
Modularity in communication protocols is a topic of ongoing research. For example,
Click [KMC+00] provides a modular IP router and pioneered practical modulariza-
tion of network protocols. Similarly, CTP [WHS01] provides a flexible transport
protocol. For example, Click decomposes an IPv4 router into 11 core building
blocks. Hence, its modularization allows a flexible extension and modification of
the IP router stack.
However, both approaches do not focus on the reusability of their building blocks
across different protocols. For example, the IPv4 and IPv6 stacks of Click only share
a small number of common building blocks, albeit both protocols share a large degree
of similarities. This observation motivates our work: We show how reuse of building
blocks across protocols can be increased. For this, we (1) identify generic, reusable
mechanisms that exist across protocols and (2) provide a software architecture that
allows to compose these mechanisms to communication protocols.
We discuss related work in detail after introducing micro protocols and our system
architecture in Sections 3.5 and 4.5, respectively.
2.2.4 Discussion
After the identification of micro protocols as reusable protocol building blocks as first
goal of this thesis, we discuss opportunities, challenges, strength, and weaknesses.
Strength: The identification of micro protocols that form the fundamental prin-
ciples of communication protocols, constitute the basis for our library of reusable
protocol building blocks. Hence, modularization of protocols into micro protocols
as a design paradigm enables an abstraction and encapsulation of functionality. It
allows to group functionality of protocols into building blocks. Thereby, it eases the
development of new communication protocols, the understanding of communication
protocols, and their modification and extension.
As protocol building blocks are protocol independent, they are not bound to any
specific network layer. Hence, functionalities such as congestion control, which is
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typically bound to transport protocols, can now be placed in any other network
layer, including the application layer. This layer independence decouples with the
binding of protocol mechanisms to a specific layer and allows flexible network ex-
perimentation.
Weaknesses: The identification of reusable micro protocols requires a deep under-
standing of communication protocols. The identification of micro protocols that are
not only reusable on a single layer, but across multiple protocol layers requires a
broad knowledge of all targeted layers, ranging from the network layer to the appli-
cation layer, including under- and overlays. We believe that for developers without
such a broad knowledge the development of a library of protocol building blocks is
not feasible.
However, it is not our goal to leave this task to an unexperienced user. This thesis
does not only introduce an architecture for the composition of micro protocols to
communication protocols, it also provides a large collection of micro protocols as
reusable protocol building blocks.
Threats: It is unknown to the authors of this work, whether all protocols can be
reduced to micro protocols. For example, subtle differences among protocols may
cause a large number of micro protocols and limit the reuse of algorithmic protocol
building blocks. Additionally, we do not know how complex it is to describe a pos-
sible composition, parameterization and interaction of micro protocols so that they
assemble the functionality of today’s typical communication protocols. Furthermore,
using parameterized generic micro protocols instead of implementations optimized
for a special use case will result in performance overhead.
Hence, decomposition alone is not sufficient for efficient reuse of building blocks. We
need to choose a level of granularity for algorithmic micro protocols so that they can
be efficiently composed. Furthermore, we require an architecture or – more precisely
– a language that allows to efficiently describe the composition of protocols from
micro protocols.
Opportunities: Micro protocols in communication protocols ease network experi-
mentation. Hence, reusable micro protocols enable a rapid protocol composition and
modularization eases the modification and extension of protocols. Additionally, we
believe that – apart from the general simplification of protocol development – the
development of customized protocols can strongly benefit from our approach. For
example, the underlying communication paradigms such as congestion control, flow
control or retransmission can be found across platforms and protocols.
2.2.5 Summary
Analyzing the increasing variety in communication protocols we observed, that many
protocols provide overlapping functionalities. Hence, we derived the identification
of micro protocols and the composition of protocols from these as the first key
contribution of this thesis.
We believe, that a library of micro protocols eases prototyping of new protocols
and the extension of existing ones. Hence, it provides a flexible substrate for net-
work experimentation and allows research to focus on the fundamental paradigms
of communication systems.
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Figure 2.6 Today, communication protocols are developed for a variety of hetero-
geneous devices and platforms.
2.3 Diversity of Platforms and Tools
In this section we discuss the diversity of communication systems (see Figure 2.6)
and the development cycle of communication protocols and distributed systems (see
2.7). We introduce typical evaluation tools and analyze their use cases. On the
basis of our analysis we derive the second key contribution of this thesis: A virtual
platform for network experimentation, that unifies tools for protocol evaluation and
deployment.
2.3.1 Vision
Ideally, the life cycle of a protocol or a distributed system would resemble an efficient
and elegant process: after the design phase, we combine functional components from
a standard library to form a portable implementation. The next step would be to
evaluate this implementation with any of the many tools available, e.g., simulators,
emulators, and test beds, feeding results back into the design and implementation
phases. Eventually, a matured and refined result finds its way into a standardization
process and is deployed into production systems.
However, today’s reality of protocol research and development is often enough an
extremely labour-intensive process: the design phase is followed by a prototypi-
cal implementation for a simulator. It is in turn only to be replaced from scratch
by platform-specific, monolithic, and complex re-implementations for test-beds and
end systems. Tight platform integration practically limits the number of evaluation
opportunities and significantly narrows the feedback cycle in the development. Con-
sequently, it is prohibitively complex to employ more than a small number of the
evaluation tools available today and to achieve a tight feedback loop between the
design and evaluation phases. At the same time, researchers and developers feel an
increasing pressure to deliver experimental results for simulation, testbed, and real-
world settings for acceptable evaluations of their protocols and distributed systems.
Hence, rapid development and widest portability have become a necessity.
We see the following problem at the core of this dilemma: Implementations are
duplicated for every platform to be supported, including simulators and testbeds.
For example, re-using a routing component like a generic hash-table class, or easily
18 2. Fundamentals and Analysis
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Figure 2.7 The development of distributed systems and protocols follows a cycle,
where protocols pass through a large number of evaluation tools.
moving a protocol from simulators across PlanetLab to user or kernel space can be
considered impractical today.
In the following we discuss the protocol development cycle in detail and introduce
platform abstraction to realize platform independent communication protocols.
2.3.2 Protocol Development Cycle
The development and evaluation process of communication protocols consists of
multiple steps (see Figure 2.7):
• Theoretical Analysis: The first step in the development of communication
protocols is a theoretical analysis to approximate their complexity and scala-
bility.
• Simulation: Relying on functional models, simulation provides controllability
and scalability by abstraction.
• Emulation: Executing a real world implementation on a virtual system, em-
ulation provides insight into low-level details.
• Experiments with Prototypes or Testbeds: Real code on real systems in
real-world scenarios provides the highest degree of realism possible.
Each of these steps feeds results and lessons learned back to earlier development
stages (see Figure 2.8). In the following we discuss each step in detail to identify its
advantages and disadvantages.
2.3.2.1 Theoretical Analysis
Theoretical analysis provides general information about the behavior of a system,
mostly based on formal modeling. A formal modeling and representation of a prob-
lem allows to prove system properties and provide guarantees. However, formalizing
the behavior of a system often requires many simplifications, thereby ignoring de-
tails. This lack of realism is a fundamental drawback of theoretical analysis. Hence,
after an initial theoretical analysis the network and systems research communities
focus on more detailed evaluation methodologies like simulation, emulation, and
real-world experiments.
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Figure 2.8 Feedback inside the protocol development cycle: Each development
stage provides feedback for the earlier stages.
2.3.2.2 Network Simulation
Providing key features such as controllability, repeatability, insight, and scalabil-
ity, simulation is the most frequently used technique to evaluate protocols and dis-
tributed systems.
Simulation models abstract from low level details to reduce the overall complexity.
This eases the understanding and evaluation of the systems and algorithms under
investigation. Additionally, simulation omits most implementation details such as
target platforms, operating systems, and devices. This limits the impact of system
artifacts and allows a researcher to solely focus on algorithmic challenges, arriving at
a functional model as a simulation model. Hence, network simulation provides a sig-
nificantly higher level of detail than theoretical analysis. Furthermore, its scalability
enables the analysis of large systems.
Overall, the implementation of an abstract simulation model and its evaluation using
a network simulator constitutes a natural starting point for the protocol development
process of a newly emerging protocol. Network simulation is a particularly valuable
evaluation tool for early protocol designs because it allows rapid prototyping due
to abstract models, which benefit from global knowledge, side-channels, etc., and a
controllable execution environment.
Until today the research community created a plethora of simulation frameworks.
They differ in terms of model availability, model accuracy and additional features
such as real-time visualization. Widely used among the research community are
the open source simulator ns-2 [MF99] and its successor ns-3 [HRFR06] as well as
OMNeT++ [Var01], GTNetS [Ril03] and others [Lee03, ZBG98]. In addition, com-
mercial frameworks, such as OPNet and QualNet, are extensively utilized. How-
ever, quality, realism, and credibility of simulation results mainly depend on the
right choice and configuration of simulation models and are independent of the net-
work simulator itself. Overall, the variety and large number of network simulators
available today underlines the importance of network simulation for research and
development of communication systems.
However, abstraction makes the development of realistic simulation models challeng-
ing. Simulation models are merely functional models, their abstraction from system
specific properties makes it challenging for classic network simulation to model prop-
erties such as system load, operating system impact or memory usage. Hence, in-
appropriate selection and configuration models have led to misleading simulation
results [Amm05, Flo06b, FK03, FP01, KCC05, PF97, WN04].
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2.3.2.3 Emulation
Emulation aims to combine the advantages of simulation, e.g., controllability and
insight, with real-world complexity and level of detail. An emulator executes a real-
world capable system inside a simulated environment. Moreover, emulation provides
many crucial advantages of simulation, enabling visualization, manageability, flexi-
bility, repeatability, and cost efficiency.
In the domain of communication systems, we identify two classes of emulation: (1)
network emulation and (2) system emulation. In network emulation a real-world
capable network stack is simulated. In contrast, system emulation simulates a com-
plete real-world capable system including its operating systems and applications. As
a result, system emulation is often called full system simulation. Furthermore, sys-
tem emulation is often denoted as emulation, as it is more widespread than network
emulation, In this work we use both terms interchangeably.
Network Emulation
Typically, network emulators substitute the abstract system model of the network
simulation with a real-world implementation such as a virtualized network stack of
an operating system [Fal99]. For example, OppBSD [BD04] embeds the TCP/IP
network stack of the FreeBSD kernel inside the OMNeT network simulator, while
the network simulation cradle [JM05] ports network stacks from Linux, OpenBSD,
FreeBSD and lwip [Dun03] to the ns-2 and ns-3 network simulators. Other tools
focus on special domains, for example, TOSSIM [LLWC03] is explicitly designed for
wireless sensor networks.
The transition from a simulation model to network emulation consists of two steps.
First, the abstractions of network simulation have to be removed from the simulation
model: It has to be transformed into a full featured implementation handling real
network packets without relying on global knowledge, side channels, explicit syn-
chronization or reliable connections and connectivity. While this provides a higher
level of details, it also results in complex implementations due to a higher level of
features and functionality. Additionally, this complexity may limit the scalability of
the model. Second, the protocol may have to be ported from the network simulator
to the network emulator, requiring to match new APIs, programming paradigms and
languages.
System Emulation
A system emulator imitates a specific hardware platform, i.e., it provides a software
based implementation of all platform components and executes the binary compiled
for the target system. When an emulator implements all features of the emulated
platform correctly, it is inherently accurate and, therefore, of high use for a de-
tailed evaluation of applications and operating systems. Exploiting the fact that
the platform exists virtually, a user can explore states in registers, memory and cor-
responding transitions by stepping through individual instructions. However, as a
result, emulation is heavyweight and compared to simulation it is strongly limited
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in terms of performance and scalability. Additionally, an emulator is written for one
specific platform. Commonly, adding new platforms results in major porting efforts.
Today, the research community provides a large variety of system emulators. For
example, open source projects such as QEMU [Bel05] and Bochs [Law96] exist in
the PC domain. And Avrora [TLP05], Atemu [PBM+04] and others [TVF+09,
LWZN07] focus on wireless sensor networks. Additionally, emulators are available
from commercial vendors such as CoWare and Synopsis.
2.3.2.4 Testbeds and Limited Deployments
In contrast to network simulation and emulation, testbeds employ real hardware,
thus enabling a protocol evaluation under real-world conditions. Assuming a large
enough testbed, accuracy and credibility of evaluation results increase significantly.
Especially properties which are typically hard to model in simulation and emulation,
such as radio propagation or Internet traffic, benefit strongly from testbeds and
deployments.
Today, there exists a large number of testbeds, which focus on different aspects
and, hence, provide different capabilities. Testbeds, such as PlanetLab [BBC+04,
BFH+06], are interconnected with the Internet and enable experimentation with
distributed systems on a global scale. Typically, they permit user space access only,
but offer an Internet-based deployment that enables protocol evaluation using real
traffic. However, the effects of virtualization and shared resources often result in
overloaded links and CPUs, which reduces realism [HMPD06, RDS+07].
In contrast, local scale testbeds allow exclusive and unrestricted (root-)access to
machines and network resources [WLS+02, VYW+02]. Deployed in a self-contained
network, local scale testbeds prevent the drawbacks of shared infrastructure at the
price of smaller scale deployments. Protocol developers can utilize these machines to
test both user- and kernel-space protocol implementations under controllable condi-
tions. Recently (Proto-)Geni [Lep07, PAB+06] and FlexLab [RDS+07] aim to bridge
the gap between those testbeds by combining both global and local scale testbeds.
Furthermore, the research community deployed a large number of testbeds through-
out all domains of network research: (1) in the Internet domain [WLS+02, RDS+07,
BBB+04], (2) wireless sensor networks [CBA+05, WASW05, EAR+06], (3) wire-
less networks [RSO+05, MMR+08, DHB+08], (4) mobile networks [JSF+06, M+00,
DNT05], and (5) cognitive and software defined radios [RME+06].
Compared to real-world deployments, test-beds are limited in size, but provide func-
tionality for event logging and injection as well as additional wired or wireless com-
munication channels for feedback, interaction, and debugging. Commonly, testbeds
are of smaller scale than simulation and emulation. Containing some tens to hun-
dreds of nodes, the scalability of a proposed design and operations with a large
number of interactions are hard to evaluate. Furthermore, without special hardware
it is not possible to halt a running system and inspect its internal state. Thus, the
evaluation of systems in real-world experiments is limited in terms of repeatability,
configurability, scalability, and flexibility. Additionally, test-beds are quite cost and
space demanding.
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Figure 2.9 Simulation vs. emulation and real-world experiments.
2.3.2.5 Discussion
Each of the tools for protocol evaluation discussed in this section is designed for a
specific purpose and thereby provides its own strength and weaknesses (see Figure
2.9). Currently, there is no tool available that combines the advantages of each
approach. Thus, during its development a communication protocol should pass
simulation, emulation, and testbeds to ensure a thorough and credible evaluation.
However, the transition from one evaluation tool to another in this chain is a chal-
lenging task. The switch from a network simulator to a Linux user space envi-
ronment, such as PlanetLab, requires a major reimplementation effort: (1) New
interfaces to resources such as timers, memory, packets, and devices require corre-
sponding adaptation of the code base. (2) The switch from the event based pro-
gramming paradigm in network simulators to a thread based implementation and
the use of blocking, i.e., synchronous, function calls instead of asynchronous, split
phase programming has a deep impact on the overall software implementation. (3)
The change from an abstract packet representation in network simulation to real
packets demands an extension of the code base. (4) Global knowledge, side channels
and explicit synchronization need to be replaced by corresponding protocols and
mechanisms. Overall, the transition from a network simulator to a testbed is rough
and, as a result, we observe that many protocols are evaluated in simulation only.
Additionally, protocol development is an iterative process. Thus, results from a large
scale testbed evaluation, such as PlanetLab, have to be fed back into simulation
and possibly theoretical analysis. As a result, different implementations have to
be maintained in parallel. When a protocol targets also mobile systems or sensor
networks additional implementations have to be maintained.
2.3.3 Flexible Network Experimentation through Platform Ab-
straction
The need for an evaluation on multiple platforms and the resulting frequent reimple-
mentations make protocol evaluation a challenging and time-consuming task. Based
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Figure 2.10 A virtual platform to unify protocol evaluation tools.
on this observation we derive the second key contribution of this thesis: We aim
to limit the reimplementations that communication protocols undergo throughout
their life cycle. Hence, we provide a virtual platform for network experimentation
allowing a platform independent implementation of communication protocols (see
Figure 2.10).
We achieve platform independence of communication protocols by identifying an
unified interface across all target platforms. This unified interface forms a so called
virtual platform that allows us to place protocols on top of any platform. Via an
abstraction layer it maps the virtual platform to the specifics of each individual
platform. Hence, the virtual platform allows protocols to evolve in the process of a
stepwise refinement instead of frequent reimplementations. Overall, our goal is to
enable a seamless transition of a protocol implementation back and forth between
the different development stages.
2.3.4 State of the Art
To enable network emulation many research projects move kernel network stacks
to user space. For example, Daytona [PKX+02] and Arsenic [PF01] port Linux
stacks while Alpine [ESW01] is based on the FreeBSD network stack. The Network
Simulation Cradle [JM05] and OppBSD [BD04] port OS network stacks into network
simulators such as ns-2 [MF99] and OMNeT++ [Var01]. Due to the tight integration
of network stacks into the operating system kernel, such ports are challenging and
their maintenance is non-trivial. Overall, these stacks merely bridge between two
domains, such as network simulators and operating system kernels.
In contrast, the virtual platform introduced in this thesis bridges the gap between a
large set of evaluation tools. It relies on a narrow interface for an efficient integration
into the target platforms. We discuss related work in detail after introducing the
virtual platform in Section 4.5.
2.3.5 Discussion
After the identification of a virtual platform as the second goal of this thesis, we
discuss opportunities, challenges, strength, and weaknesses.
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Strength: As a result of its platform abstraction, protocols the virtual platform
need to be implemented only once. This implementation can be moved seamlessly
back and forth between different evaluation platforms. Hence, they allow to use any
evaluation tool throughout the design process without the need for protocol reim-
plementation and thereby effectively reduce the complexity of protocol evaluation.
Weaknesses: To enable an efficient platform abstraction all target platforms must
provide a so called common ground. Hence, they should provide similar interfaces,
programming paradigms and languages. The virtual platform cannot cover all pos-
sible platforms, on which communication protocols are employed. For example,
programmable hardware, e.g., FPGAs and DSPs, is programmed with low level lan-
guages such as VHDL. Commonly, these languages follow different programming
paradigms and system interfaces when compared to typical network stacks.
Opportunities: Platform independence eases network experimentation. It allows
protocols to be evaluated and deployed on a large set of platforms and tools. Apart
from this general simplification of protocol evaluation, we believe that recently pro-
posed clean-slate approaches to the Internet architecture can benefit from platform
abstraction in particular, as they are expected to pass the development cycle a num-
ber of times before reaching the required maturity.
Threats: Platform abstraction introduces overhead and may limit to the perfor-
mance of our architecture.
2.3.6 Summary
Observing the variety and heterogeneity of platforms for today’s communication
protocols and analyzing the protocol development cycle we derived a virtual platform
as the second key contribution of this thesis. The virtual platform protocols allows
to evolve protocols in a stepwise refinement instead of frequent reimplementations.
Hence, it enables a seamless transition of a protocol implementation back and forth
between the different development stages and target platforms.
2.4 Inaccuracy in Network Simulation
In this section we introduce and analyze challenges in network simulation. From this
analysis we identify the third contribution of this thesis: fine-grained, automatic cal-
ibration of network simulation to enable a realistic evaluation of distributed systems.
2.4.1 Challenges in Network Simulation
Key features such as controllability, repeatability, insight, and scalability simulation
make simulation the tool of choice for the evaluation of protocols and distributed
systems (see Section 2.3.2.2). However, to reduce complexity, simulation models ab-
stract from low level details such as system properties. Although this is essential to
ease the understanding and evaluation of systems and algorithms, this abstraction re-
duces realism and credibility [Amm05, Flo06b, FK03, FP01, KCC05, PF97, WN04].
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Figure 2.11 Simulation calibration allows to instrument simulation models with
system properties, such as processing delays.
While the virtual platform eases the evaluation of communication protocols (see
Section 2.3), a second challenge in the evaluation of communication protocols re-
mains: Network simulation abstracts from system properties and, as a result, these
can only be evaluated in emulation and testbeds. For example, it allows to compare
the number of messages sent by two different protocol implementations. However,
it omits the processing time required by each protocol. Today, network simulation
typically does not allow to determine the processing latency or power consumption
of a protocol stack. Overall, relying on merely functionals model, network simulation
delays the analysis of system properties until an implementation of a protocol has
been integrated in an operating system and target platform.
2.4.2 Accurate Simulation through Fine-Grained Calibration
Today, the need for detailed evaluation requires emulation and testbed based evalu-
ation to determine system properties such as processing delays and energy consump-
tion of algorithms, applications and operating systems. From these observations we
derive the third key contribution of this thesis: fine-grained calibration of simulation
models to enhance the realism in network simulation. Hence, we enrich simulation
models with system properties to determine processing delays and estimate node
and network lifetime (see Figure 2.11).
We provide a framework that allows to automatically instrument a simulation model
with fine-grained, real-world execution time and energy traces (see Figure 2.12). As
a result, it allows to analyze processing latency and energy consumption of individual
system components and code blocks (see Figure 2.13). Furthermore, we can estimate
node and network lifetime already in simulation, i.e., at the early stages of the design
and development process. In our prototype design and implementation we focus on
wireless sensor networks as these are battery driven and have limited processing
power. These strongly require tools to evaluate the processing power that their
algorithms consume. Overall, simulation calibration enhances network simulation
to model details, for which traditionally testbeds had to be used.
2.4.3 State of the Art
For the evaluation of energy efficiency in network simulation, most models rely on
a qualitative evaluation such as counting the number of packets sent [M+02, DH04,
WC01, SR02]. While this allows to estimate the transmission energy of different
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Figure 2.12 Simulation calibration instruments the simulation model with detailed
system properties such as the per state energy consumption of all
system components.
approaches, it neglects processing energy and latency. On the other hand, for full-
system simulation, there exist many energy models [LR96, KG97, LH98, TRJ02,
SC01]. However, they are bound to full-system simulation tools and require hardware
and OS models. Additionally, they suffer from the scalability problems of full-system
simulation.
Simulation calibration has been addressed in earlier work [MHW02, SHrC+04, WN04].
However, they lack the possibility to automatically derive a simulation calibration
or to predict node and network life-time. We discuss related work in detail after
introducing energy models and automated simulation calibration in Sections 5.2.1
and 5.3.2, respectively.
2.4.4 Discussion
After the identification of simulation calibration as the third goal of this thesis, we
discuss opportunities, challenges, strength, and weaknesses.
Strength: Our framework for simulation calibration enables an automatic instru-
mentation of simulation models with realistic timing information. Its key strength is
the possibility to automatically extract timing traces from a platform specific binary
and instrument the simulation model with these. It allows to accurately determine
the processing time required by each component in the system. Overall, it does not
rely on a trace collection in testbeds or deployed systems.
Weaknesses: Modeling complex system properties such as caches or piling requires
a detailed system model, that may not be available in simulation. Hence, we apply
the initial prototypes of this work to wireless sensor networks that are of simple
system architecture.
Opportunities: Realistic timing in network simulation provides the processing
time required by each system component. Hence, it can determine latency due
to processing delays and evaluate the processing required for complex protocols.
Additionally, it allows to estimate the lifetime of wireless sensor network before
deployment. Overall, it enables the evaluation of system properties that otherwise
require a system emulator or testbed.
Threats: To enable accurate calibration of simulation models we need to include
properties of the target hardware and operating system into our model. Hence,
we need to derive an approach to include these accurately without limiting the
scalability of the simulator.
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Figure 2.13 A calibrated simulation model enables the analysis of power consump-
tion and network lifetime.
2.4.5 Summary
Identifying the lack of network simulation to model system properties such as energy
consumption and processing latency, we introduce simulation calibration as the third
key contribution of this thesis. Our framework for simulation calibration allows
to automatically instrument simulation models with system properties (see Figure
2.12). Hence, it enables researchers to determine detailed system properties of a
protocol on a specific target system and hardware already during simulation and,
hence, early in the design process.
2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we discuss the three key contributions of this thesis and provide the
required background to motivate each contribution.
First, this work introduces the identification of micro protocols and their composi-
tion to communication protocols as novel development paradigm. It eases network
experimentation by allowing researchers to flexibly compose communication proto-
cols from reusable, functional protocol building blocks. Second, our virtual platform
enables a seamless transition of protocols between evaluation tools. Hence, the evo-
lution of a protocol throughout its development and evaluation process is a stepwise
refinement of a single implementation instead of frequent reimplementations as it is
done today. Third, simulation calibration allows to automatically instrument simu-
lation models with system properties. As a result, we can derive fine grained traces
of system properties, such as time and energy, and predict the lifetime nodes and the
networks in the early stages of the development process, i.e., already in simulation.
Analyzing the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of each goal, we
identified a large number of promising advantages that motivate this work. Further-
more, we observe that the weaknesses and threats identified in our discussion are
open research questions and challenges. Hence, the challenges that they impose are
investigated and answered throughout this thesis.
Overall, we believe that the contributions of this thesis address key challenges in the
development and evaluation of communication protocols and distributed systems.
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3
Micro-Protocols as Substrate for
Protocol Composition
This chapter presents the first key contribution of this work: It analyzes the similar-
ities in widespread communication protocols, derives generic protocol mechanisms
and introduces a two-tiered component model that allows to compose and configure
generic mechanisms to assemble widespread communication protocols.
In general, communication protocols provide services, such as reliable communica-
tion or integrity protection. To realize these services, a communication protocol
itself relies on services that the layer below provides and combines these with own
protocol mechanisms. We observe, that communication protocols rely on similar
mechanisms to provide their services. To provide these as reusable protocol building
blocks, we have to address the following two design challenges: (1) Commonly, the
mechanisms of a communication protocol are strongly interwoven with each other,
making it challenging to introduce reuse. (2) Albeit protocols rely on similar mech-
anisms, there is rarely a single manifestation of a protocol mechanism. Instead,
a protocol mechanism is used in many different manifestations causing subtle dif-
ferences between protocols. For example, for integrity protection protocols rely on
different checksum algorithms, checksum coverage and protocol headers.
To address these design challenges, we introduce a layered component model pro-
viding two levels of modularity:
• Outer Layer: Micro-Protocols
Each protocol mechanism is represented as a so called micro-protocol, a mini-
mal communication protocol providing only a single protocol functionality.
• Inner Layer: Configurations
Configurations customize the individual protocol mechanisms to assemble the
functionality of a specific protocol.
Using this two-layered component-model, we show how to untangle these and identify
generic mechanisms, that are shared across protocols and protocol layers. Further-
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(a) Modularization on the granularity of indi-
vidual instruction ensures reuse across proto-
cols. Code sample is taken from the Microsoft
Visual Programming Language (VPL).
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(c) Modularization into
single protocol mecha-
nisms aims to balance
both extremes.
Figure 3.1 Degrees of granularity in modularization of communication protocols.
more, the configurability of protocol mechanisms allows us to capture the subtle
differences between communication protocols. We provide micro protocols as a col-
lection of reusable, configurable protocol building blocks. From these generic micro-
protocols we show the rapid composition and easy modification of communication
protocols such as TCP and IP [KLGW09, LBLDW06, LW06, Pap09, Lu¨c08, BL06,
WLR+04].
This chapter is structured as follows: We discuss our component model in detail in
Section 3.1. Section 3.2 analyzes transport protocols and provides their mechanism
as micro-protocols. From these micro-protocols we show the composition widespread
transport protocols including TCP, DCCP, and SCTP in Section 3.3. Additionally,
micro protocols in network layer protocols and their composition to protocols, such
as IPv4, IPv6 and IPX, are discussed in Appendix A. Section 3.4 evaluates our ap-
proach, Section 3.5 discusses related work, and Section 3.6 presents future directions
and concludes.
3.1 Component Model
This section discusses our two-layered component-model in detail. We define its
properties and introduce each layer.
3.1.1 Granularity of Modularization
As the first step, we explore the design space that the concept of modularization
offers. We derive a granularity of modularization that can capture similarities across
communication protocols and enables reusable protocol building blocks (see Figure
3.1).
3.1.1.1 Extreme I: Fine Grained Building Blocks
One approach to componentization is to break down a communication protocol to
its core operations such as bit manipulation or mathematical operations, see Figure
3.1(a). On the one hand, we obtain highly reusable components which form the basis
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for any communication protocol and software in general. Furthermore, the total
number of components available is small and the complexity of each component is
easily graspable. On the other hand, however, the composition of such modules into
a stack of communication protocols is highly complex, as communication protocols
consist of a large number of these operations. Overall, such a modularity strongly
reflects the granularity of today’s programming languages.
3.1.1.2 Extreme II: Coarse Grained Building Blocks
The second approach is to simplify the composition of protocol stacks. Hence, one
would modularize protocol stacks on the granularity of communication protocols, i.e.,
on the granularity of protocol layers, see Figure 3.1(b). Overall, such a granularity
on the level of protocols is similar to the granularity that today’s protocol stacks in
operating system kernels, such as the Linux or Windows kernels, provide.
This approach allows an easy composition of protocol stacks since protocols are
inherently a good candidate for abstraction. Additionally, any composition of a
protocol stack is easily graspable. However, the components themselves bear a high
complexity and the reusability of algorithmic functionality is strongly limited.
3.1.1.3 Our Solution: Configurable Micro Protocols
We aim to balance both extremes: Our approach is to identify common mechanisms
in communication protocols, so called micro-protocols. Overall, we believe, that
this level of granularity in modularization forms a sweet spot that balances the
complexity of each building block on the one hand and the complexity of their
composition on the other hand, see Figure 3.1(c). In the following we discuss micro
protocols and the corresponding multi-layered component model in detail.
3.1.2 Micro Protocols: Outer Layer of the Component Model
Commonly, the mechanisms of communications protocols, such as detection of packet
loss or congestion control, are strongly interwoven among each other. Our work
shows how to untangle these services and identify mechanisms, so called micro pro-
tocols, that reappear across protocols and protocol layers (see Figure 3.2). Micro
protocols in turn act as building blocks from which we compose communication
protocols.
3.1.2.1 Introducing Micro-Protocols
We define a micro protocol as follows:
Definition 1. A micro protocol is a single, functional meaningful protocol mecha-
nism.
From this definition, we derive the following properties of a micro protocol:
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Figure 3.2 A micro-protocol realizes a protocol mechanism across network entities.
• Generic and Reusable: A micro protocol is protocol independent and com-
mon across multiple protocols, possibly across protocol layers. Hence, micro
protocols are reusable building blocks.
• Atomic: As micro protocols encapsulate a single algorithmic protocol mech-
anism, their further decomposition into more fine grained micro-protocols
should not be possible.
• Self-Contained: A micro protocol operates independently of other micro
protocols. Hence, it encapsulates a protocol functionality including algorithm
and local states.
• Narrow Interface: As a side effect of its self containment, a micro protocol
only requires a small interface for interaction with other micro protocols.
Micro protocols encapsulate the algorithmic complexity of a protocol mechanism.
Similar to traditional communication protocols, we assemble micro-protocols to lay-
ers. We use micro-protocols as functional building blocks and compose them to
communication protocols and protocol stacks. Hence, multiple micro-protocols can
be assembled to represent the functionality of a protocol layer, i.e., to be composed
to TCP or IP. Additionally, a micro-protocol relies on the services provided by micro-
protocols on the layers below and itself provides a service to protocols above (see
Figure 3.2).
3.1.2.2 A Component Model for Micro-Protocols
After defining micro protocols, we introduce the corresponding component model.
This component model serves as an architecture to realize micro protocols as generic,
reusable protocol building blocks. The component model consists of the following
three elements:
• Modules as Components: A micro protocol consists of so called mod-
ules. Placed on the participating network entities, modules assemble a micro-
protocol.
• Gates as Interfaces: To interact with modules of other micro protocols,
modules provide gates as points of connection.
• Composition via Binding: We assemble protocols by composing modules
via their gates to a component graph.
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Figure 3.3 An micro protocol is realized as micro-protocol, which in turn is com-
posed of modules distributed across the network.
In the following we discuss each element in detail.
Modules as Components for Protocol Composition:
Micro protocols encapsulate a single protocol functionality each. However, in most
cases this functionality is distributed across the network, i.e., multiple entities in the
network interact. For example, flow control in transport protocols requires control
units at source and destination, and forwarding decisions in a network layer proto-
col are made on each node. Hence, a micro-protocol consists of multiple so called
modules placed on interacting network entities (see Figure 3.3). We define a module
as follows:
Definition 2. Modules are distributed across the network and realize the function-
ality of a micro-protocol on the individual network entities.
Commonly, the modules of a micro-protocol are distributed across the network.
Hence, modules encapsulate functionality and state on each node. Communicating
and exchanging information, modules realize the functionality of their micro-protocol
and provide its service to other micro-protocols. As the modules of a micro-protocol
are typically distributed across the network, they rely on protocol header and tail
fields for communication (see Figure 3.3). To enable abstraction, a multiple modules
can be composed to a so called compound modules.
Overall, the functionality of an micro-protocol is provided by multiple, interacting
building blocks placed on different network entities. We define such interacting
building blocks as modules and their distributed interaction as micro-protocol.
Gates as Interfaces for Interaction:
To access the services of other modules on the same node, modules provide so called
gates as points for interaction (see Figure 3.4). Gates are named, typed and protocol
independent. They are well defined interfaces for data and control flow, e.g., they
receive packets for processing or control information such as the congestion window.
Gates can emit or receive information or packets. Hence, they act as event source
or sink depending on the module.
Protocol Composition via Binding:
By binding the gates of modules, we establish a communication path between com-
ponents. Hence, bindings mediate the data flow between modules.
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Figure 3.4 Configurations allow a micro protocol and its modules to match the
requirements of individual protocols. Additionally, gates provide points
of interaction with other modules.
3.1.3 Configurations: The Inner Layer of the Component Model
3.1.3.1 Introducing Configurations
Micro protocols and their modules provide generic mechanisms of communication
protocols. A configuration allows their customization to the requirements of indi-
vidual protocols. We define a configuration of a micro protocol and its modules as
follows:
Definition 3. A configuration is the customization of a micro protocol to require-
ments of an individual protocol.
Overall, a configuration converts a generic micro protocols to a protocol-specific
building block. Configurations allow to capture algorithmic choices inside a micro-
protocol and to abstract from protocol specific properties. Typical configuration
options include:
• Algorithmic Choices: A configuration allows to customize a micro protocol
with algorithmic choices such as different checksum algorithms or congestion
control schemes.
• Algorithmic Parameters: Apart from algorithmic choices, parameters allow
to configure algorithms.
• Data Representations: A configuration allows to adapt a micro protocol to
different data representations. For example, it allows to represent a sequence
number either in bytes or packets sent.
• Protocol Specifics: Finally, we require a configuration to specify protocol
specific details such as access to protocol header and tail fields. For example,
it needs to define the offset and size of a field in the protocol header or tail.
Configurations are either protocol independent or protocol specific. For example,
algorithmic choices, algorithmic parameters, or data representations are not bound
to a specific protocol. Hence, these can be reused across protocols. In contrast,
configurations regarding protocol headers and tails are bound to their protocol.
Their reuse in other protocols in strongly limited.
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3.1.3.2 A Component Model for Configurations
After defining configurations, we introduce the corresponding component model.
This component model serves as architecture to convert generic micro protocols
to a protocol-specific unit. The component model consists of the following three
elements:
• Configurations as Objects: Configurations encapsulate algorithmic choices
and other protocol functionality. They serve as plug-ins into a module.
• Interfaces: Well-defined interfaces ensure that configurations can serve as
plug-ins.
• Modules Define Bindings: In contrast to micro-protocols, the bindings,
i.e., the data flow, between configurations and their modules is static. It is
defined by the modules that encapsulates the configurations.
Configurations as Objects: In practice, we realize configurations in an object
oriented design. Hence, a module does not implement all supported options. In-
stead, algorithmic choices and other options are objects that flexibly encapsulate
mechanisms and algorithms. A module itself merely defines interfaces as points of
interaction. Section 4.2 discusses details of the corresponding software architecture.
Additionally, configurability alone may not be able to capture all algorithmic choices.
In this case our component model allows enables implementation of multiple versions
of a micro-protocol or of individual modules.
Interfaces: Well-defined interfaces act as points of interaction between the mod-
ule and its configurations. The goal of these interfaces is to ensure that different
configurations can serve as plug-in replacements for each other.
Modules Define Bindings: The data-flow between a configuration and its module
is static and defined by the module that encapsulates it. Hence, in contrast to
modules, configurations cannot be arbitrarily composed and their interaction follows
patterns that are pre-defined by the module encapsulating it.
3.1.4 Discussion
The encapsulation of functionality and state into modules and their composition
has the following design implications: (1) composition to a component graph, (2)
modules as blueprint for context information, (3) reuse of modules and configurations
Component Graph: The interaction of modules effectively creates a component
graph which illustrates how packets and control information travel through a pro-
tocol stack. The component graph describes the order in which micro-protocols,
i.e., their modules, are executed. For example, placing a forwarding micro-protocol
before a micro-protocol for reliable communication, e.g., a retransmission system,
ensures that retransmissions always take the same route. In contrast, placing the
retransmission before the forwarding micro-protocol allows packets to take different
routes on each retransmission.
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Modules as Blueprint for Context Information: Classically, a protocol in-
stantiates and maintains context information per flow or session it manages, e.g.,
via a TCP socket. In our component model, protocol modules are designed as a
blueprint for this context information, allowing to represent flows as a composition
of individual module instances. Thus, each module encapsulates its own local con-
text information. This approach intuitively maps the notion of executing module
functionality in the context of a flow or connection to the classic object-oriented
programming paradigm. In the current stack implementations, we explicitly make
use of this feature to represent flows or sessions.
More importantly, the component model also applies this mechanism to the per-flow
customization of protocols as follows. Since the creation of a flow, e.g., a new socket,
triggers the instantiation of a module composition, a protocol can dynamically de-
cide on the layout of the composition. For example, features like flow options, or
alternative congestion control algorithms are encapsulated as individual modules
and instantiated on demand for each flow individually.
Reusability of Modules and Configurations: Modules and many configurations
are not bound to a specific protocol. Hence, next to the natural extensibility that
the component based design offers, our two-layered component model enables the
reuse of modules and configurations when composing new protocols. As a result
micro-protocols and configurations that are not specific to a protocol can be reused.
As noted above, configurations encapsulate protocol independent properties such
as algorithmic details, parameters, or representations. Additionally, they define
protocol specific options such as protocol headers. As a result, the first three are
not bound to specific protocol can be reused when composing new protocols. Only
protocol headers and tails are specific to a protocol are not reusable and must be
provided on a per protocol basis.
Overall, the granularity of modularization at the level of micro protocols and con-
figurations enables their flexible re-use across protocols and network layers. Hence,
this design paradigm provides four key-benefits for protocol experimentation: (1)
composability, (2) reusability, (3) replaceability, (4) encapsulation of complexity. In
our experience, this granularity makes the functionality and implementation of an
micro protocols easily graspable, while a complete protocol stack itself is composed
of a manageable number of components.
3.1.5 Example
After introducing the basic terms and design of our component model, we illustrate
them with an example: a micro protocol for integrity protection.
This micro protocol ensures that packets arrive unchanged at a destination. Techni-
cally, it relies on a checksum to protect packets against accidental changes. Hence,
on the sender side a module of the micro-protocol sets the checksum in the protocol
header and on the receiver side a second module verifies it (see Figure 3.5).
Integrity protection is widely used in today’s communication systems. For example,
IPv4 relies on an one’s complement checksum to protect its protocol header and TCP
uses the same checksum algorithm to protect header and payload. Hence, we find
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Figure 3.5 The micro-protocol for integrity protection, its modules and configura-
tion options.
this micro-protocol on different protocol layers. We describe it in detail in Section
A.1.5 of the appendix of this work where we discuss micro protocols in network
protocols.
In terms of configuration, this micro-protocol provides the following options:
• Checksum Algorithm: The micro protocol allows to choose the checksum al-
gorithm based on application needs, reliability, and computational complexity.
Typical algorithms to protect against accidental changes are the one’s comple-
ment checksum as used in IPv4, TCP, and UDP, and the CRC32c checksum of
SCTP. Additionally, a cryptographic checksum can protect against intentional
changes.
• Checksum Coverage: Checksum coverage differs from protocol to protocol.
For example, IPv4 protects the protocol header, TCP and UDP cover protocol
header and data, and others, such as DCCP, SCTP and UDP Lite, support a
variable checksum coverage.
• Protocol Header Fields: Each communication protocol has its own header
format. Hence, this option provides access the corresponding header fields,
e.g., it specifies offset and length of the checksum field.
Checksum algorithms are not bound to a specific protocol. Instead, different proto-
cols share the same algorithm and different algorithms can work as plug-in replace-
ments for each other. Hence, this configuration is protocol independent and reusable.
Similarly, we typically see these three types of checksum coverage in today’s pro-
tocols: header coverage, header and payload coverage, and variable coverage. This
makes configurations handling checksum coverage also protocol independent. Only
the third class of configurations is protocol specific, as it represents the headers of
the individual protocols. Overall, out of these three configuration classes, the first
two ones are protocol independent and reusable across protocols.
Concluding, the example of the micro-protocol for integrity protection shows that
the two levels of modularity in our component model enable a flexible configuration
of micro protocols to the requirements of individual protocols.
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3.1.6 Summary
Our design bases on a two layered component model: micro-protocols and configu-
rations. Micro-protocols, each provide a single protocol functionality. Hence, their
encapsulation hides algorithmic details and complexity. Additionally, their narrow
interfaces ensure that micro-protocols can be easily composed to protocols.
Configurations allow to adapt micro-protocols to the requirements of individual pro-
tocols. Overall, a configuration represents a part of a protocol mechanism, while a
micro protocol encapsulates a protocol mechanism.
We discuss language support and our framework for the realization of micro-protocols
and their composition to protocols in the next chapter (see Chapter 4). Next, we
analyze widespread communication protocol to identify micro-protocols and config-
urations.
3.2 Case Study: Micro Protocols and Configurations
in Transport Protocols
To show the applicability of our approach, we identify micro protocols in transport
protocols and assemble these to widespread protocols such as UDP and TCP. Com-
monly, transport protocols have a higher complexity than network layer protocols.
They provide more functionality, such as reliable communication, congestion man-
agement and flow control. Furthermore, their algorithmic mechanisms are deeper
interleaved than in network layer protocols. Hence, in this section we identify their
micro protocols and present these as a collection of reusable modules and configura-
tions.
Building a collection of reusable protocol building blocks consists of the following
two steps:
• Analysis of Communication Protocols: The analysis of widespread com-
munication protocols allows a decomposition into their individual functionali-
ties.
• Identification of Micro Protocols: From the individual functionalities and
their similarities across protocols we next analyze their fundamental algorith-
mic paradigms and identify micro protocols and configurations that reappear
across protocols and layers.
3.2.1 Widespread Transport Protocols
In the Internet, network-layer protocols provide an unreliable, best-effort service of
packet delivery from source to destination. Due to network congestion, interference
in wireless links, and other unpredicted events, packets may be delivered out of order
or even lost. Hence, the transport layer provides extended transportation services
on top of the network layer. For example, a transport protocol retransmits lost
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packets, rearranges out-of-order packets, and reduces bandwidth consumption upon
detecting network congestion.
The current Internet architecture provides four main transport protocols, namely
the Transmission Control Protoco(TCP) [Pos81c], User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
[Pos80b], Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) [KHF06a] and the Stream
Control Transmission Protocol(SCTP) [SXM+00a]. While each of these protocols
has been designed for a different use case, they share algorithmic similarities such as
congestion control, reliable communication, session management or flow control. In
this sub-section we introduce widespread transport protocols and discuss the services
they provide.
3.2.1.1 Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
The core service of the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [CDS74, Pos81c] is the
reliable transport of data streams. TCP is widely used by many of today’s popular
Internet applications such as web browsing, E-mail, file transfer, remote sessions,
and also media streaming applications.
TCP provides the following services to an application:
• Stream Oriented: Streaming allows TCP to chop incoming data into packets
of arbitrary length, being able to adapt flexibly to the requirements of link and
network layer protocols as well as congestion and flow control limitations.
• Reliable: As reliable communication protocol TCP ensures that all data sent
by a source is received by the destination. Hence, lost packets are retransmitted
and packets received multiple times are only delivered once to an application.
• Error Free: A one’s complement checksum protects header and payload
against accidental changes.
• Congestion Control: To prevent network overload, TCP relies on congestion
control algorithms to detect congestion and to adapt its bandwidth consump-
tion accordingly.
• Flow Control: TCP prevents the network from overloading applications.
Hence, if data is delivered faster than applications can consume it, flow control
mechanisms reduce the delivery rate of packets accordingly.
• Ordered Delivery: Data chunks delivered to an application are delivered in
the same order as they were sent.
• Connection Establishment: A three-way handshake determines connection
parameters such as acknowledgement modes and defines initial values for con-
gestion and flow control.
• Connection Demultiplexing: To allow multiple connections, each connec-
tion is tagged by unique connection identifier, so called ports, allowing a des-
tination to map incoming packets to their corresponding connection.
• Out of Band: A second channel allows applications to deliver urgent data as
independent stream. Urgent data is delivered to an application even if data
chunks that should be delivered before this urgent, out of band data have not
been delivered yet.
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As stream oriented protocol TCP eases the transfer of large data chunks. Hence,
TCP merges incoming data into large packets to make efficient use of the bandwidth
available. At the destination TCP reassembles the stream and delivers it to the
corresponding application.
However, for interactive applications this feature of coalescing bytes into large pack-
ets has an important drawback: The transport protocol needs to wait for the ap-
plication to deliver enough data to form such a large packet. Hence, it increases
message latency. This effect is visible in low bandwidth communications such as re-
mote logins where merely the letters of console input and output are transfered. To
overcome this limitation, TCP provides a so called push flag where an application
can signal to TCP that is should not wait for more data. Instead, TCP sends this
data immediately. It does not wait for further data to assemble a packet of maxi-
mum payload size. Overall, the push-flag allows an application to temporary break
the stream oriented data processing of TCP and thereby extend the application
scenarios of TCP.
3.2.1.2 User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
In contrast to TCP, the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [Pos80b] provides merely a
minimal transport service to the application. Its main tasks are:
• Packet Oriented: UDP transmits packets as it received them from the ap-
plication. Hence, UDP operates packet or datagram oriented. UDP merely
adds a UDP header and forwards a packet immediately to the network layer
protocol.
• Packet Demultiplexing: UDP relies on port numbers to map flows to their
corresponding applications.
• Connectionless: UDP does not require a handshake, as no connection setup,
feature negotiation, and initialization has to be performed.
• Optional Integrity Protection: As optional feature, UDP allows to pro-
tect the integrity of messages and their payload with a checksum. Similar to
TCP the UDP checksum is computed from the one-complement of header and
payload.
UDP is a minimal transport protocol, it does not offer any of the typical transport
layer services. For example, it does not provide reliable delivery, flow control, con-
gestion control or in-order delivery. Hence, UDP is a minimal transport protocol
that allows applications to provide their own services on top of the transport layer.
In the Internet we see two typical use cases for the UDP protocol:
• Custom transport services: UDP allows applications to implement their
own transport mechanisms on top of the transport layer.
• No need for transport services: Some applications do not require extensive
transport services.
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When the features of existing transport protocols such as TCP do not match their
requirements, applications, commonly, rely on own implementations of transport
mechanisms. Typical examples are interactive voice and video applications that pre-
fer timely delivery over reliable communication and in-order delivery. Additionally,
many transport protocols in the OS kernel do not provide a cross-layer feedback
to the application. For example, some audio and video encoders can adapt their
compression rate according to the available bandwidth. Hence, a custom transport
protocol in the application domain allows to inform a media encoder about the
bandwidth available.
A second class of use cases for UDP are applications that do not require any extensive
transport service. Commonly, a Domain Name Service (DNS) [PR84] lookup consists
of two messages: a query and a corresponding reply. Hence, in this situation features
such as congestion and flow control are needless. Furthermore, due to its simplicity
UDP can be easily implemented in resource constrained environments. For example,
network interface cards often contain a UDP implementation directly on the chip to
download boot images from a server via the so called Trivial File Transfer Protocol
(TFTP) [Sol81, Sol92].
3.2.1.3 UDP Lite
UDP Lite [LDP+04] is a modification of the UDP protocol. It adds support for a
partial integrity protection. Hence, the checksum of an UDP Lite packet prevents
selected sections of header and payload against accidental changes.
Commonly, voice and video codecs encode redundancy to their data. Hence, they
can recover from bit errors in received packets. Media data transported via UDP
Lite can make use of this property by protecting only the UDP header and possible
control information in the payload. The media data itself remains unprotected. In
case of corruption the packet is only discarded if any corruption manipulated the
protocol header or control information. Other changes stay unnoticed by UDP Lite
and allow the codec to restore corrupted payload.
3.2.1.4 Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP)
The Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) [KHF06a, KHF06b] aims at
interactive traffic where timely delivery is preferred over reliable communication such
as interactive voice and video communication. It provides features such as congestion
control, explicit congestion notification, reliable connection setup and tear down, and
feature negotiation. However, in contrast to TCP it does not provide reliable data
delivery or flow control.
• Packet Oriented: DCCP is a packet oriented transport layer protocol like
UDP. Hence, DCCP merely adds headers and may delay packets according to
congestion control.
• Congestion Control: DCCP supports multiple congestion control schemes
such as TCP equivalent [FK06] and TCP friendly [FKP06].
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• No Reliable Communication: DCCP does not provide reliable commu-
nication nor in-order delivery. This reduces the latency caused by possible
retransmissions.
• No Flow Control: DCCP lacks flow control. However, via an DCCP option
a destination can signal to the source that is has trouble handling incoming
data. Up on receiving such indication the source should reduce its sending
rate.
• Connection Establishment and Tear-Down: Although DCCP itself does
not provide reliable communications, control messages, e.g., for connection
management and congestion control, are transmitted reliably. Hence, they are
retransmitted in case of packet loss.
• Congestion Avoidance: DCCP supports congestion avoidance via explicit
congestion notification (ECN).
• Feature Negotiation: Similar to TCP, DCCP supports feature negotiation,
e.g., the selection of a congestion control scheme.
• Flexible Checksum Coverage: Similar to UDP Lite, DCCP supports a flex-
ible checksum coverage. Hence, the checksum only protects selected fractions
of a packet.
Mainly, DCCP aims at applications that have timing constraints on data delivery.
Such applications include interactive voice and video communication, streaming me-
dia, and online games. In these applications messages quickly become outdated and
so receiving new messages is preferred to retransmitting lost messages. Hence, these
requirements make TCP ill-suited for this class of applications. Without DCCP such
applications either have to settle for TCP – although it does not fit their needs well
– or operate on top of UDP and implement customized services.
By default, DCCP relies on a 16 bit checksum computed from the one’s complement
of the data covering header and payload just as TCP. Additionally, it allows to use
an extended checksum via an option field to increase checksum stability. As the
main use case of DCCP is voice and video communication, DCCP provides support
for partial checksum coverage. Hence, similar to UDP Lite selected data can be
excluded from checksum coverage.
3.2.1.5 Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP)
Similar to DCCP, the motivation for the design of SCTP [Ste07, SXM+00b] is drawn
from the limitations of TCP. It aims to provide more flexibility than TCP and in
contrast to DCCP does not only focus on interactive communication. The main
features of SCTP are:
• Multiple Channels: Inside one connection SCTP allows to set up multiple
channels. Per channel the user can enable reliable communication and in-order
delivery. All channels share a common congestion control.
• Packet Oriented: SCTP operates packet oriented to enable interactive ap-
plications.
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Protocol TCP UDP DCCP SCTP
Connection Oriented yes no yes yes
Reliable Communication yes no no optional
Message Boundaries no yes yes yes
Congestion Control yes no yes yes
Flow Control yes no optional yes
In-order Delivery yes no no yes
Checksum yes optional variable variable
Multiple Streams no no no yes
Table 3.1 Services of widespread transport protocols.
• Multi-Homing: Multi-homing allows SCTP to connect to multiple IP ad-
dresses. It enables mobility and provides a fall-back connection if the destina-
tion is multi-homed.
• Congestion and Flow Control: SCTP provides congestion and flow control
similar to TCP.
• Reliability and In-order Delivery: It provides reliable communication and
in-order delivery.
• Connection Demultiplexing: Like TCP and UDP, SCTP relies on ports to
demulitplex connections.
SCTP allows to set up multiple streams or channels inside a single connection. For
example, in SCTP a web browser connects to a server once and downloads each
item of the website in parallel through a separate stream. As retransmissions and
in-order delivery operate on a per stream basis in SCTP, packet loss in one channel
does not block others (in contrast to TCP). Furthermore, congestion control in
SCTP operates on all channels. Hence, packet loss in one channel throttles others to
achieve an overall fair bandwidth usage. Furthermore, sharing a single instance of
congestion control across all streams allows newly created channels to benefit from
the bandwidth estimation of the connection.
Similar to DCCP and UDP – and in contrast to TCP – SCTP operates packet
oriented and not stream oriented. Each stream in SCTP emits packets, so called
chunks. SCTP bundles multiple chunks, i.e., the data of different streams, into a
single packet of maximum size to reduce the overhead of any protocol header. If
packets sent by an application exceed this maximum segment size, SCTP handles
their fragmentation and on the receiver side their reassembly. Similar to DCCP
and UDP Lite, SCTP allows a partial checksum coverage. In contrast to TCP and
DCCP, SCTP relies on a 32-bit checksum, it uses the CRC-32c checksum algorithm
(Adler-32 in earlier versions) [SSO02] .
3.2.1.6 Summary
After introducing widespread transport protocols in today’s Internet, we compare
their features and use cases. As minimal transport protocol UDP does not provide
congestion control or reliable communication. In contrast, TCP provides extended
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transport primitives such as congestion control, reliable communication and flow
control. As main workhorse of today’s Internet it mainly focuses on data transfer
such as file transfers. Furthermore, its push functionality allows TCP to switch from
streaming to datagram mode. Hence, this functionality makes TCP applicable for
interactive applications that require reliable communication such as remote sessions.
DCCP and SCTP aim to address limitations of TCP. DCCP provides an unreliable
but congestion controlled datagram service. Hence, DCCP focuses on interactive ap-
plications that prefer timely delivery over reliable communication such as voice and
video communication. SCTP provides congestion control and reliable transmission
similar to TCP. However, its additional features such as multi-homed connections
and sharing of multiple streams in single congestion control instance provides advan-
tages over TCP. DCCP and SCTP provide new transport features when compared
to TCP. However, DCCP and SCTP are supported only by a minority of today’s
operating systems, often forcing applications to rely on TCP or UDP.
Overall, TCP, UDP, DCCP, and SCTP focus at different use cases and provide
different set of services (see Table 3.1). Hence the application can choose a protocol
that matches its needs best. In the following we identify the individual mechanism
of the transport layer and derive corresponding micro-protocols.
3.2.2 Detection of Packet Loss
The forwarding service provided by network layer protocols to the transport layer
is best-effort. Hence, it does not guarantee successful delivery of packets. To over-
come this limitation, many transport protocols attempt to detect packet loss. Upon
detecting packet loss they retransmit lost packets and reduce their bandwidth con-
sumption to prevent the network from overloading. In this section we introduce a
micro-protocol to detect packet loss.
3.2.2.1 Algorithms and Mechanisms
Technically, transport protocols label each packet with a unique ID, a so called se-
quence number, before sending it through the network. Commonly, sequence num-
bers are assigned monotonically increasing and base on a counter that counts the
number of packets or bytes sent. With the help of this sequence number, a des-
tination can identify whether it received all packets or some were lost during the
transmission. A destination notifies the source about packets that it received. For
each packet it sends a so called acknowledgment (ACK) containing the sequence
number of the packet received. Additionally, it may notify the source about any lost
packet by sending a negative acknowledgment message (NACK). When the source
does not receive an acknowledgment for a packet within a predefined interval it
considers the packet lost, see Figure 3.6(a).
Apart from timeouts, we can detect packet loss by analyzing packet delivery. For
example, assume that a source sends packets a, b and c and packet b is lost during
transmission. As a result, the source will only receive acknowledgments for packet a
and c. Upon receiving further acknowledgments for packets sent after c the source
can conclude that packet b was lost, see Figure 3.6(b). Hence, before a timeout
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(a) A timeout triggers a packet retrans-
mission.
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(b) A gap in the acknowledgment chain
triggers a so called fast retransmission.
Figure 3.6 Timeout and acknowledgement gaps are the typical mechanisms to
detect packet loss in transport protocols.
occurs it can detect packet loss and possibly retransmit packets, so called fast re-
transmissions. When operated in combination with cumulative acknowledgements
(see Section 3.2.2.3), the gap in the acknowledgments results in duplicate acknowl-
edgments for the next packet expected.
3.2.2.2 Detection of Packet Loss in Transport Protocols
After discussing the algorithmic means of detecting packet loss, we discuss how
widespread transport protocols realize it. Please note that UDP does not support
detection of packet loss, reliable communication, or congestion control.
Detection of Packet Loss in TCP: To reduce complexity and state TCP does
not acknowledge each packet individually. Instead, it sends the sequence number of
the packet that is expects to receive next, so called cumulative acknowledgements.
Hence, it can acknowledge bundles of packets. However, via an extension TCP
provides so called selective acknowledgements [MMFR96], allowing to acknowledge
individual packets. Additionally, modern TCP implementations detect packet loss
due to duplicate acknowledgements.
Detection of Packet Loss in DCCP: To acknowledge packets, DCCP uses so
called acknowledgement vectors. Acknowledgement vectors can be considered an
extension of TCPs selective acknowledgments. In such a vector the destination
describes which packets it received, which ones it is still expecting, and which were
marked by ECN (see Section 3.2.8). Up on receiving an acknowledgment vector the
source sends an acknowledgment to the destination, a so called acknowledgement
for acknowledgement (AckAck). The AckAck contains the sequence number of the
acknowledgment vector. When it receives an AckAck the destination knows that it
does not need to retransmit the data it described in the acknowledgment vector.
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Figure 3.7 The micro-protocol to detect packet loss consists of three components.
A sequencer placed at the source, a feedback module at the destination
and a loss detection module at the source.
By default, DCCP operates on 24 bit sequence numbers which are assigned to each
outgoing packet. Hence, it allows to send 224 packets before wrapping around. In
contrast, TCP has 32 bit sequence numbers counting the number of bytes sent. Thus,
it allows to send 232 bytes before wrapping around. As high bandwidth connections
can send 232 bytes in a couple of seconds this enables an attacker to easily guess the
sequence number of an ongoing connection. To counteract this problem, a sequence
number in DCCP represents packets and not bytes as in TCP. While the default
in DCCP is a 24 bit sequence number it can optionally enable 48 bit sequence
numbers to guard a connection against brute force attacks such as the injection of
reset packets into an ongoing connection.
Detection of Packet Loss in SCTP: Similar to DCCP, SCTP relies on an ex-
tended acknowledgment scheme. Hence, apart from reposting received packets,
SCTP also informs about outstanding ones and packets that have been received
multiple times. Detection of packet loss in SCTP operates on a per channel basis.
Hence, each channel maintains its own list of out-standing packets. As a result,
packet loss in one channel does not block others.
3.2.2.3 Micro-Protocol for Detection of Packet Loss
Mechanisms to detect packet loss form the base of typical functionalities in transport
protocols such as reliable communication and congestion control. From the analysis
above we next derive a generic micro-protocol to detect packet loss, it consists of
three modules encapsulating functionality on sender and receiver side (see Figure
3.7). Figure 3.8) shows the configuration options of the individual modules and
denotes their reusability.
• Sequencer: On the sending site outgoing packets need to be labeled with an
unique sequence number.
• Acknowledgments: The receiving side acknowledges the sequence numbers
of incoming packets.
• Acknowledgment Handling: Acknowledgments are handled on the source
site to identify packet loss.
Sequencer
The sequencing module performs the basic task of assigning an unique sequence
number to each outgoing packet. Typically, sequence numbers are assigned in an
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monotonically increasing order and may either count packets or bytes sent over a
link.
Hence, packets passing through the sequencing module must provide a sequence
number field where the module can set the sequence number. Packets with a se-
quence number attached are then forwarded into the network. Additionally, the
sequencing module informs possible subscribers about the sequence number of each
packets sent.
Acknowledgments
The acknowledgment module acknowledges incoming packets by sending an acknowl-
edgment to the source. Our analysis of transport protocols identifies four main
mechanisms to realize this:
• Simple Acknowledgements: In the most basic approach, a destination ac-
knowledges each packet received.
• Cumulative Acknowledgements: Cumulative acknowledgments signal the
sequence number of the next packet expected. Typically, it is used in combi-
nation with reliable communication.
• Acknowledgement Ranges: As extension to the simple acknowledgment
scheme, a destination may acknowledge ranges of packets. These schemes are
called selective acknowledgments or acknowledgement vectors.
• Delayed Acknowledgements and Piggybacking: To reduce network load,
the destination may delay acknowledgements and, hence, acknowledge multiple
packets. Furthermore, these maybe piggybacked onto data packets send from
destination to source in a bidirectional connection.
• Extended Reports: As an extension, acknowledgments may also report out-
standing packets, packets that were received multiple times, and packets that
were marked by ECN.
Commonly, transport protocols such as TCP, DCCP or SCTP implement a selec-
tion of these features. Overall, the different acknowledgement schemes should be
considered as evolution. Starting from simple TCP acknowledgements, extensions
later added support for selective acknowledgments in TCP. Newer protocols such as
DCCP and SCTP extend this approach further by adding acknowledgement vectors
and extended reports. Overall, the extensions trade bandwidth for more detailed
reports.
Acknowledgment Handling
The main task of the acknowledgment handler is to detect packet loss. Hence, it pro-
cesses acknowledgments sent by the destination of a data stream. Furthermore, con-
nected to the sequencer module, the acknowledgment handler gets informed about
every packet sent and its sequence number. It keeps a list of these packets and waits
for an acknowledgment for each of them. Upon successful transmission it is removed
from the list of packets. As all modern transport protocols, the acknowledgment
handling module supports two main schemes for loss detection:
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Figure 3.8 Configurations of the micro-protocol to detect packet loss.
• Timeout: Should an acknowledgement not be received within a time limit the
acknowledgement handler informs interested modules. Typically, the timeout
is bound to the round trip time of a connection.
• Duplicate Acknowledgments: To enable loss detection before a timeout
occurs, the acknowledgment handler analyzes incoming acknowledgements: If
one or more packets in a stream are not acknowledged but all surrounding ones
are, it draws the conclusion that these packets are lost. This extension to the
timeout based detection of packet loss is supported by most modern transport
protocols.
Typically, retransmission and congestion control modules are subscribed to informa-
tion about loss and counteract by retransmitting lost packets or reducing bandwidth
consumption. While being configured with an initial round trip time, the acknowl-
edgment handler can be updated with connection-specific round trip times to reflect
the individual properties of each connection. This also reduces the risk of false posi-
tives. Additionally, we define extensions such as exponential back-offs when signaling
packet loss.
The acknowledgment and the acknowledgment-handler modules are tightly bound
to each other, as they must operate on the same acknowledgment configuration, for
example they both must support acknowledgment vectors. However, independent
from the acknowledgment scheme used by the micro-protocol, the module provides
a single task: the detection of packet loss. It informs connected modules about lost
packets, i.e., their sequence numbers, and the reason for this packet loss such as a
timeout or duplicate acknowledgments.
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3.2.3 Reliable Communication
Strongly connected with the ability to detect packet loss, we discuss reliable commu-
nication next: Upon encountering packet loss, many transport protocols retransmit
lost packets to ensure successful delivery of all data items.
3.2.3.1 Algorithms and Mechanisms
To enable reliable communication the source maintains a queue of all packets that
have not been acknowledged. Hence after a timeout or upon reception of a negative
acknowledgement, also called request for retransmission, the source retransmits a
lost packet. Upon successful delivery the packet is removed from the queue.
To reduce the impact of retransmissions on an possibly congested network, retrans-
missions typically operate on increasing back-off timers, called adaptive retransmis-
sion. Hence, after each retransmission of a packet the timeout for its next retrans-
mission is increased. After a predefined number of failed transmissions the protocol
bails out and considers a connection to be broken down.
3.2.3.2 Reliable Communication in Transport Protocols
After discussing the algorithmic means of reliable communication, we discuss how
widespread transport protocols realize reliable communication.
Reliable Communication in TCP: In TCP, the retransmission of packets bases
on information about packet loss. For each packet sent the source maintains a
timer that invokes a retransmission if no acknowledgement has been received before
a predefined timeout. To prevent long delays due to timeouts and corresponding
retransmissions, modern TCP implementations also rely in fast retransmissions to
retransmit individual packets before a timeout occurs. Fast retransmissions are
invoked by duplicate acknowledgements.
Reliable Control in DCCP: While data itself is transported unreliably in DCCP,
control information such as connection establishment and teardown, and optionally
congestion control is transported reliably. Hence, it is retransmitted until acknowl-
edged by its destination.
Reliable Communication in SCTP: Reliable transmission operates in SCTP
on a per channel basis. Hence, each channel retransmits packets independent from
other channels. As a result, packet loss in one channel does not block in-order
delivery in others. SCTP supports advanced features such as fast retransmissions
after duplicate acknowledgements. As SCTP operates multi-homed, retransmissions
may be sent via a different path as the original packet. As extension, SCTP may
send some chunks unreliably or deliver chunks out of order [SRX+04].
3.2.3.3 Micro-Protocol for Reliable Communication
Connected to the services of the micro-protocol to detect packet loss discussed above,
this micro-protocol adds reliable communication to a connection. Hence, it relies on
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Figure 3.9 A micro-protocol to enable reliable communication. Connected to the
micro-protocol that detects packet loss it is informed about successful
and failed transmissions and retransmits lost packets accordingly.
information about successful transmissions and the identification packet loss after
timeout or duplicate acknowledgments.
The reliable communication module receives packets from the sequencer module.
It stores a copy and forwards the original packet. When informed about a suc-
cessful transmission it deletes its copy. Receiving information about packet loss, it
retransmits the corresponding packet. Figure 3.9 depicts the reliable communication
protocol interacting with the detection of packet loss micro-protocol.
3.2.4 Round Trip Time Estimation
Typically, the detection of packet loss in transport protocols depends on a timeout
value (see Section 3.2.2). Hence, when the timeout expires and no corresponding
acknowledgment has been received a packet is considered lost.
3.2.4.1 Algorithms and Mechanisms
Packet loss is determined via a timeout: If a packet has not been received after a
predefined duration the packet is considered lost and retransmitted by the source.
Typically, a timeout is computed in relation to the round trip time (RTT) of a
connection, i.e., the duration to send a packet from source to destination and back.
Computing an accurate timeout value that represents the characteristics of a con-
nection is essential for efficient bandwidth usage: If a source retransmits a packet
too early, the original packet or a corresponding acknowledgment might still be in
transition, i.e., it has not been delivered yet. Hence, it would trigger unnecessary
retransmissions wasting network bandwidth. On the other hand, if a packet is re-
transmitted late, it would increase the delay of a connection. Overall, it is important
for a retransmission scheme to incorporate the characteristics of a connection and
to adapt its retransmission timeout accordingly.
3.2.4.2 Round Trip Time Estimation in Transport Protocols
To perform a round trip time estimation transport protocols compute a smoothed
round trip time and optionally the round trip time variation over the last RTT
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Figure 3.10 The RTT measurement micro-protocol consists of two modules: A
time stamping module at the source and an echo module at the des-
tination.
measurements. From these they derive an upper bound to detect packet loss, the
so called retransmission timeout (RTO). For example, TCP defines the RTO as two
times the smoothed round trip time while SCTP defines it as the smoothed RTT
plus four times its statistical variation.
In most transport protocols the RTT measurement is realized via optional header
fields, due to the fact that time-stamping is not performed on all outgoing packets.
Hence, using an optional field reduces the header size when no timestamps are
required.
3.2.4.3 Micro-Protocol for Round Trip Time Estimation
This micro-protocol provides a smoothed round trip time (RTT). Typically, this
information is used to improve the detection of packet loss. An accurate round
trip time measurement prevents false positives, i.e., a too early retransmission due
to an inaccurate RTT estimate. Additionally, accurate round trip time estimation
also ensures that retransmission are not delayed unnecessary and thereby reduce the
latency of a connection.
The round trip time estimation micro-protocol consists of two building blocks: (1)
a time stamp and echo handling module at the source and (2) a time stamp echo
module on the receiver side (see Figure 3.10). Figure 3.11) shows the configuration
options of the individual modules and denotes their reusability.
Time Stamping: The time stamp module adds time stamps, e.g., the current
system time, to outgoing packets. Once it receives a corresponding time stamp
echo, it computes the round trip time of this packet by subtracting the time stamp
value from the current system time. Maintaining a history of RTT measurements it
removes outliers and computes a so called smoothed RTT. This smoothed RTT is
signaled to other micro-protocols such as the one to detect packet loss.
Time-Stamp Echo: The echo module sends incoming time stamps back to their
source. To reduce network load, the system may delay acknowledgments and also
time stamp echoing until a complete data packet is ready for transmission. Hence,
it piggybacks the echo to the next outgoing packet. These so called delayed ac-
knowledgments and time stamps should be included in overall RTT estimation of a
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Figure 3.11 Configurations of the micro-protocol for RTT measurement.
connection as they increase it. Hence, when multiple timestamps have been received
until an acknowledgement is send the oldest time stamp value should be echoed,
others can be omitted [JBB92].
Alternative Approach: Instead of sending timestamps from source to destination
and waiting for their echo, the time stamp module may maintain a list of packets
sent, e.g., their sequence numbers, and their time of transmission. Upon receiving
acknowledgments for theses sequence numbers, the source can compute the round
trip of a packet and its acknowledgment. In contrast to the approached discussed
above, this scheme does not require packets to transport timestamps. However, it
requires additional state information to be stored at the source and might lead to
inconsistencies in case of retransmissions. In this case, a sequence number is sent
two times and it hard to identify to which one an acknowledgment corresponds.
Hence, when relying on this scheme, retransmitted packets are typically excluded
from computing the round trip time.
3.2.5 Congestion Control
Congestion control aims to reduce bandwidth consumption of a connection upon de-
tecting packet loss. In this section we discuss algorithms and derive a corresponding
micro-protocol.
3.2.5.1 Algorithms and Mechanisms
The goal of any congestion control mechanism is to prevent the network from over-
loading and to ensure an efficient and fair allocation of network resources among
network entities. Hence, congestion control fulfills two main tasks:
• Congestion Detection: A congestion control mechanism should be able to
determine when congestion occurs. Typically, it analyses packet loss or in-
ter packet delays to determine whether the bandwidth available has been ex-
ceeded. To counteract congestion, the congestion control scheme reduces the
bandwidth needs of the source it controls, i.e., the number of packets sent per
second.
• Bandwidth Probing: When a congestion detection algorithm indicates that
a path is currently not congested, a transport protocol should probe whether
more bandwidth is available. Typically, it does this by increasing its bandwidth
consumption, i.e., it allows to send more packets per second.
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Figure 3.12 Window size in the AIMD algorithm: The additive increase on
successful transmissions combined with a multiplicative decrease on
packet loss results in a sawtooth like congestion window.
Additive Increase, Multiplicative Decrease: Commonly, congestion control
in the Internet bases on information about packet loss and the round-trip time of a
connection. Starting from an initial value, the bandwidth of a connection is increased
linearly upon each successful transmission. Upon receiving an indication of packet
loss the sending side divides the bandwidth of a connection by half. From this new
starting point the process of probing for available bandwidth by linearly increasing
the bandwidth of a connection is restarted. Hence, the resulting traffic pattern
represents a sawtooth (see Figure 3.12).
Not reducing bandwidth consumption after congestion would eventually lead to a so
called congestion collapse where packets and their retransmissions clog the network.
To prevent the network from such a congestion collapse a congestion control algo-
rithm operates conservative. Hence, it relies on drastic multiplicative decrease in-
stead of a linear, e.g. additive, decrease. The scheme of a linear bandwidth increase
and a multiplicative decrease is called: additive increase, multiplicative decrease
(AIMD). It forms the basis for nearly all congestion control schemes of transport
protocols in today’s Internet.
Congestion Window: Typically, the bandwidth of a connection is represented by
a so called congestion window. The window is measured in packets or bytes and
describes how much data is allowed to be in transit: the amount of data that is
allowed to be transmitted without being acknowledged yet or – with other words –
the number of packets in the air.
When the system reached an equilibrium the congestion window ensures that a new
packet is added merely into the system once a packet sent was received successfully.
To probe for available bandwidth, the congestion windows is increased after each
successful transmission. A typical increment is a fraction of a packet, typically
1/windowsize, so that a successful of a complete window results in an increment by
one packet.
Slow Start: For a new connection, i.e., a connection that has just been started,
the initial linear additive increase to ramp up the connection to reach an efficient
bandwidth usage is quite time consuming. Hence, the linear increase has been
replaced with an exponential increase called slow start (see Figure 3.13(a)).
Upon indication of congestion, i.e., the detection of packet loss, the slow start al-
gorithm stores the current window size and resets the window to a single packet.
It performs the exponential increase until it reaches half of the window size that it
stored. From this threshold on it performs a linear increase as described previously.
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(a) Slow Start allows an exponential increase of
the congestion window.
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(b) Fast Recovery reduces the congestion win-
dow by half when packet loss is detected by du-
plicate acknowledgments.
Figure 3.13 Slow Start and Fast Recovery extensions to the AIMD congestion
control scheme.
Hence, for bandwidth levels where it does not expect congestion it increases the
congestion window quickly. However when reaching critical regions, a slow increase
of bandwidth is performed.
Fast Recovery: The fast recovery algorithm is an extension of the AIMD conges-
tion control scheme. It operates on packet loss indicated by the fast retransmission
algorithm, i.e., the detection of duplicate acknowledgements. Up on packet loss
and corresponding retransmission triggered by duplicate acknowledgments, the con-
gestion window is decreased by half. After successful transmissions it is increased
linearly (see Figure 3.13(b)).
Congestion Avoidance: In a perfect world a transport protocol would not aim to
detect congestion. Instead it would aim to prevent the occurrence of congestion in
the first place. This approach is called congestion avoidance. Typically, congestion
avoidance requires support from the network, i.e., feedback from routers.
Random Early Drop (RED) [FJ93], also known as random early detect or random
early discard, is a technique used by network routers to reduce the bandwidth con-
sumption of connections before reaching link congestion. RED operates the following
way: When a router notices that a link is close to reaching congestion, it drops ran-
dom packets from its queue. As a result packets of some connections are detected as
lost. Upon detecting packet loss these connection reduce their bandwidth consump-
tion. RED inherently operates fair: High bandwidth connections have statistically
more packets in the forwarding queue of a router. Hence, the probability that one
of their packets is dropped is higher. Overall, RED allows to throttle network traffic
in a fair manner before reaching congestion.
Additionally, transport protocols may analyze the round-trip time of packets. For
example, an increasing RTT of a connection may be considered as indicator for
queues slowly filling up. Hence, a flow should reduce is bandwidth to keep the
queues from overflowing. This approach does not require support from the network,
However, these observations as merely indicators and may result in false positives.
3.2.5.2 Congestion Control in Transport Protocols
After introducing the mechanisms of congestion control, we discuss its realization in
transport protocols.
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Figure 3.14 A micro-protocol for congestion control. It subscribes to information
about packet loss and adapts the transmission rate accordingly.
Congestion Control in TCP: Congestion control in TCP has undergone a long
evolution. In its first versions, TCP did not support any congestion control. Hence,
upon packet loss early TCP versions did not decrease their bandwidth consumption.
Packets were sent as fast as flow control allowed. Moreover, retransmissions of
lost packets make the situation even worse by consuming additional bandwidth in
an already congested network. In practice, the lag of congestion control caused the
early Internet to break down in 1986 due to a congestion collapse. Hence, congestion
control was introduced to adapt the bandwidth consumption of connections to the
current load of the network [Flo00]. It prevents congestion from breaking down the
Internet. Internet congestion control relies on the observation of packet loss due to
timeouts [Jac88, Bra89]. Over the years, congestion control algorithms evolved and
new features such as slow start and fast recovery were added to TCP [APS99, Pax97].
Apart from detecting congestion once it occurred, congestion avoidance aims to
adjust the bandwidth of a connection so that congestion is prevented in the first
place. TCP supports explicit congestion notification (ECN) [RFB01] (see 3.2.8.2)
and ICMP source quench messages [Nag84]. In both approaches an entity in the
network core, such as a router, signals to the connection end-point that the network
is reaching a critical level of bandwidth consumption. Upon receiving such notifica-
tion an end-host knows that the network will drop packets if it does not reduce its
bandwidth consumption.
Congestion Control in DCCP: DCCP is not bound to a single congestion control
mechanism. Instead, it provides so called hooks into which different congestion
control algorithm can be integrated. Currently, DCCP defines two congestion control
schemes: (1) a TCP-like congestion control [FK06], that behaves just as TCP up
on packet loss and also probes for bandwidth in the same fashion as TCP does.
(2) A TCP-friendly rate control [FKP06]. In general, TCP-friendly rate control
(TFRC) [HFPW03] is a equation-based congestion control, e.g., without a congestion
window, which aims to minimize abrupt changes in the bandwidth consumption
while providing long-term fairness to TCP.
Congestion control in DCCP also defines a scheme for sending acknowledgments. For
example, the congestion control scheme defines the rate at which acknowledgements
are send and whether they should be transmitted reliably or not.
Congestion Control in SCTP: Congestion control in SCTP operates as in TCP.
Independent from the fact whether a connection uses reliable data transmission
or not, SCTP acknowledges incoming packets. When the acknowledgment system
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Figure 3.15 Configurations of the micro-protocol for congestion control.
notifies SCTP about a timeout or duplicate acknowledgments SCTP reduces its
bandwidth consumption. Up on successful transmission it increases it propose for
additional bandwidth available. SCTP supports advanced congestion control tech-
niques such as slow start and fast recovery. Additionally, SCTP supports congestion
avoidance techniques such as explicit congestion notification (ECN).
3.2.5.3 Micro-Protocol for Congestion Control
The congestion control micro-protocol manages the bandwidth consumption of a
connection. It throttles its bandwidth by resizing a so called congestion window.
This window represents the amount data that is send but not acknowledged yet.
Hence, a large window allows to transmit many bytes per second, while a small
window limits outgoing traffic to a small bandwidth.
Similar to the reliable communication micro-protocol the congestion control micro-
protocol operates on feedback about packet loss. It relies on a probing approach: On
each successful transmission it increases the window and hence allows more data to
be sent per second. Upon detecting packet loss it reduces the window and restarts
the process of probing for available bandwidth. The congestion control signals its
window size to other micro-protocols that control the actual play-out of packets into
the communication system (see Figure 3.14). Figure 3.15) shows the configuration
options of the individual modules and denotes their reusability.
The research community provides different algorithms for realizing congestion con-
trol: the most widespread ones are TCP equivalent or TCP friendly congestion con-
trol. Both react on the detection of packet loss, either due to timeouts or duplicate
acknowledgements.
Apart from information about packet loss, further micro-protocols provide informa-
tion about congested links. For example, explicit congestion notification provides
information about nearly congested links. Hence, it allows the congestion control
scheme to reduce the bandwidth consumption of a link prior to packet loss.
3.2.6 Flow Control
While congestion control prevents end-points from overloading the network core, flow
control prevents the network from overloading end-points. For example, a complex
application that heavily relies on cryptographic processing of packets or small CPUs
in mobile and embedded devices may not be able to process packets as fast as the
network delivers.
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3.2.6.1 Algorithms and Mechanisms
To realize flow control a destination provides each connection with a so called receiver
queue from which the application removes packets according to its processing power.
The queue level is reported to the source which adapts its packet rate accordingly.
Often, transport protocols provide the service of ordered delivery to an application.
These order packets according to their sequence numbers. Typically, ordered de-
livery is used in protocols that provide reliable communication. Combining both
schemes ensures that an incoming packet is only delivered to an application, when
all previous packets have been delivered already. In the case of packet loss and cor-
responding retransmission, packet delivery is delayed until preceding packets have
been delivered.
As ordered data delivery blocks all packets until any preceding packet has been
delivered, it is challenging to deliver urgent data to an application. Hence, some
transport protocols provide multiple channels to an application. Via each channel
data can be send independently, i.e., without blocking when data on another channel
has not been received yet.
3.2.6.2 Flow Control in Transport Protocols
TCP relies on a sliding window to throttle the speed of incoming data. Hence, a
destination sends feedback for each connection to the corresponding source. In this
feedback, the destination specifies how much data it is willing or able to handle,
the so called window size. The source can only send up to this amount of data
before it needs to wait for acknowledgements or an update of the window size. Via
this feedback the flow control scheme ensures that the source does not overload the
destination.
When a destination advertises a windows size of zero, the source pauses sending
data. However, a deadlock might occur when an update of a window has been lost
during its transmission. In this case the source would wait endlessly for a window
update, i.e., the permission to send more data. In turn the destination would wait
for the source to finally have data ready to send as it already allowed the source
to send. Hence, a timer is used by the source to send small packets. With these
small packet the source probes whether the destination is already willing to update
its window.
Flow control in SCTP operates just as in TCP: The destination throttles incoming
data by announcing how much data it is willing to handle. UDP and DCCP do not
support flow control.
3.2.6.3 Micro-Protocol for Flow Control
Flow control ensures that packets do not arrive at the destination faster than it
can handle them. Typically, flow control relies on a buffer between application and
protocol stack. Hence, the transport protocol writes incoming packets into this
buffer and the application removes these. Once the buffer is filled completely the
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Figure 3.16 The micro-protocol for flow control consists of three modules. A win-
dow buffer and an advertising module at the destination and a adver-
tisement handler at the source.
source has to stop sending data until the application has removed some. Commonly,
a destination sends frequent updates to inform the source about how much data it
is able or willing to handle, i.e., how much space is left in the buffer.
The corresponding micro-protocol consists of three modules (see Figure 3.16): (1)
a buffer management module, optionally including ordered delivery, (2) a window
advertisement module on the receiver side and (3) an advertisement handler at the
source which receives window updates. Figure 3.17) shows the configuration options
of the individual modules and denotes their reusability.
Buffer and Window Advertisement Modules: The buffer and window adver-
tisement module is placed on the receiving side of a connection. It contains a buffer
which queues packets before they are pulled by the application. Additionally, it
reports to the source how much data the destination is willing to handle. These
so called window advertisements are sent frequently, usually piggybacked to other
control or data packets exchanged between source and destination.
Commonly, a window advertisement describes an offset in relation to sequence num-
ber of the most recently received data. Up to this offset the receiving side is willing
to handle data.
Advertisement Handler: The advertisement handler has a single task: It receives
window advertisements from the destination and signals these to any connected
modules.
Algorithmic Extensions: Further functionalities can be added to the flow control
micro-protocol by extending the buffer and window advertisement module. For
example, its buffering algorithm can be extended to support in-order delivery. Hence,
it stores a packet until all previous ones are delivered before submitting it to an
application.
Additionally, we can add functionality such as optional out-of-band delivery: Data
flagged with special flags can be delivered to an application ahead of any queued
data and without waiting for any previous packets to arrive successfully.
3.2.7 Window Management
Congestion control and flow control provide a source with so called windows that
describe how much data the source is allowed to send into the network at a point
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Figure 3.17 Configurations of the micro-protocol for flow control.
in time. As both windows aim to limit the sending rate, the number of bytes that
a source is allowed to transmit is determined by the minimum of these windows. In
extreme situations, such as a small window and large of amounts of data available for
transmission, or a large window but only small amounts of data available, window
management requires additional care.
3.2.7.1 Algorithms and Mechanisms
Before discussing algorithms for efficient window management, we introduce two
common schemes for data handling in a window: Typically, transport protocols
operate either stream or packet oriented.
• Stream oriented protocols consider a connection as an endless stream of data.
For transmission it chops this stream into packets of arbitrary length, whatever
fits to capabilities of the underlying network and link layer protocols and is
allowed by congestion and flow control windows. Hence, packets transmitted
over the network are independent of the chunks or packets that have been
handed by an application to the transport protocol.
• Packet oriented protocols send packets just as they have been sent by the
application.
Additionally, window management needs to ensure an efficient packet play-out into
the network.
Stream Oriented: A stream oriented protocol enables an efficient use of band-
width, as the transport protocol can package data according to the segment size of
the lower layers. However, if an application requires the protection of packet bound-
aries it has to implement its own framing on top of the transport protocol. As a side
effect, the creation of large packets increases the latency of a connection. Typically,
stream oriented transport protocols provide a so called push option to indicate that
data should be send immediately. This signals the transport protocol to send this
data immediately without waiting for a buffer to be filled completely. Stream based
protocols are mainly used for the transmission of large amount of data such as file
transfers.
Packet Oriented: In contrast to stream oriented protocols, packet oriented pro-
tocols send packets just as they have been sent by the application. Small frames
are send individually through the network, reducing end-to-end latency as a source
does not wait for a large buffer to accumulate. Additionally, they do not require any
application level framing. However, a transmission of many small message increases
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Figure 3.18 The micro-protocol for window management. It subscribes to win-
dow updates, for example, from congestion and flow control micro-
protocols.
the overhead of packet headers. Typically, packet based protocols are used for in-
teractive traffic that requires a low transmission latency such as VoIP. Packet based
protocol are also known as message or datagram oriented protocols.
Clark’s Algorithm: After discussing two widespread schemes of data handling in
the transmission queue, we next discuss challenges and solutions for the management
of this queue, i.e., the transmission window.
Assume that a transmission window is small, i.e., either flow or congestion control
allows only small amounts of data to be send. Naively, a sender would use even
the smallest window to send some of its data. However, this results in an inefficient
usage of bandwidth as this naive approach causes the transmission of packets with
small payloads and – in relation to the payload size – large headers. We call this
behavior tiny-gram syndrome to describe the transmission of tiny datagrams. To
prevent the transmission of tiny datagrams, Clark’s algorithm closes the window
until a complete packet can be transmitted or the buffer described by the window is
half empty [Cla82].
Nagle’s Algorithm: The second extreme is that congestion and flow control win-
dows are wide open but an application only delivers data in small chunks. In a naive
approach, a sender would send data as soon as it received it from the application,
assuming the window allows its transmission. However, in this case we would send
small packets with relatively long headers (called silly window syndrome). Using
Nagle’s algorithm [Nag84] the transport protocol waits until a packet of reasonable
size as been accumulated before it initiates a transmission. Additionally, a timeout
ensures that a source does not wait endlessly for further data to transmit.
Overall, without the two countermeasures described above we would see an inefficient
usage of bandwidth in both extremes. Hence, modern transport protocols implement
both algorithms.
3.2.7.2 Micro-Protocol for Window Management
Window controlling micro-protocols such as the congestion control and the flow con-
trol micro-protocols limit the amount of data that the source is allowed to transmit
over the network at a point in time. The window management module (see Figure
3.18) collects such window updates and controls the stream of outgoing packets ac-
cordingly. Figure 3.19) shows the configuration options of the individual modules
and denotes their reusability.
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Figure 3.19 Configurations of the micro-protocol for window management.
The window management queues data sent by an application until all connected con-
trol systems such as flow and congestion control allow its transmission, i.e., provide
a window that includes it. The window management module also contains mecha-
nism for efficient bandwidth usage such as Nagle’s and Clark’s algorithms to prevent
the silly window and tiny-gram syndromes. It either operates stream or datagram
oriented.
3.2.8 Explicit Congestion Notification
Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) [RFB01, Flo06a] allows the network, i.e.,
its routers, to notify end-systems about links that are about congest. Hence, end-
systems can reduce their bandwidth consumption and thereby reduce the chance of
packet loss.
3.2.8.1 Algorithms and Mechanisms
Section 3.2.5.1 introduced random early discard as technique to avoid link conges-
tion: When a routers notices that a link is close to reaching congestion, it drops
random packets from its queue. As a result packets of some connections detect
packet loss. These detect packet loss and reduce their bandwidth consumption ac-
cordingly.
Nonetheless, in this form RED still drops packets and hence requires any reliable
transport protocol to retransmit these. Hence, ECN allows routers to set a so called
explicit congestion notification bit in packets that they forward. Receiving such
an explicit congestion notification end-points should reduce their congestion win-
dows as if congestion occurred. Explicit congestion notification allows to adapt the
bandwidth usage of connections before congestion and packet loss occurs. Hence, it
prevents queues in routers from overflowing and thereby limits packet loss. Overall,
it reduces the need for packet retransmission that would increase connection delay
and consume bandwidth.
ECN is supported by all modern transport protocols. However, in practice it is dis-
abled by default in most protocol implementations as many network routers cannot
yet handle ECN information.
3.2.8.2 Micro-Protocol for Explicit Congestion Notification
For the ECN micro-protocol we require modules to be placed in the network layer
as well in the transport layer. It consists of five different modules: (1) An ECN
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Figure 3.20 The micro-protocol for congestion avoidance consists of five modules
spread across network entities and layers.
initialization module, (2) ECN setting modules, (3) ECN detection, (4) ECN echo
and (5) ECN echo handling modules (see Figure 3.20).
• ECN Initialization: The initialization module is placed in the network layer
and marks outgoing packets as ECN capable. Hence, it indicates to network
entities to set ECN notification fields instead of potentially dropping a packet.
• ECN Setter: This module are located inside the network core. Upon con-
gestion, it sets ECN notification flags.
• ECN Detection: Placed in the network layer on the destination node, this
modules detects packets with ECN notification flags. Upon receiving packets
with congestion notification this module informs the ECN echo module.
• ECN Echo: The ECN echo module is located in the transport layer of the
destination node. Receiving congestion information from the network layer it
sets a congestion label in outgoing packets to inform the source.
• ECN Echo Handler: On the source side the ECN echo handler receives
transport protocol messages with the ECN echo label. Upon receiving those it
informs the congestion control module, which in turn adapts the transmissions
window accordingly. Additionally, it replies with a corresponding acknowledge-
ment, called Congestion Window Reduced (CWR), to the ECN Echo module
to indicate that it received the ECN notification. Hence, the ECN Echo module
can stop signaling congestion.
Apart from congestion notifications other schemes allow to determine the bandwidth
available on a link. For example, the explicit bandwidth notification scheme [DZ02]
allows network entities to report available bandwidth to the network. Similar to
ECN, we can realize these as independent micro-protocol and forward their feedback
to congestion control modules.
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3.2.9 Further Micro-Protocols
Beyond these functionalities specific to the transport layer we identify micro proto-
cols that are generic across network and transport layer: (1) integrity protection and
(2) multiplexing. We introduce their corresponding micro-protocols in the discussion
of network layer protocols in Sections A.1.5 and A.1.6 of the appendix, respectively.
Connection Demultiplexing: A transport protocol needs to demultiplex incom-
ing packets to ongoing connections. Hence, during connection establishment both
end-points assign unique identifiers, so called ports or sockets, to each connection. A
source labels outgoing packets with the IDs of the connection and thereby allows the
destination to demultiplex them accordingly. In contrast, network layer protocols
operate connectionless and need to rely on globally standardized identifiers. Typi-
cally, in transport protocols the connection ID is derived from the port numbers and
IP addresses of source and destination as well as the protocol identifier. In prac-
tice, the micro-protocol configuration encapsulates the mapping of the connection
identifier to the individual header fields.
Message Integrity: Similar to network layer protocols, transport protocols rely
on checksums to protect messages against accidental manipulation. Typically, a
checksum protects header and payload of the transport protocol. Optionally, it may
also include the header of a network layer protocol or flexibly cover parts of the
payload as in UDP Lite or DCCP.
3.2.10 Summary
Our analysis identified a large degree of similarities in transport protocols (see Table
3.2). In this section we showed that these similarities can be captured in micro
protocol and be exploited to form a library of generic, reusable protocol building
blocks. Overall, our analysis show the following results:
• Strong Interleaving of Functionality: In contrast to network layer pro-
tocols the mechanisms that transport provide are strongly interleaved. For
example, congestion control in TCP, SCTP and DCCP depends on the detec-
tion of packet loss and feedback from congestion avoidance systems such as
ECN [RFB01] or ICMP source squelch [Nag84]. Additionally, packet play-out
is controlled by a window management algorithm that in turn controlled by
flow and congestion control.
• Similarity of Mechanisms: While each transport protocol targets its own
use cases by providing specific services, they all rely on similar mechanisms,
such as congestion control, retransmission or flow control. In this section we
analyze the similarities of these mechanisms and derive corresponding micro-
protocols.
We discussed the functional building blocks each micro-protocol is composed of and
their interaction. Furthermore, our results in this chapter show that the many small-
grained differences of transport protocols are flexibly captured by the configuration
of micro protocols and their modules. Next, we discuss how widespread transport
protocols can be composed from our library of micro protocols.
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Micro-Protocol TCP DCCP SCTP
Detection of Packet Loss yes yes yes
Reliable Communication yes no yes
Congestion Control yes yes yes
ECN yes yes yes
Flow Control yes no yes
Window Management yes yes yes
Reliable Feedback no yes no
RTT-Estimation yes yes yes
Connection Multiplexer yes yes yes
Integrity Protection yes yes yes
Table 3.2 Miro-Protocols of widespread transport protocols.
3.3 Composing Transport Protocols
After analyzing widespread transport protocols and deriving micro-protocols as basic
building blocks, we use these to compose transport protocols such as TCP, UDP,
DCCP, and SCTP in this section. We show that a handful of micro protocols forms
a common basis for today’s transport protocols and that their different functionality
is merely due to a specific composition and configuration of these micro-protocols.
We discuss the composition and configuration of TCP in detail, for UDP, DCCP, and
SCTP we focus on their differences to TCP and their composition. For TCP we also
discuss the individual session states such as initiation and shutdown and show how
a micro-protocol for connection management handles state transitions dynamically.
3.3.1 Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
This section introduces a composition of TCP from micro protocols. Apart from
the basic features of TCP such as reliable communication, congestion control and
flow control it supports modern extensions such as selective acknowledgments, fast
retransmission, fast recovery, and explicit congestion notification.
We introduce the composition of TCP in three steps of refinement: (1) a unidi-
rectional version, (2) a bidirectional version, and (3) a full featured TCP stack
including session demultiplexing. To complete the discussion we discuss how the
micro-protocols are recomposed to reflect the state changes from connection initia-
tion to an established connection and eventually to a shutdown.
3.3.1.1 Unidirectional Connection
As a first step, we compose an unidirectional TCP composition. It allows to transmit
data from source to destination and feedback such as acknowledgements and window
advertisements back to the source (see Figure 3.21). This minimalistic approach
allows us to focus on the individual micro-protocols and their composition. In a
second step we integrate source and destination stacks into a single, bidirectional
stack.
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Figure 3.21 A unidirectional TCP composition. The modules of each micro-
protocols are marked in the same color.
The core of TCP is the “detection of packet loss” micro-protocol. This protocol
detects packet loss and forms the basis for congestion control and reliable commu-
nication. For TCP it operates on bytes and detects packet loss via timeouts and –
optionally – via duplicate acknowledgments. It informs other micro-protocols about
packet loss. We set an initial round trip time and enable details such as retransmis-
sions and exponential backups.
Optionally, the round-trip time (RTT) micro-protocol informs the detection of packet
loss micro-protocol about the RTT of a connection. Adding timestamps to outgoing
packets and receiving time-stamp echoes in acknowledgment packets, this micro-
protocol computes a smoothed round-trip time. The RTT micro-protocol is placed
at the end of the stream to ensure that each packet is labeled with a unique time-
stamp including retransmitted ones.
Connected to the “detection of packet loss” micro-protocol, the congestion control
micro-protocol gets informed about packet loss and the reasons for this, such as
timeout or duplicate acknowledgements. In TCP it reacts to packet loss by reducing
the number of bytes that a connection is allowed to transmit at a time. Optionally,
ECN extends congestion control in TCP by allowing routers to indicate congestion
before dropping packets. Similarly, to the RTT micro-protocol, ECN modules are
placed at the end of the stack to ensure that in case of retransmissions new ECN
feedback data is reported to the source. Apart from congestion control, packet loss
and successful transmissions are signaled to the retransmission micro-protocol. It
stores outgoing packets and retransmits these upon request. After the indication of
a successful transmission packets are removed from the buffer.
The flow-control micro-protocol in TCP provides ordered delivery and ensures that
the buffer between transport protocol and application does not overflow. It reports
the current buffer level via so called window advertisements to the source. The
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Figure 3.22 A bidirectional TCP composition. It is a combination of the source
and destination of the unidirectional TCP flow. Sender-side modules
are marked in white, receiver-side ones in gray.
source in turn manipulates the transmission window to reflect the current buffer
filling. Both, the flow control and the congestion control micro-protocols signal their
constrains of the current transmission rate to the window management module. This
module packetizes outgoing data according to the restrictions of flow and congestion
control and internal mechanisms to prevent silly window syndromes. Additionally,
a checksum including an IPv4 or IPv6 pseudo header protects TCP packets against
accidental changes.
3.3.1.2 Bidirectional Connection
After discussing the composition of an unidirectional TCP connection we discuss the
extension of this initial design to a bidirectional connection. In order to compose
a bidirectional connection we combine two unidirectional connections. Hence, one
unidirectional connection from source to destination and one in the other direction
(see Figure 3.22).
Each of the two flows operates independent and their micro-protocols do not in-
teract. However, feedback such as acknowledgments or window advertisements is
piggybacked on outgoing data packets. Additionally, the mechanism of delayed ac-
knowledgements may trigger the transmission of packet even when the node did not
yet intend to send one.
The placement of micro-protocols in the bidirectional stack influences nuances of
its operations. For example, placing window advertisements and acknowledgements
after the retransmission module allows retransmitted packets to carry the most re-
cent values. In contrast, placing these module before the retransmission module
ensures that retransmitted packets carry the same acknowledgments and window
advertisements as their original transmissions.
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Figure 3.23 A bidirectional TCP composition of multiple flows. Sender-side mod-
ules are marked in white, receiver-side ones in gray.
3.3.1.3 Completing TCP
As final step we extend the bidirectional connection to a represent multiple connec-
tions. We add new micro-protocols for connection demultiplexing and management.
Hence, on the source site we set source and destination ports and use these in combi-
nation with the source and destination IP addresses to demultiplex incoming packets
to their individual connections. Before forwarding packets to their individual con-
nections we do a basic check of header and option fields, i.e., whether a packet has
the correct minimal length, and validate its checksum.
3.3.1.4 Handshake
Features such as selective acknowledgments, time-stamping and explicit congestion
notification are optional in TCP. Although most modern TCP implementations sup-
port them because they promise a better bandwidth utilization, both endpoints must
negotiate their usage during session initiation.
As the handshake process itself is already bound to sequence numbers and as ses-
sion initiation messages have to be retransmitted upon loss, we already need TCP
features during session setup. Hence, connection initiation on the client side is done
via a default TCP setup without any extensions enabled. Additionally, the client
announces the extensions it wishes to use during the initiation process. The server
side receives these requests and creates a customized TCP composition. It contains
the default stack and any extensions requested by both client and server side. The
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Figure 3.24 A TCP handshake and corresponding composition of micro-protocols.
server signals these additional features to the client side which then upgrades the
initial TCP composition accordingly (see Figure 3.24).
3.3.1.5 Discussion
In this section we introduce TCP as composition from independent micro-protocols.
We show that by gradually composing a unidirectional, bidirectional, and a full
featured connection we can reassemble a protocol as complex as TCP. To complete
our discussion we added session initiation. Next, we apply this design concept to
DCCP and SCTP to evaluate whether this approach holds for transport protocols
in general.
3.3.2 Datagram Congestion Control Protocol
In contrast to TCP, DCCP is an unreliable transport protocol. However, it operates
on a reliable feedback channel for acknowledgments to enable accurate congestion
control. The discussion in this chapter focuses on the major differences and main
challenges of composing DCCP from micro-protocols. For example, we omit a dis-
cussion of a micro-protocol for session setup and tear-down due to its conceptual
similarities to TCP.
Similar to the discussion of TCP, we introduce the composition of DCCP in three
steps: (1) we derive a micro-protocol for reliable feedback, (2) a unidirectional ver-
sion of DCCP, (3) a bidirectional version.
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3.3.2.1 Reliable Feedback
Congestion control in DCCP depends on a reliable feedback channel from destination
back to the source. As starting point for DCCP we use the “detection of packet loss”
micro-protocol as in TCP. To this micro-protocol we add congestion control and
window management micro-protocols.
In DCCP, the “detection of packet loss”micro-protocol merely signals packet loss to
the congestion control scheme. For DCCP it is configured to signal lost packets only
once and then remove them from its list of outstanding packets. Hence, it does not
expect packets to be retransmitted. In contrast, TCP relies on signaling packet loss
multiple times via exponential back-offs.
Successful transmission and packet loss is signaled to the congestion control scheme.
Supporting fast recovery it manages the bandwidth consumption of a connection.
The congestion control micro-protocol operates on a window which describes how
much data the connection is allowed to transmit at any point in time. The congestion
control scheme signals this window to the window management module. This mod-
ule controls the transmission of packets into the system. Additionally, it contains
algorithms to prevent the silly window and tiny-gram syndromes.
In contrast to TCP the “detection of packet loss” micro-protocol and the micro-
protocol for window management operate on packets and not on a byte stream. Ad-
ditionally, the “detection of packet loss” micro-protocols support acknowledgement
vectors which contain feedback about successfully transmitted and also outstanding
packets.
Next, we realize a micro-protocol for reliable feedback (see Figure 3.25):
• Reliable Feedback and Congestion Control: As first step, Figure 3.25(a)
depicts the composition of the simple congestion controlled datagram protocol
with the features as discussed above. Additionally, it shows that the reliable
feedback protocol needs to be placed in the control path.
• A Naive Approach as Basis: As first approach to implement reliable feed-
back we extend the composition in Figure 3.25(a) with support for reliable
communication. Hence, we add two micro-protocols: (1) our micro-protocol
to detect packet loss and (2) a retransmission module. However, in contrast to
TCP, the data that needs to be reliably transported by this micro-protocol is
the feedback from destination to source. Hence, the sequencing, acknowledg-
ment handler, and retransmission modules are placed at the destination while
acknowledgments are generated by the source upon receiving feedback (see
Figure 3.25(b)). As the feedback itself are acknowledgements, the acknowl-
edgement generators are essentially sending acknowledgments for acknowledg-
ments, so called AckAcks.
• Enabling late Data Choice: However, this design has a main drawback: It
retransmits lost packets and hence a retransmission transports an acknowledg-
ment for a possibly outdated sequence number. Instead, for DCCP it should
send an updated acknowledgement vector containing (1) the old and to be
retransmitted acknowledgments, (2) any other acknowledgements for which
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(a) Abstract design of a reliable feedback micro-protocol.
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(c) Optimized approach: Late data choice with a custom module on the desti-
nation side.
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(d) Integrating the reliable feedback micro-protocol into the protocol stack.
Figure 3.25 Building a reliable feedback micro-protocol for DCCP.
the system did not receive acknowledgments yet and (3) acknowledgments for
which no acknowledgments have been sent yet. To send up-to-date acknowl-
edgments vectors instead of retransmitting old ones, i.e., enabling late data
choice, we design a a corresponding feedback module. It operates without re-
transmissions. Instead, upon receiving a data packet it transmits an acknowl-
edgement vector of all received and outstanding packets for which it did not
yet receive an AckAck. Additionally, delaying these acknowledgements enables
piggybacking of acknowledgement on outgoing data packets. This new module
replace the standard acknowledgment handler and makes the retransmission
module superfluous. The sequencer and the acknowledgment, i.e., AckAck,
modules remain unchanged (see Figure 3.25(c)).
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Figure 3.26 A unidirectional DCCP composition.
• Integration: In the current design the new reliable feedback protocol operates
on two feedback channels. To make efficient use of piggybacking, we combine
these into one channel (see Figure 3.25(d)).
3.3.2.2 Unidirectional and Bidirectional Connections
To compose a unidirectional connection, we extend our basic congestion controlled
datagram protocol and its reliable feedback channel , see Figure 3.25(d), with fur-
ther micro-protocols. We add timestamps, explicit congestion notification, and a
checksumming micro-protocol (see Figure 3.26). Next, we combine two unidirec-
tional communication stacks to orchestrate a bidirectional DCCP connection (see
Figure 3.27).
In our composition of DCCP we omitted one minor feature: DCCP’s simple flow
control. DCCP allows a destination to send a control packet to the source requesting
it to throttle its transmission rate. We omitted the corresponding micro-protocols as
it essentially represents our flow control micro-protocol (see Section 3.2.6). However,
instead of signaling a window it merely throttles the source (see Section 3.2.1).
3.3.2.3 Discussion
Although DCCP and TCP are aiming as very two different use cases and hence their
features differ strongly, this section shows that both rely on the same mechanisms
and micro-protocols. We show that only a single micro-protocol needs to adapted to
provide the underlying mechanisms for DCCP. All other features can be composed
by orchestrating generic micro-protocols.
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Figure 3.27 A bidirectional DCCP composition.
3.3.3 Stream Control Transmission Protocol
To complete our discussion of transport protocols we assemble a SCTP like protocol.
While SCTP provides reliable transmission just as TCP, its underlying paradigms
differ strongly from TCP: For example, multiple streams can be created per SCTP
session. Each stream operates as independent flow for reliable data delivery. How-
ever, all streams share a common connection control and flow control. Additionally,
SCTP supports multi homing, i.e., a connection to two endpoints. Hence, each end
point has its own congestion control and heartbeat management.
3.3.3.1 Unidirectional Connection
In terms of features such as congestion control, flow control and reliable transmission
SCTP and TCP show a high degree of similarities. Hence, as in TCP we compose
an initial SCTP from these micro-protocols. However, for SCTP we have to map
each micro-protocol to one or more of the three realms of operations in SCTP (see
Figure 3.28):
• Per Stream: Protocol functionality and micro-protocols may be operated
for each stream independently. In SCTP each streams has its own in-order
delivery and hence provides a partial flow control and window management. By
assigning an identifier to each stream and labeling outgoing packets accordingly
the receiver can map incoming packets to their corresponding streams.
• Per Multi-Homed End-Point: Micro-protocols can be bound to each multi-
homed end-point individually. In SCTP congestion control, round-trip time
measurement and the heart-beat micro-protocols operate on a per end-point
basis.
• Shared across Streams and End-Points: Other functionally such as reli-
able communication and the composition of packets from individual chunks is
shared across all streams and end-points.
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Figure 3.28 A unidirectional SCTP composition.
Similar to DCCP and TCP we use the “detection of packet loss” micro-protocol as
starting point for SCTP. This protocol operates in the center of SCTP and is not
bound to individual streams or possible end-points. In SCTP this micro-protocol
operates on small packets, so called (data) chunks. Multiple chunks of possibly dif-
ferent streams are bundled to large packets before they are send out to the network.
Hence, each chunk is assigned an individual sequence number, called transmission
sequence number (TSN) in SCTP. The “detection of packet loss”micro-protocol op-
erates on these sequence numbers and signals successful transmissions and packet
loss to the retransmission module. This module stores a copy of each chunk and
retransmits it upon detection of its loss. When a successful transmission is detected
the chunk is removed from the system’s buffer.
Flow control in SCTP operates partially per streams and partially shared across
all streams. To enable a per stream in-order delivery, SCTP assigns an additional
sequence number per stream next to the global, per chunk sequence number. Hence,
we place the delivery component of the flow control micro-protocol into the streams
on the receiver side. Additionally, we add a sequence number component per stream
on the source side which is required to enable sorting of messages for in-order delivery
on the receiver side. While in-order delivery is operated individually per stream,
SCTP controls a single flow window across all streams. On the receiver side the
flow buffer modules is responsible for in-order delivery in each stream. It report
their filling level to a central flow control module. The central flow control module
sends corresponding window advertisements to the source. On the source side the
flow feedback module receives these window advertisements and signals changes to
a central chunk control module.
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Congestion control in SCTP operates on a per multi-homed end-point basis. Hence,
each end-point implements its own congestion control. According to the design goals
of SCTP, a connection is only using one end-point at a time. It may switch between
them according to a set of quality of service criteria such as availability, bandwidth,
reliability or delay. A switch from one end-point to another includes all packets, also
retransmission of packets which where previously send across another link. Hence,
in our composition of SCTP the retransmission component is placed outside of any
multi-homed compound. A congestion control module is provided by each multi-
homed end-point. The currently active end-point forwards its congestion window to
a central window management, the chunk control module.
The chunk control module collects information about the flow and congestion con-
trol windows. It queries all chunk buffers and once they contain enough data to
fill a packet, it signals each of them to send their chunks. The chunk control mod-
ule also prevents the silly window and tiny-gram syndromes. Chunks travel down
the network stack and are labeled with per stream and global sequence numbers.
The retransmission module keeps a copy each chunk. After passing through these
modules a packet builder module combines these chunks to a packet.
A further set micro-protocols completes SCTP:
• Heart Beat: The heart beat micro-protocol ensures that ping-pong messages
are exchanged on each link to test its availability. Hence, whenever a link
operates as secondary link, e.g. does not transfer data, the heartbeat protocol
checks for its availability
• Multi Homing: On the sender side the multi homing control collects feed-
back from the heart-beat module and may initiate a transfer from primary to
secondary link. For clarity we omitted the corresponding signaling to other
micro-protocols such as an updated MTU of the packet builder module.
• Explicit Congestion Control: Analog to TCP and DCCP, the ECN micro-
protocol enhances congestion control.
• Time Stamp: A time stamp micro-protocol adds round trip time estimation
as in SCTP and TCP.
3.3.3.2 Bidirectional Connection
After discussing an unidirectional SCTP connection, we combine two unidirectional
connections to from a bidirectional one (see Figure 3.29). While per stream and per
end-point modules are integrated with similar restrictions as in DCCP and TCP,
the core requires additional attention. Before reaching the packet builder module
data is handled in chunks, e.g. small packets, that are bundled by the packet builder
module into large packets. Hence, as an example, acknowledgments must be added
to the packet after it was composed from chunks.
3.3.3.3 Discussion
The composition of SCTP poses special challenges to our micro-protocols that we
have not met when composing TCP or DCCP. In TCP and DCCP the main challenge
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Figure 3.29 A bidirectional SCTP composition.
was to develop and compose micro-protocols to assemble the functionality of TCP
and DCCP. In terms of algorithmic functionality and mechanisms SCTP is quite
close to TCP. Hence, the orchestration of SCTP can rely on a similar composition
of micro-protocols as TCP. However, these micro-protocols have to mapped to the
individual realms of operation such as per stream or per multi-homed end-point. In
some cases, such as for the flow control micro-protocol, they even have to be mapped
across these realms.
3.3.4 Further Transport Protocols
Apart from TCP, SCTP and DCCP we see UDP and UDP Lite (see Section 3.2.6)
as two further widespread transport protocols in today’s Internet. However, they
offer a much simpler set of services to the user than TCP, DCCP or SCTP. As con-
nectionless protocols, their main task to multiplex and demultiplex packets. Hence,
their composition does not contain micro-protocols for reliable transmission, conges-
tion control or flow control. Typically, these task are performed by the application
themselves if required.
We compose UDP and UDP Lite from a small set of generic micro-protocols (see
Figure 3.30). Most of these micro-protocols were already identified in the discus-
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Figure 3.30 A bidirectional UDP composition.
sion of network layer protocols (see Section A.1.7). Overall, we do not require any
transport protocol specific modules:
• Multiplexing / Demultiplexing: The main task of UDP and UDP Lite is
to demultiplex incoming packets to their corresponding applications. Hence,
similar to other composed transport protocols and also network layer protocols
it relies on the demultiplex micro-protocol.
• Integrity Protection: A checksum micro-protocol protects UDP and UDP
Lite packets against accidental changes. In UDP the checksum is optional and
maybe omitted. For UDP Lite the checksum covers a variable fraction of the
payload. Hence, packets may contain data that is not protected by a checksum.
• Packet Validation: Finally, incoming packets have to pass a basic validation
test to check their integrity. For example, we have to validate whether the
packet is as long the header and that its total length matches the length noted
in the header fields.
3.3.5 Summary
In contrast to network protocols, transport protocols show a much higher complexity.
Their composition requires a large and diverse set of micro-protocols. Furthermore,
their mechanisms such as congestion control or detection of packet loss are strongly
interleaved. The identification of micro protocols in transport protocols provides us
with a large base of mechanisms shared among today’s transport protocols. From
these we derived micro-protocols to enable a rapid composition of transport proto-
cols.
Applying these micro-protocols to transport protocols, we showed in this section that
we can compose today’s widespread transport protocols. We showed a composition of
the reliable TCP transport protocol, unreliable DCCP, UDP and the multi-streamed
and multi-homed SCTP. The composition of these protocol shows a large degree of
reuse in terms of micro-protocols. Hence, they all rely on similar mechanisms to
provide their functionality. This similarity is reflected in the high degree of reuse of
micro-protocols across the transport protocols discussed in this chapter. Overall, the
functionality of protocol is merely determined by the composition of micro-protocols
and their configuration.
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3.4 Evaluation
After identifying micro protocols in communication protocols and composing these
to widespread network and transport protocols, we evaluate our design and its com-
ponent model in this section. The evaluation focuses on three key aspects:
• Flexible Composition of Protocol Mechanisms: We compose protocol
functionalities, such as shared congestion control and late data choice, that are
not available in mainstream communication protocols.
• Protocol Experimentation and Hypothetical Protocols: Next, we eval-
uate the complexity of composing customized communication protocols from
our library of micro protocols. We target media streaming, overlays, and
less-than-best-effort (LBE) service, i.e., protocols beyond the transport and
network layers of the Internet.
• Internet Protocol Stacks: We compose full-featured Internet protocol stacks
integrating IPv4, TCP and overlays.
• Evaluation of Reuse: We evaluate reuse of micro protocols across protocol
and protocol layers to quantify the flexibility of our design.
3.4.1 Flexible Composition of Protocol Mechanisms
Apart from enabling reuse of micro protocols as protocol building blocks our compo-
nent model also enables their flexible composition. Hence, we show how mechanisms
that have been suggested by the research community [CHM+03] but have not found
their way into mainstream protocols are captured flexibly by composing micro pro-
tocols. The goal of this evaluation is to show that modularization on the granularity
of micro protocols allows a flexible composition while hiding algorithmic details of
each micro protocol from the protocol composition.
3.4.1.1 Per-Hop Congestion Control and Retransmissions
In the Internet, transport protocol provide end-to-end reliability and congestion con-
trol. However, in other scenarios it is beneficial to perform hop-by-hop reliability
or congestion control. For example, wireless link-layer protocols often perform link-
layer retransmissions to hide wireless artifacts from higher layers [Com07, PHC04].
Similarly, transport protocols [KFD+07] in wireless sensor networks perform per-hop
retransmissions to limit the artifacts of the wireless channel [ALBL+09a, BLKW08,
ALBL+09b, ALWB08, Bec07]. Additionally, reliable overlays perform per-hop re-
transmissions or even congestion above the transport layer [DLS+04, ABKM01] to
address churn.
Relying on micro protocols as abstraction for the composition of protocol stacks,
reliability and congestion control can be achieved either hop-by-hop or end-to-end
by placing micro-protocols in different contexts. To show this flexibility we rely
in this example on an overlay network. For example, placing congestion control
and a corresponding micro-protocol for detection of packet loss in the context of
an overlay connection provides end-to-end congestion control, see Figure 3.31(a).
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(a) Placing congestion control in the connection context and reliable communication in the for-
warding context enables end-to-end congestion control and hop-by-hop retransmissions.
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(b) Placing both congestion control and reliable communication in the forwarding context enables
hop-by-hop congestion control and retransmissions.
Figure 3.31 Placing functionality either in the end-to-end or hop-by-hop context
determines protocol behavior, such as end-to-end or hop-by-hop reli-
ability and congestion control.
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Figure 3.32 Realization of shared congestion control from protocol building blocks.
Additionally, we provide hop-by-hop reliability by placing a retransmission module
and corresponding micro-protocol to detect packet loss in the forwarding context.
Similarly, we enable per-hop congestion control and reliability by moving both into
the forwarding context, see Figure 3.31(b). In this case, we can omit the micro-
protocol to detect packet loss in the end-to-end context. Overall, placing modules
in different contexts, such as links, networks, or connections, determines protocol
behavior and allows to reuse micro protocols across protocol layers.
3.4.1.2 Shared Congestion Control
Shared congestion control allows multiple connections to share a single instance of
congestion control. A shared congestion control collects information about packet
loss from each connection and assembles these to global view [ABC+00, BRS99]. In
practice, a shared congestion control is deployed by SCTP, where multiple streams
share a single congestion control (see Section 3.3.3).
We create a shared congestion control by moving the congestion control from the
connection context to a parent context that includes all connections of a proto-
col (see Figure 3.32). Additionally, we add clustering of congestion information to
bottlenecks, such as links or destinations. As a result, the stack operates multiple
independent instances of congestion control, one for each cluster. The composition
shown in this example is based on the unidirectional TCP connection, including
typical transport mechanisms such as flow control, integrity protection and RTT
estimation.
3.4.1.3 Rerouting of Retransmissions
Overlays may either provide hop-by-hop and end-to-end reliability (see Section
3.4.1.3). While both are application specific design choices, each option results
in side effects on overlay routing: Retransmissions cannot be rerouted when the
retransmission module is placed after the router, see Figure 3.33(a). Alternatively,
placing retransmission before routing decisions enables rerouting these upon detect-
ing packet loss, see Figure 3.33(b). In the Internet, retransmissions are handled
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(a) Placing retransmissions after the routing module determines that retransmissions take the same
route as the original packet.
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(b) Placing retransmissions before the routing module allows to route retransmissions on a different
path than the original packet.
Figure 3.33 Placing retransmissions either before or after routing decisions deter-
mines whether retransmissions maybe rerouted.
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Figure 3.34 Late data choice allows a real-time application to provide the most
recent data for transmission.
by the transport layer and the network layer handles routing. Hence, it assembles
the second case and allows rerouting of retransmissions. Similarly, DHTs such as
Bamboo [RGRK04] exhibit this behavior.
3.4.1.4 Late Data Choice
Commonly, transport protocols capture application data in a buffer. From this
buffer they transmit data whenever congestion and flow control mechanisms permit.
In contrast, the mechanism of late data choice does not require such a buffer. When
using late data choice, the transport protocol queries the application for its latest
data and transmits it.
Figure 3.34 depicts the integration of a simple transport protocol with an application
to enable late data choice. In practice, late data choice is often found in low-
latency multi-media communication [KHF06a]. In such applications data becomes
quickly outdated. Hence, late data choice ensures that the transport protocol always
transmits the newest data. Furthermore, data aggregation and query processing
systems such as PIER [HCH+05] or SDIMS [YD04] in the Internet or in wireless
sensor networks [MFHH05, M+02] benefit from late data choice.
3.4.1.5 Adaptive Stacks
Changing network conditions such as mobile and wireless artifacts require a dynamic
adaptation of protocol stacks. Link layer Techniques such as adaptive coding and re-
transmission in the link-layer aim to hide these effects from the higher layers [Com07].
Additionally, transport layer extensions such as selective acknowledgments, fast re-
covery, and fast retransmissions, increase the performance of transport protocols
over wireless links [MMFR96, JBB92, CR08, BPSK97].
The implementation of dynamic extensions in existing communication stacks such
as operating systems is often a time-consuming and a complex task. Commonly,
implementations and their underlying data structures are not designed for such dy-
namics. In contrast, modularization of protocol stacks into micro protocols ensures
encapsulation of functionality and state. Hence, it inherently enables the replace-
ment and recomposition of modules and micro-protocols at run-time, i.e., it enables
the dynamic adaption of protocol stacks (see Figure 3.35). As a result, routing spe-
cific flows through separate code paths is implicitly supported by the flow concept
in ProFab. This allows to replace and adapt modules for single flows or groups of
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Figure 3.35 Modularity allows to dynamically replace and recompose modules to
realize adaptive protocol stacks.
flows at instantiation and run-time, i.e., to react to changing network characteristics.
To ease the transition from one algorithm to another, modules and their configura-
tions may implement export and import interfaces through which we transfer state
information.
3.4.1.6 Discussion
In this part of the evaluation we explored the flexibility of our component model by
composing selected protocol functionality from different domains, such the applica-
tion layer and wireless sensor networks. The functionality was realized by exchanging
the order of executing micro protocols and placing them in different contexts such
as the connection or forwarding contexts. We did not have to split up or break down
individual modules to their individual configurations.
Overall, these results underline that encapsulating functionality on the granularity of
micro protocols into protocol building blocks is a powerful and flexible abstraction.
3.4.2 Protocol Experimentation and Hypothetical Protocols
After evaluating the flexibility of our component model by composing different pro-
tocol mechanisms, we compose selected, hypothetical protocols aiming to provide
functionalities similar to existing protocols.
3.4.2.1 Media Streaming
Customized media streaming protocols rely on transport layer mechanisms such as
congestion control and detection of packet loss [KWF03, CMP07, DL03, Lan03,
LMM+05]. Hence, we compose a low-delay, interactive media streaming protocol,
e.g., for VoIP, from transport layer micro protocols. It provides the following core
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Figure 3.36 A custom protocol for low-latency, interactive media streaming, such
as VoIP. It features late choice, congestion control and DCCP like
reliable feedback.
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Figure 3.37 Customized transport protocol for use in the application layer, i.e.,
deployment on top of UDP.
features: late data choice, congestion control, no reliable communication, and –
inspired by DCCP – reliable feedback (see Figure 3.36).
In its core, the composition relies on the micro-protocols for detection of packet
loss and for reliable feedback. Additionally, we provide congestion control based on
the detection of packet loss. Late data choice is realized by feeding the congestion
window into the application. From this it can derive the amount of bandwidth and
adjust encoding of media, i.e., voice or video, accordingly. Other features such as
RTT estimation, flow control or variable integrity protection can be added when
required. This design assumes a deployment on top of UDP, which would handle
connection de-multiplexing and optionally integrity protection.
3.4.2.2 Less-than-Best-Effort Service
Recently, the research community identified the need for a transport protocol that
yields to TCP traffic, i.e., provides less-than-best-effort (LBE) service while relying
on end-to-end congestion control [KK06, VKD02, LVG07]. Hence, such a protocol
does not aim to provide a congestion control that shares bandwidth equally with a
TCP connection, i.e., it does not aim to be TCP friendly. Instead, it aims merely
to acquire resources that are not used by ongoing TCP connections.
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Figure 3.38 Reliable overlay composed of transport and network layer micro-
protocols.
Typical use cases are background bulk transfers of non-interactive traffic that aim
not to interfere with ongoing interactive traffic, e.g., web browsing or VoIP. Examples
of non-interactive bulk transfers are software updates and P2P file-sharing. In its
ongoing work, the IETF aims to standardize such a protocol in the Ledbat working
group. Additionally, we see proprietary protocols, such as the uTP protocol in
modern BitTorrent clients [Kli09], pursuing similar goals.
Figure 3.37 depicts the composition of a custom transport protocol in the application
layer, i.e., for deployment on top of UDP, as basis for experimentation with such
novel congestion control paradigms. It features detection of packet loss, reliable
communication, congestion control, and RTT estimation. Other services, such as
flow control or integrity protection, can be added when required. We believe that our
component model can provide a flexible framework for such customized, application
layer
3.4.2.3 Reliable Overlay
As discussed in Section 3.4.1.1, many overlays exhibit transport protocol charac-
teristics such as reliable communication and congestion control. Additionally, they
rely on network layer mechanisms such as forwarding and loop detection [LPW+07,
Lan05, LNW05, LRN+05, Bec05]. Hence, we show how a reliable overlay can be
composed from our library of micro protocols. Our reliable overlay provides end-
to-end congestion control and retransmissions. Additionally, it provides – similar
to link layer retransmissions – hop-by-hop reliability and congestion control. This
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Figure 3.39 Interactive media streaming with UDP as transport layer protocol
and IPv4.
ensures that transmissions over many overlay hops can be retransmitted with small
timeouts. Furthermore, it prevents overlay links from congestion.
Figure 3.38 depicts the corresponding overlay. It consists of network layer micro pro-
tocols for forwarding and loop detection. Additionally, transport layer mechanisms
such as detection of packet loss, retransmissions and congestion control are deployed
in the forwarding and connection contexts. This enables both end-to-end and hop-
by-hop retransmissions and congestion control. We omitted further micro-protocols
such as flow control, RTT estimation or ECN. Further overlays such as IPv6 tunnels
or VPNs can be realized similarly.
3.4.3 Internet Protocol Stacks
After composing hypothetical protocols for network experimentation, we combine
application level protocols, transport protocols and network protocols to Internet
protocol stack. We depict two examples: (1) a customized, interactive VoIP protocol
with UDP and IPv4, and (2) a reliable overlay with TCP and IPv4 stack.
VoIP with UDP and IPv4: Our first example relies on the customized, interactive
media streaming protocol discussed in Section 3.4.2.1 as application level protocol.
It provides transport mechanisms such as congestion control and DCCP-like reliable
feedback, see Figure 3.39. Additionally, congestion control integrates via late data
choice directly into the media encoder. Below the application level protocol, the
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Figure 3.40 Reliable overlay using TCP for hop-by-hop reliability and congestion
control and IPv4 for underlay routing.
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Figure 3.41 Reuse of transport layer mechanisms and their configuration.
composition relies on UDP (see Section 3.3.4) and IPv4 (see Section A.2 in the
Appendix).
Reliable Overlay with TCP and IPv4: Similar to the reliable overlay discussed
in Section 3.4.2.3, this overlay provides end-to-end and hop-by-hop retransmissions
and congestion control, see Figure 3.40. However, this one merely provides cus-
tomized compositions for end-to-end congestion control and retransmission. For
hop-by-hop reliability and congestion control it relies on TCP. Additionally, IPv4
provides underlay routing.
3.4.4 Evaluation of Reuse in Protocol Compositions
In this section we discuss the reuse of micro-protocols, modules, and configurations:
Reuse of Micro-Protocols and Modules: We identified ten micro-protocols as
common mechanisms in widespread transport protocols (see Figure 3.41). From
these micro protocols we assembled widespread transport protocols such as TCP,
DCCP, SCTP and UDP. Additionally, we composed a customized overlay, media
streaming and a less-than-best-effort protocol. These application level protocols
rely on transport mechanisms.
Out of the ten micro protocols, seven are used in TCP, DCCP, and SCTP. From the
remaining three, one is specific to reliable transmission and another one supports
feedback when unreliable transport is used. Hence, they are replacements. The
remaining one is flow control, a feature not supported by DCCP in this form. Adding
flow control to DCCP is merely the addition of this micro-protocol to a DCCP
composition. Additionally, our customized application level protocols rely on the
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Figure 3.42 Reuse of network layer mechanisms and their configuration.
core mechanisms of the transport layer such as congestion control and detection of
packet loss. Other transport layer services such as flow control, RTT estimation and
integrity protection can be integrated when the application scenarios demand them.
Please note, that the micro-protocols for integrity protection and multiplexing are
used both in the network and transport layer. Furthermore, we identified five micro
protocols in the network layer, see Section A.1. Similar to the transport mechanisms,
we also observe a high degree of reuse in this domain (see Figure 3.42).
Reuse of Configurations: For each micro protocol we identified a number of
configuration options, for which we in turn provide different configurations to choose
from. These allow us to customize a protocol composition to mimic the behavior of
existing communication protocols such as TCP, UDP or IP.
We identify two types of configurations: protocol independent ones such as algo-
rithms and their parameters and protocol specific ones such as access to protocol
header fields. Figure 3.43 depicts the configurations used to assemble the transport
and network protocol discussed in this work. It shows two trends: (1) complex
configurations such as routing or checksum algorithms show a high degree of reuse.
(2) Configurations that show a small degree of reuse are mostly simple ones, such
as the access to protocol header fields. Overall, this indicates, that the component
model chosen in this work enables an efficient reuse and customization of proto-
col compositions and configurations. To build a new protocol, based on existing
micro-protocols, we expect that one only needs to add a small amount of code for
configurations. Hence, it shows a similar complexity to the one of composing and
configuring DCCP or SCTP from our module library. We provide details on the
implementation complexity of modules and configuration in Section 4.4.2.1 after
introducing ProFab, a framework to realize micro protocols.
3.4.5 Discussion
In this section we evaluated the flexibility of micro protocols and their component
model for protocol composition. We assembled protocol mechanisms, such as late-
data choice or shared congestion control, to test the flexibility of our component
model. Furthermore, we compose application level protocols including overlays and
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interactive media streaming protocols, and depict complete Internet protocol stacks
to evaluate the complexity of protocol compositions. Quantitatively, we show a high
level of reuse of micro protocols across protocols and protocol layers.
Our evaluations shows that three levels of granularity in modularization of our com-
ponent model allow micro protocols to capture complex protocol mechanisms in
a generic fashion. As a result, the generic, protocol independent design of micro
protocols enables their modules across protocols and protocol layers. Furthermore,
encapsulation of complexity in micro protocols, i.e., their modules, results in low
complexity of protocol compositions. Additionally, configuration of modules enables
their customization to the requirements of individual protocols. Overall, we conclude
our component model of micro-protocols and configurable modules enable reuse in
modular protocol stacks.
3.5 Related Work
Although with other architectural goals than in our approach, the concept of mod-
ularity in communication protocols received a high degree of attention in the past.
In this section we introduce related work and compare our approach to it.
3.5.1 Modular Communication Systems
Unix System V Streams [Rit84], the x-kernel [HP91], Consul [MPS93], and Horus
[vBM96] established modularity in communication protocols. Inspired by the design
of micro kernels, they isolate components at the level of individual protocols through
address space separation. In contrast, our approach exhibits a much finer degree of
modularization. It relies on micro protocols, i.e., the individual protocol services
and mechanisms, as protocol building blocks. We consider isolation of protocol
components orthogonal to our architecture of micro protocols. Section 4.6.1.3 shows
the integration of isolation as an optional feature into our architecture.
Later efforts such as Coyote [BHSC98], Cactus [HS98], Appia [MPR01], Conduit
[ZJ90, HJE95], or Morpheus [AP93] or OpenCom [CBG+08] adopted modularization
as a software engineering paradigm at a more fine-grained level. They achieve micro-
protocols and dynamic composition at run-time. While our approach also provides
micro-protocol and dynamic composition, our key contribution is the identification
of generic micro protocols as reusable and configurable protocol building blocks.
Hence, it supports protocol prototyping by supplying a library of generic protocol
functionality.
The need for flexible protocol implementations for experimentation sparked re-
search on user-space implementations of wide-spread protocols [vEBBV95, BDHR95,
Din02, EM95, GADAD04, MB93, TNML93]. However, these monolithic stacks do
not provide the fine-grained componentization.
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3.5.2 Modular and Configurable Network Protocols
Explicitly designed for extensibility in combination with experimentation are the
IP routers Click [KMC+00] and XORP [HKG+05]. Focusing on IP routing, Click
pioneered practical modularization of Internet protocols. It is written in C++ and has
a fine grained component model. By default, Click operates in user space, extensions
make it available in the Linux kernel and in ns-2. Due to its focus on network
layer protocols, Click does not support runtime dynamics such as reconnection and
instantiation of new (sub)modules. Hence, its architectural support for adaptive
protocol stacks and session- or flow-based protocols such as TCP is limited.
Generally, modularization in Click enables reuse. However, generic and protocol
independent modules are not one of the key design goals of Click. For example,
most modules of Click are designed protocol specific, i.e., not protocol independent.
As a result, most modules of the IPv6 implementation in Click are implemented from
scratch and do not share common functionality with IPv4 modules. In contrast, our
approach captures similarities among protocols into micro protocols and allows their
configuration to the needs of individual protocols. Similarly, the architecture of Click
allows the implementation of generic modules. However, it does not provide the
required infrastructure for their efficient composition and configuration. As a result,
our measurements indicate a high performance overhead in generic Click modules.
In contrast, our software architecture essentially removes the run-time overhead of
modularity and generic modules. We discuss this in detail after introducing our
software architecture in Section 4.4.2.
Overall, we see two key differences between Click and our approach: (1) Our ap-
proach – in contrast to Click – identifies micro protocols and provides these as
protocol independent, generic modules. In our evaluation we show how these mod-
ules can be reused across protocol layers composed to different protocols (see Section
3.4.4). (2) We provide a software architecture that enables the efficient composition
and configuration of protocol independent, generic modules to communication pro-
tocols. Our evaluation shows that these optimizations are crucial for the efficient
composition and configuration of generic modules. Nonetheless, Click pioneered the
practical modularization of network protocols and inspired our design and architec-
ture strongly. We show that applying its concepts of modularization to a wider focus
reveals a significant number of self-similarities, i.e., micro protocols, in protocols.
XORP is an extensible software router, which uses Click on its forwarding path
and already supports a large collection of routing protocols. It is written in C++
and operates in user space. XORP’s extensible design allows to easily add new
protocols and it provides a flexible environment for experimentation. However, it
is specifically designed for routing protocols, not lending itself to generic protocol
development. Additionally, modularization in XORP exhibits a coarse grained level
of modularization on the granularity of routing protocols. Similar to Click, XORP
does not focus on micro protocols and their reuse, nor does it provide a software
architecture for their efficient composition and configuration. Furthermore, XORP
does not support operating system kernels or network simulators.
Further work focuses on the modularization or configuration of individual network
layer mechanisms such as QoS [Weh01, CR03] or on specialized domains such as
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wireless sensor networks [EFK+06, DO¨H07], the link layer [MAB+08, SPKW07], or
routing protocols [FG07].
3.5.3 Configurable Transport Protocols
To capture the variety and complexity of transport services, the research commu-
nity provides configurable transport mechanisms [HJM93, FB96]. Other works focus
on high-speed networking [ZST93, GHG04], parallel processing in protocols [Bra94],
multimedia communication [PVPW93, SCW+99], and dynamic stacks [OP92, BSS93,
DRB+07]. While these works enable configurable and adaptive protocol services,
they exhibit a coarse grained granularity in modularization when compared to our
design.
Sharing similar goals as our approach, the Configurable Transport Protocol (CTP)
[WHS01, BWH+07] provides a configurable TCP-like transport protocol. It is a user-
space implementation based on the Cactus architecture [HS98] and written in C. CTP
allows to select and configure individual protocol functionality, such as congestion
control or flow control. For example, H-CTP [WCH+05] shows how – among others
– a customized congestion control extends CTP to a high-speed transport protocol
for grid networks. However, CTP bases on a strict event model, i.e., handlers specify
actions for predefined events such as packet loss. Compared to our architecture, the
configurability of data and control flow in CTP is limited. Hence, the realization
of advanced protocol mechanisms such as shared congestion control is not the key
goal of CTP. Moreover, it does not focus on micro protocols and their reuse across
protocols and protocol layers.
3.5.4 Discussion
The research community provides a variety of research on modularization of commu-
nication protocols. However, most work focuses on the configurability and extensibil-
ity of protocols. While these are also goals of our architecture, our key contribution
is reusability of protocol mechansims across protocols and protocol layers.
Overall, efforts to modularization like Click and CTP have established the viability
and benefits of this approach, but focused primarily on flexibility and extensibility.
We show that applying it with a wider focus reveals a significant number of self-
similarities, i.e., micro protocols, in protocols. This opens the door to a substantial
level of code re-use in protocol stacks that considerably simplifies their implementa-
tion and eases network experimentation.
3.6 Conclusion
Each communication protocol addresses its own use case and provides distinct ser-
vices to the user. However, our analysis indicates that diverse communication pro-
tocols such as TCP and DCCP rely on very similar mechanisms. In this chapter we
identified these similarities as micro protocols and provide a collection of generic,
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reusable micro-protocols. From these micro-protocols we composed widespread net-
work and transport layer protocols such as TCP, DCCP and IP. In this section we
address future directions and conclude the discussion.
3.6.1 Future Directions
Our ongoing work focuses on three directions: (1) Micro protocols in further proto-
cols, and (2) tools to ease protocol composition, and (3) generic signaling paradigms.
3.6.1.1 Further Micro Protocols
In our ongoing we extend our collection of micro protocols and compose new proto-
cols.
In the transport layer we aim to include wireless extension and high-speed commu-
nication: Wireless extensions [CR08, BB95] improve the performance of TCP over
wireless links. Furthermore, the research community provides new congestion con-
trol mechanisms for data centers and grid computing where classic Internet transport
protocols reach their limits [GHG04, XHR04, TSZS06, HRX08]. Additionally, the
Explicit Congestion Control Protocol (XCP) [KHR02] and the Rate Control Protocol
(RCP) [DM06] employ congestion control based on detailed feedback from network
entities. Moreover, new approaches such as Structured Streams [For07] provide new
transport abstractions.
Furthermore, we extend our work to overlays [SAZ+02, Eri94], DHTs [SMK+01,
RFH+01, ZHS+04, Sim09] and Peer-To-Peer Systems [SW05, LGW06b, LGW06a,
LHW07, RWL+04]. While our collection of micro protocols flexibly covers their
network and transport mechanisms, our ongoing work addresses routing algorithms
and maintenance of routing tables (see Section 3.4.2.3). Similarly, we address trans-
port mechanisms in application level protocols such as interactive voice and video,
media streaming, and less-than-best-effort service (see Section 3.4.2). Our analy-
sis also indicates that routing and lookup protocols such as AODV, OLSR, ARP
[Plu82, FMMT84] and DNS [PR84] share a large body of similarities as these rely
on mechanisms for forwarding and reliable communication for lookups.
Additionally, research shows wireless sensor networks require customized transport
and network services [KFD+07, SH03, DO¨H07, EFK+06]. We believe that the com-
position of their protocols from micro protocols enables flexible network experimen-
tation.
3.6.1.2 Automatic Composition
In our analysis of micro protocols in communication protocols we identified that pro-
tocol functionalities are strongly interleaved and create inter-module dependencies.
For example, reliable communication requires detection of packet loss, which in turn
requires sequencing of packets. Apart from these functional dependencies we also
identify data flow dependencies. For example, the checksum module should be the
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last module that writes fields of a specific protocol header, as further changes of this
header would render the checksum invalid.
In our ongoing we aim to identify these dependencies and to provide a framework
for automatic protocol composition. Hence, via an ontology we specify protocol
properties such as selecting a congestion control algorithm and let the framework
resolve the dependencies of this algorithm. It should determine all other micro-
protocols it requires and determine their composition to enable a functional protocol
stack.
Our main research challenges in this domain are: (1) The number of dependen-
cies between individual components and micro-protocols. (2) The specification of
dependencies so that a tool can efficiently reason about these. (3) The automatic
derivation of dependency information by analyzing module implementations.
3.6.1.3 Generic Signaling Paradigms
Protocol compositions and micro-protocols show a large degree of configurability.
Hence, for a composition we do not only need to select micro-protocols and de-
scribe their composition, we also configure them according to the requirements of
the targeted protocol.
In a transport protocol the exact feature combination and their configuration is de-
termined during the connection establishment. Hence, by executing the so called
handshake end-points do not only signal that they want to communicate, they also
define features and configurations. For example, during its handshake TCP de-
fines which protocol extensions, e.g., selective acknowledgements, time stamps, and
which configurations, such as initial sequence numbers and the window size, to use
(see Section 3.3.1). We identified that protocols rely on similar handshake mecha-
nisms. Hence, in our ongoing work we aim to build a generic handshake protocol
that can be customized according to the individual needs of each protocol. Addition-
ally, we will combine this generic handshake with our framework for the automatic
protocol composition discussed above. This allows us to automatically create session
establishment and tear-down mechanisms for each automatically composed protocol.
3.6.2 Summary
In this chapter we introduced the composition of communication protocols from
micro protocols. We provide a corresponding component model and illustrated the
composition of micro protocols to protocols and protocol stacks.
A micro protocol represents a single protocol functionality, such as packet forward-
ing or flow control. Hence, micro protocols are reusable protocol building blocks.
As a result, an micro protocol encapsulates the algorithmic complexity of protocol
mechanisms and ensures the manageability of protocol compositions. Furthermore,
our component model of modules and configurations enables the configuration of
micro protocols to the requirements of individual protocols.
Analyzing the services and mechanisms of widespread network and transport proto-
cols, we identified their similarities and derived these as micro protocols. We pro-
vided their micro-protocols as collection of reusable protocol building blocks. From
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these we composed network and transport layer protocols, such as TCP, DCCP or
IP. Additionally, we discussed the composition of customized communication pro-
tocols, protocol stacks, and new protocol mechanisms such as late data choice and
shared congestion control.
Our results show that micro protocols can capture the complexity of individual pro-
tocol mechanisms and provide these as reusable protocol building blocks. Hence, the
different functionalities and features of widespread communication protocols can be
described by the selection, configuration and composition of micro protocols. The
evaluation shows a high degree of flexibility in protocol compositions and a high
reuse of micro protocols. As a result, we can compose IPv4, IPv6, IPX, and overlays
from our collection of micro protocols or modify a TCP composition so that it repre-
sents DCCP, UDP, SCTP, or a media streaming protocol. Hence, the identification
of micro protocols and their composition and configuration to individual network
protocols shows the flexibility and efficiency of our component model.
Overall, componentization based on protocol micro protocols ensures a clean ab-
straction from protocol complexity and enables the encapsulation of protocol func-
tionality. As a result, our component model on the granularity of micro protocols
ensures that composed network protocols consist of a manageable number of micro-
protocols. Furthermore, our results in this chapter indicate that the many small-
grained differences of network protocols are flexibly captured by the configuration
of micro protocols and their modules. Thus, protocol implementations, which follow
this design pattern, are inherently extensible and their components reusable across
protocols and protocol layers. Forming a library of standard protocol functional-
ity, the micro-protocols introduced in this chapter act as reusable building blocks
to simplify the development and prototyping of new protocols and the extension of
existing ones. We hope, that instead of designing and implementing communication
protocols from scratch – as typically done today – researchers can rely on building
blocks encapsulating generic functionality.
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4
Protocol Factory
This chapter presents the Protocol Factory (ProFab) as framework to (1) enable
rapid protocol prototyping from micro-protocols and (2) ease protocol evaluation
and network experimentation via platform abstraction. ProFab consists of two main
components:
• Software Architecture for Generic, Reusable Micro-Protocols: The
software architecture introduces primitives to realize micro-protocols as reusable
protocol building blocks and their flexible composition to communication pro-
tocols. Additionally, we provide compiler optimizations to limit the overhead
of modularity and generic code. Hence, it enables the rapid composition of
communication protocols from generic protocol building blocks.
• Virtual Platform for Network Experimentation (VIPE): The virtual
platform is a narrow abstraction layer between protocol implementations and
target platforms. It eases network experimentation by enabling a seamless
transition of protocols between different platforms and evaluation tools without
the need for protocol reimplementation.
This chapter is structured as follows: We give an overview over the design goals
and architectural concepts of the Protocol Factory in Section 4.1. Next, Section 4.2
introduces a software architecture for the realization of micro-protocols and their
composition to protocol stacks. Section 4.3 presents the virtual platform to enable
platform independent protocols and ease protocol experimentation. We evaluate
ProFab in Section 4.4 and discuss related work in Section 4.5. Section 4.6 addresses
future directions and concludes.
4.1 Introducing the Protocol Factory
Derived from our design goals of reusable micro protocols and platform independence
we design ProFab as a substrate for network experimentation. Its main goal is to
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(b) A virtual platform enables the reuse of micro-protocols and their modules across
platforms.
Figure 4.1 Core components of ProFab: (1) a software architecture for micro pro-
tocols, and (2) a virtual platform for network experimentation.
reduce the engineering effort required for protocol development and evaluation. This
section introduces the main architectural concepts of ProFab.
4.1.1 Software Architecture for Micro Protocols
We introduce a software architecture and run-time environment to realize generic,
composable micro-protocols as identified in Chapter 3. The software architecture
provides the programming paradigms and corresponding primitives to implement
micro-protocols. A domain specific language defines the specification and imple-
mentation of micro-protocols as reusable modules and provides gates as protocol
independent points of interaction between modules. Additionally, it acts as sub-
strate to describe the configuration and composition of micro-protocols to protocols
and protocol stacks, see Figure 4.1(a). This configuration allows to adapt modules
to the specific requirements of individual protocols.
The run-time environment of the software architecture enables the dynamic recom-
position and reconfiguration protocols and protocol stacks. As a result, it enables
protocol sessions such as flows and sockets. Additionally, it provides the ground for
feature negation and adaptive protocol stacks.
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4.1.2 Virtual Platform for Experimentation (VIPE)
Network simulators, emulators and testbeds are powerful tools for protocol evalua-
tion, each focusing on a distinct aspect of the problem space. However, the transition
between these tools as required for a detailed feedback in the protocol development
cycle is challenging and time-consuming: It requires frequent protocol porting and
reimplementation.
The main goal of the virtual platform is to bridge the gaps between the different
development tools. It is a narrow abstraction layer between a protocol stack and
each target platform: the light-weight, non-intrusive execution model on top of the
native platforms covered by VIPE so far consists of about 1000 lines of code per
system [LKGW09, KLGW09].
The virtual platform eliminates the need for protocol reimplementation in the devel-
opment cycle and allows for a seamless transition back and forth between the stages
of simulation, evaluation on testbeds, and deployment, see Figure 4.1(b). Hence,
protocols and their protocol building blocks become easily portable across platforms
and evaluation tools. Recently proposed clean-slate approaches to the Internet ar-
chitecture can benefit from ProFab in particular, as they are expected to pass the
development cycle a number of times before reaching the required maturity.
4.2 Software Architecture for Micro Protocols
This section introduces a software architecture for micro protocols. It bases on the
component model introduced in Section ?? and allows to realize micro-protocols,
modules, and their configuration.
Our discussion of the software architecture for micro protocols is structured as fol-
lows: We discuss goals and analyze design choices in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, respec-
tively. Next, we introduce modules in Section 4.2.3, their composition to protocols
in Section 4.2.4, dynamic recomposition in Section 4.2.5, and auxiliary functionality
for module configuration in Section 4.2.6. Section 4.2.7 presents optimizations to
reduce the overhead of modularization and generic code, Section 4.2.8 introduces a
corresponding compiler, and Section 4.2.9 concludes.
4.2.1 Design Goals
Before discussing the software architecture in detail, we discuss its design goals and
requirements. Additionally, we narrow its focus by introducing targeted protocols
and scenarios.
4.2.1.1 Features
Abstraction into micro protocols reduces the complexity of a protocol. It inherently
provides structuring and enables understanding, easing network experimentation
and engineering. Furthermore, encapsulation enables a dynamic instantiation of
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components, resulting in adaptive protocol stacks. This allows ProFab to create and
exchange component instances dynamically at runtime based on changing protocol
needs.
Basing on the component model of micro protocols, we provide a software archi-
tecture to realize modules. Additionally, we describe their composition to protocol
stacks and introduce a run-time environment for their dynamic adaptation. The
software architecture consists of three main building blocks:
• Implementation of Modules: Modules encapsulate protocol mechanisms
such as congestion control, packet forwarding or integrity protection. Hence,
the software architecture must provide a programming paradigm and language
for their implementation.
• Composition to Protocol Stacks: Apart from realization of individual
modules we require mechanisms to describe the composition of modules to
protocol stacks, so called compounds. Hence, we need language support to
instantiate and configure modules to requirements of individual protocols. Ad-
ditionally, we need to define mechanisms for module interaction, i.e., the se-
mantics of gates, and their connection to a component graph that assembles a
protocol stack.
• Run-Time Environment: To realize connections, flows and adaptive pro-
tocol stacks, we require a run-time environment that supports the dynamic
instantiation and recomposition of modules. For example, to realize a TCP
connection we need to create module instances and integrate these dynami-
cally into the protocol stack. Additionally, these dynamics enable customized
protocol stacks and adaption of compositions to changing application require-
ments.
4.2.1.2 Requirements
Apart from the description of modules and their composition to protocol stacks, the
software architecture and its programming language and paradigms need to meet the
following requirements: (1) portability, (2) resource efficiency, and (3) optimization
of generic modules and their compositions.
• Portability: Apart from reusability of micro-protocols and their modules
across protocols and protocol layers, one key goal of ProFab is their reuse across
platforms. Hence, the language to describe modules and their composition
needs to be supported natively on all target platforms, including operating
system kernels and devices with tightly constrained resources such as sensor
nodes.
• Optimization: To enable their reuse, micro protocols are realized protocol in-
dependent. Hence, configurations adapt micro protocols to the requirements of
individual protocols. For example, the forwarding module provides a longest-
prefix-match algorithm and the configuration of IPv4 tailors this algorithm to
match 32bit addresses. Hence, we require a compiler infrastructure that con-
figures and composes modules at low overhead, i.e., it reduces the performance
penalty of modularization and generic code.
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• Resource Efficiency: To enable a deployment in operating system kernels
and on resource constrained devices, the programming language needs to de-
signed for resource efficiency. This includes performance of data processing
and memory consumption.
4.2.1.3 Target Protocols and Scenarios
The discussion of micro protocols in Chapter 3 focuses on the network and transport
layers. However, our goal is to design ProFab’s software architecture so that it is not
limited to these protocol layers. For example, our analysis indicates, that application
level protocols also share a large degree of similarities (see Section 3.6.1.1). Hence,
the software architecture it is intented to enable communication protocol develop-
ment and experimentation ranging from the network layer to the application layer,
including overlays, peer-to-peer systems and sensor networks. Especially, it aims to
ease the development and evaluation of new distributed systems and protocols.
4.2.1.4 Restrictions
The mechanisms and tools presented in this work ease prototyping and evolution
of communication protocols. Our main focus lies on protocol experimentation, ex-
plicitly trading composable micro protocols for strongly interleaved and optimized
protocols. Furthermore, we do not aim to change the way how protocols are imple-
mented in the OS kernel or even propose this library of micro protocols as such. We
are well aware that vendors rely on their own implementations ensuring an optimiza-
tion of a protocol to its dedicated use-case, the targeted platform, and application.
Similarly, this ensures reliability due to independent implementations and reduces
the dependency of vendors from third-party tools.
This work focuses on micro protocols in the higher protocol layers, e.g., from the
network layer to the application layer. Although the link layer shares similarities
with these layers, we exclude it from this work. The main reason for this is, that
link layer protocols are typically not implemented on general purpose processors
(GPU). Instead, they are implemented on custom chips, FPGAs, ASICs and DSPs,
all requiring specialized programming languages and paradigms.
4.2.2 Analysis of Design Choices
In the discussion of our design goals we derived features and requirements of the
software architecture. As the first step, we identify a programming language that
provides the fundament to meet the requirements discussed.
Today’s typical programming languages fall into three categories: (1) Compiled
languages such as C or C++, (2) virtual machine based ones such as Java, and (3)
scripted languages such as Python (see Table 4.1). While the powerful object model
and their ease of use make modern languages such as Java and Python interesting
choices for our software architecture, both have a key limitation: Their resource
consumption in terms of performance overhead and memory is too high for our target
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Feature / Language Compiled VM-Based Script
C C++ Java Python
Modularity Functions Objects Objects Objects
Resource Requirements Low Medium High High
Availability High Restricted Low Low
Gates Functions Interfaces Interfaces Interfaces
Delegates
Optimization Macros Templates Virtual Machine None
JIT
Table 4.1 Different programming languages as design choices in ProFab.
systems. As a result, they are not available for resource constrained environments
such as OS kernels and wireless sensor nodes. Hence, regarding the availability of
compilers and supported platforms, our language choices are between C and C++. In
the following we discuss their features in detail.
4.2.2.1 Choice I: C++
Based on this analysis, C++ appears as an intuitive choice. It is widely supported
and features object orientation, including the dynamic creation of class instances.
The template concept in C++ is a powerful tool to optimize protocol independent
modules to a specific use case at compilation time. Additionally, its programming
model allows for pointers and casts, providing sufficient low level capabilities for
protocol implementations. Moreover, relying on C++ would allow us to utilize the
software architecture of related approaches such as Click.
However, the support for C++ in operating system kernels and on sensor node plat-
forms is limited. For example, Linux kernel developers highly discourage the use
of C++ in the kernel due to efficiency and stability problems [T+04] for the follow-
ing reasons: First, the Linux kernel does not provide the required C++ run-time.
Second, the Linux kernel is not written according to C++ namespace rules and key-
words. As a result, the Linux kernel requires patching to allow the integration of
C++ modules. And third, the stack size of the Linux kernel is too small to handle
exceptions. Similarly, Microsoft discourages the use of C++ for network protocols in
all Windows kernels. Moreover, C++ features such as exceptions are not supported
in these prioritized contexts and on many embedded systems. To enable the use of
C++ in the Linux kernel, the developers of Click patch the kernel, provide a small
run-time environment, their own C++ libraries, and restrict their use of exceptions.
On embedded systems we see similar challenges. For example, the avg-gcc compiler
required for the AtMega128L micro-controller [Atm] on the widespread Mica2, MicaZ
and Mica2Dot sensor nodes [Cro]currently supports neither constructors, destruc-
tors, exceptions nor C++ libraries [Tea]. The msp-gcc compiler for the Texas Instru-
ments msp430 micro-controller [Tex] on the sensor nodes of the telos family[PSC05]
has similar limitations [DL].
Overall, the reasons for this lack of availability is manifold: For example, object
management in C++ hides memory allocations from the user, a problem in operation
system kernels where memory allocations must be executed differently depending
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module Name<T1, T2, ...>{
GateTypeA@in in1;
GateTypeB@in in2;
GateTypeA@out out1;
GateTypeB@out out2;
int x, y;
void in1.handler(A* a){
...
out1.handler(a);
....
}
void in2.handler1(A* a, B* b){
T1.compute(a);
out2.handler1(a, ...);
....
}
void in2.handler2(D* d, E* e){
T2.compute(e);
out2.handler2(d, ...);
....
}
void construct(int p1, int p2){
X = p1;
Y = p2;
   }
void destruct(){...}
...
}
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Figure 4.2 A sample module in Modular C. It has two in-gates and out-gates. One
gate type requires one function implementation, the other one two.
on the current execution context and priority. Similarly, exceptions require com-
plex stack unrolling functionalities, often not available in OS kernels and resource
constrained, embedded devices.
4.2.2.2 Choice II: Plain C
In contrast to C++, the C programming language does not support object oriented
programming. However, its tool chain, e.g., compilers, linkers and debuggers, are
available for the targeted platforms. Additionally, it is the default programming
language for operating system kernels and embedded systems such as resource con-
strained, wireless sensor nodes. Similarly to C++, the low level features of C are more
than sufficient for the needs of communication protocols.
4.2.2.3 Solution: Modular C as extension to C
Overall, due to the limited support of C++ on the target environments our language
choices are limited to plain C. Hence, we introduce a set of lightweight, domain
specific extensions to the programming language C to enable implementation, con-
figuration and composition of modules. We call these extensions Modular C.
Our Modular C compiler generates plain C code from module implementations and
their configurations. Furthermore, it generates the glue code necessary for the in-
stantiation and composition of modules and their dynamic manipulation. Overall,
ProFab does not introduce a new programming language, but adds new functionality
and the corresponding code transformation engine to C.
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Modular C defines the following extensions to C:
• Modules: Definition, implementation, and configuration of modules.
• Gates: Gates as points of modules interaction.
• Composition: Composition of modules to protocol stacks.
• Dynamics: Dynamic creation and (re)connection of module instances.
• Optimizations: Templates and compile-time composition to optimize proto-
col stacks.
• Classes: Class as additional functionality to encapsulate module configura-
tions.
In the following we discuss the realization of modules and their composition in
Modular C in detail.
4.2.3 Modules as Functional Building Blocks
After identifying Modular C as the language for the realization of modules and
compositions, we discuss the specification of modules in detail.
Modules are instantiable objects and encapsulate functionality and state. Gates
act as interfaces and define points of interaction between modules. Additionally,
configurations parameterize modules at compilation time, i.e., as template, or at
run-time, i.e., via a constructor.
4.2.3.1 Module Specification and Implementation
A module declaration begins with the keyword module followed by a module name
and optional template parameters (see Section 4.2.6). The module body contains
definitions of gates, variables, and methods (see Figure 4.2). The functionalities
such as declarations, definitions or methods are implemented in regular C code. Op-
tional constructors and destructors allow for initialization and cleanup of a module
instance.
As an example, Figure 4.3 depicts the hop count and checksum module. The hop
count module is part of the micro-protocol to detect routing loops and drops packets
when reaching the maximum TTL. The checksum is part of the integrity protection
micro-protocol and sets the checksum of outgoing packets, see Section A.1 for de-
tails. Both modules encapsulate protocol algorithmic and state. To access their
functionality they provides in-gates and access the functionality of other modules
via in-gates.
To ensure re-usability of modules, their implementation is not bound to any specific
protocol. Instead, a protocol composition configures protocol specific details such as
protocol headers, header fields and algorithmic options (see Figure 4.3).
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module HopCounter<Header, Alg>{
PacketGate@in in;
PacketGate@out out;
PacketGate@out error;
int thres;
void in.receive(Packet* p, Header* h){
if( h.getTTL() == thres )
error.receive(p,h);
return;
h.setTTL(Alg.newTTL(h.getTTL()));
out.receive(p,h);
}
void construct(int threshold){
thres = threshold;
   }
}
module SetChecksum<Header, Alg, Cov>{
PacketGate@in in;
PacketGate@out out;
void in.receive(Packet* p, Header* h){
h.setChecksum(0);
h.setChecksum(
Alg.calc(p, Cov.get(h)));
out.receive(packet, header);
return;
}
}
Figure 4.3 A simplified version of the IPv4 stack and specification of the checksum
and hop counting modules in Modular C.
4.2.3.2 Gates: Points of Module Interaction
Similarly to modern object oriented languages, gates in Modular C describe the
functionality of the services offered by a module. Other modules can use this func-
tionality. Hence, gates in Modular C are similar to interfaces in Java.
However, a key difference to today’s object oriented language is that a Modular C
module implements and uses instances of an interface. Gates in ProFab are types
from which a module creates instances and provides these as in-gates or uses them
as out-gates. As s result, a Modular C module can provide multiple instances of the
same interface, each providing a different service. To ensure module reuse and en-
able their interconnection, modules in ProFab provide generic, protocol independent
gates. For example, they rely on packet gates to receive network data or impulse
gates to trigger execution. Hence, the concept of gate instances allows a module to
provide an arbitrary number of these gates.
In-gates in Modular C are instances of an interface that a module provides for other
modules to use (specified by GateType@in, see Figure 4.2). Out-gates are interface
instances through which a module accesses the services of other modules, specified
by GateType@out. For example, the Checksum module provides one instance of
the interface PacketGate as in-gate (see Figure 4.3). Named in, it calculates the
checksum of a packet received. In a protocol composition, Modular C connects the
in- and out-gates of modules to describe the composition and interaction of different
services. Gates in Modular C may provide multiple methods. For example, the
control gate of a routing module provides functions to add, remove and flush its
routing table. Each method m of a gate g is represented by the name g.m. These
names are used both when defining and invoking a gate method (see Figure 4.3).
Modules in ProFab encapsulate the functionality of generic, reusable micro proto-
cols. Hence, modules and their gates are not bound to any specific protocol. Their
configuration and composition to a protocol defines their functionality in detail, such
as protocol header and algorithmic options. For example, the checksum module de-
picted in Figure 4.3 requires the following parameters: the protocol header specifies
the header to operate on, the algorithm to compute the checksum, and the checksum
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compound Protocol<T1, T2>(p1, p2){
int x = 20; 
m1 := new ModuleA<T1,T2>(p1);
m2 := new ModuleB<T2>(p2,20);
m3 := new ModuleC();
in => m1.in;
m1.out1 => m2.in;
m1.out2 => m3.in;
m2.out => out;
}
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Figure 4.4 A compound in Modular C. It has three interconnected sub-modules.
Two gates allow to connect the compound to other compounds and
modules.
coverage. In case of IPv4 these are the IPv4 header, the one’s complement checksum,
and the length of the IPv4 header, respectively.
Overall, Modular C provides the syntax extensions to C to describe the modules
and gates as points of interaction. Next, we discuss the composition of modules to
protocol stacks.
4.2.4 Protocol Composition
After describing modules in Modular C as protocol building blocks of micro proto-
cols, we next describe their assembly to compounds to build communication proto-
cols. A so called compound describes the configuration and composition of modules.
In particular, it describes how their gates are interconnected. Compounds in turn
provide gates to the outside and can be composed and instantiated like modules.
In the remainder of this work, the term module refers to simple modules and to
compounds.
A compound provides the following two core functionalities:
• Module Instances: It creates and configures module and compound in-
stances inside the compound.
• Connections: It connects gates of modules to orchestrate modules to proto-
cols.
Similar to the description of modules, compounds in ProFab are described by a set
of extensions to the C programming language. In the following we discuss underlying
design considerations and introduce a descriptive language for protocol composition
and module configuration.
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compound Ipv4Device(mtu, nw, netmask){
hopCounter := new HopCounter<IPv4, DecAlg>(0);
valChecksum := new ValChecksum<IPv4, OneComp, H>();
ValIPv4 := new ValIpv4();
filterBC := FilterBC<IPv4>(nw,netmask);
fragmentation := new Fragmentation<IPv4>(mtu);
setChecksum := new SetChecksum<IPv4, OneComp, H>();
netIn => valIPv4.in;
valIPv4.valid => valChecksum.in;
valIPv4.invalid => ...
valChecksum.valid => hopCounter.in;
valChecksum.invalid => ...
hopCounter.out => localOut
hopCounter.error => ...
...
}
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Figure 4.5 A simplified version of the IPv4 stack and its composition in Modular
C.
4.2.4.1 Design Considerations
Compounds describe a static orchestration of components to form a protocol stack.
The Modular C compiler generates plain C code from compound declarations to
describe the construction and destruction of this compound, including sub-modules,
connections and gates. Compounds themselves provide gates to the outside and
therefore can be composed and instantiated like modules.
While modules in ProFab encapsulate algorithmic functionality and therefore re-
quire a full-featured programming language, the declarative composition of Modular
C does not aim to be a programming language. It merely describes module composi-
tions. Hence, it does not contain features to describe loops or conditional statements.
Overall, we designed the Modular C composition language implicitly without these
typical programming features to ensure that algorithmic functionality is not encap-
sulated into compounds, but just into modules. Hence, compounds merely serve as
descriptive containers defining protocol orchestrations. As a side effect, this declar-
ative composition makes protocol compounds very amenable to optimizations. We
discuss these optimizations in detail in Section 4.2.7.
4.2.4.2 Compounds
ProFab relies on a declarative composition language (see Figure 4.4) to describe
the structure of a compound. In the declarative Modular C syntax, a compound
specification begins with the key word compound followed by the compound name,
and optional parameters such as templates and run-time options to be passed to the
module instances at instantiation time. The body of a compound defines variables,
module instances, passes options to them, and connects gates of modules and the
compound itself. Modules are created with the new operator and their gates are
connected with the => operator. The gates of a module are identified via the module
name and the gate name, i.e., m.g for the gate g in the module m. The gates of
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(a) Default gates: multiple out-gates can be con-
nected to the same in-gate, while an out-gate can
only be connected to one in-gate.


(b) Publisher gates can connect to multiple sub-
scribing in-gates. Their parametrized version al-
lows to customize subscription options and en-
ables multiplexing and demultiplexing.
Figure 4.6 Connecting modules: standard gates, publisher gates and demultiplex-
ing gates.
the compound are identified by specifying the gate name only. Compounds may be
designed either protocol specific or protocol independent. Hence, a compound can
encapsulate module compositions and configurations or exhibit configuration choices
to the outside allowing to specify options such as header types or algorithmic choices.
As an example, Figure 4.5 depicts the composition of the device compound in the
IPv4 stack. The compound is created once per device and handles packets received
from the network and outgoing packets, see Section A.2 for details on its composition
from micro protocols.
4.2.4.3 Composition
Apart from the instantiation of sub-modules, the main task of any compound is to
describe the interaction of its child modules, i.e., their connections. To represent
the services offered and used by a module, ProFab uses typed gates. Hence, Pro-
Fab ensures during compilation, that only in- and out-gates of the same type get
connected.
ProFab follows the publish-subscribe paradigm in so far as in-gates resemble pub-
lished services and out-gates represent subscriptions. It provides three types of con-
nections between modules: (1) one-to-one connections, (2) one-to-many connections
and (3) de-multiplexing connections:
• Simple Forwarding - One-to-One Connections: In its simplest version,
the data leaving an out-gate of any module is forwarded directly to in-gate
of any other module. ProFab allows to connect multiple out-gates to the
same in-gate (see Figure 4.6(a)). This simple forwarding paradigm practically
accommodates most of the data flow schemes exchanged between two modules.
• One-to-Many Connections: One-to-many connections incorporate the fact,
that multiple modules might be interested in notifications about some event.
For example, it is of interest for device drivers, routing tables and applications
when a link in a network goes down, i.e., gets disconnected. Via the publish/-
subscribe paradigm of ProFab, many modules can connect to event sources,
e.g. the out-gate of a module, resulting in a flexible 1:m connection (see Figure
4.6(b)). Combined with the simple forwarding scheme discussed above, it can
be easily extended to a n:m connectivity.
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• Message De-Multiplexing - Conditional One-to-Many Connections:
Conditional one-to-many connections allow modules to subscribe to selected
information of modules, i.e., to subscribe to data that fulfills selected crite-
ria. For example, one of the main tasks of any communication protocol is to
demultiplex incoming messages to the different protocols on the layer above.
Hence, in this case a protocol subscribes to the messages of an out-gate condi-
tionally. It requests to receive only these packets that fulfill certain properties,
such as matching the protocol ID of the layer above (see Figure 4.6(b)). Pro-
Fab extends the publish/subscribe paradigm to match these requirements and
provides conditional subscription, where receivers can specify the conditions
under which they want to receive messages.
In the implementation of instantiated modules, ProFab typically maps the invoca-
tion of individual gates to function calls. Thus, the control flow recursively follows
connected gates within or across modules and compounds. Additionally, the connec-
tion between modules serves ProFab as abstraction point to transparently connect
modules across different OS protection domains such as the kernel-user space bar-
rier or inter process communication (IPC). Due to strictly typed interfaces between
the modules and the encapsulation of state information, ProFab can automatically
serialize the data exchanged between the gates. Hence, data can be easily transfered
between protection domains.
4.2.4.4 Summary
Compounds assemble multiple modules to a single protocol building block. A com-
pound in turn can be assembled like a module to further compounds. Similar to
modules, compounds provide gates as points of interaction and provide options for
their parameterization. In contrast to modules, compounds merely describe the
composition of modules. Hence, they do not encapsulate algorithmic functionality.
Next, we discuss dynamic protocol composition to realize sessions, connections and
adaptive protocol stacks.
4.2.5 Dynamic Protocol Compositions
Apart from reusable protocol building blocks and inherent extensibility, the flexi-
ble composition and instantiation of protocol stacks at run-time is one of the core
benefits of componentization. This support for dynamic creation and composition
of modules allows ProFab to model dynamics such as flows, sessions and sockets in
state-full protocols. Additionally, it enables adaptive protocol stacks.
To realize the dynamic instantiation and (re)composition of protocol stacks, ProFab
allows modules to create and connect sub-modules. Similar to compounds they de-
scribe module compositions. In contrast to compounds that merely describe static
protocol compositions, recomposition is realized at run-time. However, while proto-
col composition at run-time enables flexible protocol stacks, they are not amendable
to optimizations to the same degree as static protocol descriptions in compounds
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module Dynamic{
...
void dynamic.impulse(){
a.out <> b.in;
b.out <> out;
delete b;
C* c = new C();
D* d = new D();
a.out => c.in;
c.out => d.in;
d.out => out
}
...
}
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Figure 4.7 Dynamic composition allows a module to create, delete, and
(re)connect module instances at-runtime.
(see Section 4.2.7). To enable dynamic protocol compositions, we integrated prim-
itives for composition into modules. Hence, we supply mechanisms to create and
delete modules and to connect and disconnect modules at run-time (see Figure 4.7).
Furthermore, merely replacing or reconnecting module instances is not sufficient
to support today’s communication protocols. Modules contain state and other local
information that needs to be transferred and distributed from one module instance to
its replacements. Thus, modules in ProFab additionally provide import and export
gates, which support the exchange of state related data when replacing module
instances dynamically.
Classically, a protocol instantiates and maintains context information per flow or ses-
sion it manages (e.g., via a TCP socket). In ProFab, protocol modules are designed
as a blueprint for this context information, allowing to represent flows as a compo-
sition of individual module instances. Thus, each module encapsulates its own local
context information. This approach intuitively maps the notion of executing module
functionality in the context of a flow or connection to the classic object-oriented pro-
gramming paradigm. In the current stack implementations, ProFab makes explicitly
use of this feature to represent flows or sessions.
More importantly, ProFab also applies this mechanism to the per-flow customiza-
tion of protocols as follows. Since the creation of a flow (e.g., a new socket) triggers
the instantiation of a module composition, a protocol can dynamically decide on the
layout of the composition. For example, features like flow options, or alternative con-
gestion control algorithms are encapsulated as individual modules and instantiated
on demand for each flow individually.
Overall, the dynamic protocol composition provides the mechanisms to enable ses-
sions, connections and adaptivity in ProFab.
4.2.6 Auxiliary Functionality
Apart from the component model, Modular C provides objects and classes to com-
plete the programming language. Their concept is adopted from widespread pro-
gramming languages such as Java, Python and C++ and is not specific to modules
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(b) Interfaces of the SetChecksum module.
Figure 4.8 Interfaces enable the parameterization of modules to the requirements
of individual protocols.
and their composition. Classes are the fundamental design concept in object ori-
ented languages. They encapsulate functionality and state information. Enabling
further concepts such as polymorphism allows to transparently encapsulate different
functionalities behind a single interface.
While classes and modules both enable encapsulation, they focus on different goals:
(1) Modules in Modular C consider interfaces as types and hence can implement an
interface multiple times, a functionality not supported by traditional object oriented
languages. (2) Compounds describe module composition and configuration. Hence,
Modular C strongly separates functionality and its configuration to enable reuse of
functional building blocks. Nonetheless, Modular C relies on the traditional concept
of classes to implement algorithmic features inside modules. For example, routing
tables, lists or packets are represented as classes to enable their flexible extension
and replacement. Furthermore, we rely on classes to encapsulate the different re-
quirements of individual protocols into interfaces (see Figure 4.8).
We identify the following key difference between modules and classes inside modules
in ProFab: The modules of a micro-protocol encapsulate a single protocol function-
ality as a protocol building block, including state information and context. As a
result, modules provide only small interfaces to the outside and can be used as inde-
pendent protocol building blocks. Hence, they do not require the user to have a deep
understanding of their mechanisms and functionalities and can be readily used as
black boxes. In contrast, classes inside of a module show a stronger degree of inter-
leaving. Additionally, they share state and context information among each other.
Hence, the extension and modification of a module requires a deeper understanding
of protocol mechanism then in the case of micro-protocols. Overall, modules pro-
vide a skeleton for algorithmic functionality and context, which gets extended and
configured by classes.
4.2.7 Optimizing Protocol Stacks
ProFab’s protocol library relies on two design principles: (1) modularization ensures
extensible protocol stacks, and (2) identification of micro protocols enables reusable,
generic building blocks. Both concepts introduce overhead, which we discuss in
this sub-section. Furthermore, we introduce two enhancements and programming
concepts to cope with this overhead: Compile-Time Composition and Templates.
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4.2.7.1 Run-Time vs. Compile-Time Composition
The flexible composition and instantiation of protocol stacks at run-time is one of the
core benefits of componentization. In practice, however, this dynamic (re)composition
occurs at a more coarse grained granularity than ProFab’s degree of componentiza-
tion. For example, in ProFab we dynamically instantiate flow- or socket-contexts
consisting of multiple modules and rarely recompose the modules inside such a flow
context.
Commonly, ProFab’s fine grained building blocks consist of less than a hundred lines
of code each. Thus, the glue code for dynamic composition, practically function
pointers, causes a significant run-time overhead (see Section 4.4). Furthermore, the
creation of a re-composable protocol composition requires to instantiate all its sub-
modules individually.
To counteract, ProFab’s compiler analyzes protocol compositions and identifies com-
positions that are not re-connected at run-time. It integrates these as single building
blocks. This approach allows to instantiate a composition in a single allocation and
to remove the glue code for dynamic module connections. Practically, the compiler
inlines the module graph and its functions into a single block, which avoids any
run-time overhead of componentization.
The analysis of protocol compositions and their optimization is enabled by the fact,
that ProFab’s compositions lack programming features such as loops or conditionals.
This makes the declarative protocol composition highly amenable to static analysis
and optimization.
4.2.7.2 Templates: Customizing Micro Protocols
Modules in Modular C are implemented protocol independent. Hence, they are
configurable to meet the requirements of individual communication protocols. For
example, the forwarding module of the routing micro-protocol can be configured to
match the address length of IPv4, IPv6 or IPX addresses (see Section A.1.2.3).
To enable an efficient implementation, ProFab relies on templates, also called gener-
ics. They allow the specification of generic code at compilation time and hence
enable type checking and code optimization. We use templates in Modular C to
define parameters of modules and classes already at compilation time. For example,
specifying the length of these addresses at compilation time allows the compiler to
unroll loops for address comparison and copying. Furthermore, templates avoid the
use of function pointers when accessing protocol header interfaces.
4.2.7.3 Results and Summary
In our evaluation we determined that the combination of compile-time composition
and templates increases the throughput of protocols significantly. For example, the
performance of our IPv4 router improves by a factor 4 (see Section 4.4. This shows
that the concepts of modularization and generalization require not only programming
paradigms, but also a carefully designed compiler to ensure their flexibility while
limiting overhead.
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Figure 4.9 The Modular C tool-chain: The Modular C-Compiler generates C-code
from protocol compositions and module implementations. On each
platform its native compiler integrates this generated code and the
VIPE platform abstraction.
4.2.8 ProFab Tool Chain
After discussing modules, their composition and compiler optimization, we briefly
introduce the ProFab tool chain, i.e., the Modular C compiler. Technically, the
compilation process of Modular C code to a platform specific binary consists of
three steps (see Figure 4.9):
• Modular C Compilation: The Modular C compiler generates plain C code
from modules, classes and interfaces.
• Platform Extensions: In a second step the generated C code is enriched
with platform specific code of our platform abstraction layer, called VIPE (see
Section 4.3).
• C compilation and linking: Next, we compile the generated C-code and
the implementation of the platform abstraction layer into a platform specific
binary.
4.2.8.1 Design Considerations
When designing a compiler, several architectural design choices are available. For
example, the compiler can be integrated into typical compilers such as gcc [Fou],
LLVM [LA04] or Microsoft’s Visual Studio as language front-end. Hence, the Mod-
ular C compiler would create code for the intermediate language of the selected
compiler. The code is then compiled by the back-end to generate machine code
for the targeted platform. Although this is a typical approach for integrating new
languages into a compiler, this concept shows a number of drawbacks in the case of
Modular C:
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• Compiler Binding: Intermediate languages generated by compiler front-
ends are bound to specific compilers. Hence, when using the gcc intermediate
language, Modular C would be limited to platforms supported by the gcc
compiler infrastructure.
• Modular C is a Language Extension: Modular C is merely an exten-
sion to C, introducing the notion of modules, module composition, classes and
templates. It operates as wrapper around plain C code and does not aim to
be an independent programming language. Hence, we consider it sufficient to
compile our extensions and leave it to traditional C-compilers to compile the
inside of modules and classes.
• Debugging: Intermediate languages are deeply tied to their respective com-
piler infrastructure. They are not standardized, difficult to read, and lack the
corresponding tool chains for debugging.
Based on these observations, we designed the Modular C compiler in a lightweight
approach: It is independent from the intermediate language of any compiler. The
Modular C compiler operates as a pre-compiler generating plain C code fromModular
C modules and compounds. As a result, the compiler is less complex to develop, is
easier to debug and test, and is platform independent as C compilers are available
for all targeted platforms.
4.2.8.2 Modular C Compiler in Detail
The Modular C compiler consists of a set of parsers, one per language extension:
• Module Parser: It transforms Modular C modules to plain C code. Apart
from module definitions, its main task is the handling of gates, i.e., their
implementations and calls to out- and in-gates.
• Compound Parser: The compound parser operates on a declarative sub-
set of the module parser. Describing a protocol composition it handles the
instantiation and configuration of modules and the composition of their gates.
• Class and Interface Parsers: Classes and interfaces complete the list of
parsers needed by the Modular C compiler infrastructure.
The root of each parser is a common grammar that allows handling of plain C
code. Each parser extents this grammar to provide its functionality. A custom build
system, handling modules and their compilation completes the Modular C compiler.
The Modular C compiler is implemented in Java to ease prototyping. It bases on
ANTLR [Par07], a parser generator used for defining the Modular C language.
4.2.9 Conclusion
In this section we introduced a software architecture for the flexible realization of
micro protocols as modules and their efficient composition to communication pro-
tocols. Its domain specific programming primitives abstract from the complexity of
modularity, composition and generic code:
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• Modules: Modules act as instantiable containers of protocol building blocks.
Similar to objects in other object oriented languages they encapsulate state
and context information. A module provides services via in-gates and uses the
services that other modules provide via out-gates. In contrast to traditional
object oriented languages, interfaces in Modular C are types from which a
module creates named instances.
• Compounds: Compounds describe the orchestration of modules to larger
building blocks and eventually communication protocols. Similarly to modules
they provides gates as points of interaction and in turn can be assembled to
compounds themselves. Extended composition primitives such as one-to-many
connections and de-multiplexing enable an expressive description of protocol
orchestrations. Dynamic instantiation and (re)composition allows ProFab to
describe sessions and flows.
• Optimizations: Compiler optimizations remove the overhead of modulariza-
tion and generic protocol building blocks. Hence compiler-time composition
and templates allow the customization and configuration of modules, com-
pounds, and classes at compilation time, enabling the compiler to optimize
the code base.
• Classes: Classes are the building blocks for the implementation of modules,
they completeModular C as language for developing communication protocols.
Overall, using reusable building blocks of micro protocols, ProFab eases the devel-
opment and experimentation with communication protocols. We hope, that instead
of designing and implementing communication protocols from scratch – as typically
done today – researchers can rely on building blocks encapsulating generic function-
ality.
4.3 A Virtual Platform for Network Experimentation
After introducing a software architecture for the realization of micro protocols,
we discuss the virtual platform for network experimentation (VIPE) [LKGW09,
KLGW09, KLW, SLW07a, Kun07, Ewa06, Kra06, Sar07]. The virtual platform
is a narrow layer of abstraction between any protocol implementation and target
platforms, such as OS kernels or network simulators. VIPE is designed and im-
plemented to operate independently of micro protocols and is not bound to the
component model of ProFab. However, the development of VIPE and its architec-
ture was triggered by the goal to provide micro protocols that are not only reusable
across protocols, but also reusable across platforms. Hence, modules in ProFab are
designed to match VIPE’s programming models and APIs.
Our discussion of the virtual platform for network experimentation is structured as
follows: We analyze the protocol development cycle and identify key challenges in
Section 4.3.1. Next, we present the design, target systems and discuss restrictions
in Section 4.3.2. Section 4.3.3 discusses the architecture in detail and Section 4.3.4
concludes.
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Figure 4.10 During their evolution, communication protocols and distributed sys-
tems pass through a heterogeneous set of evaluation tools, such as
the ones depicted exemplary in this figure, requiring multiple re-
implementations.
4.3.1 Analysis
Before discussing the design of the virtual platform in detail, we analyze the pro-
tocol development cycle (see Section 2.3.2). We identify three core challenges: (1)
Increasing number of tools, (2) increasing number of platforms, and (3) challenges
in the transition between these tools.
4.3.1.1 Tool Chain Explosion
Ever since network simulation was established, the community has been holding a
never ending discussion on its credibility and degree of realism [Amm05, Flo06b,
FK03, FP01, KCC05, PF97, WCR03]. Hence, network researchers and developers
feel an increasing pressure to deliver experimental results for simulation, testbed, and
real-world settings for a reliable and realistic evaluation of protocols and distributed
systems.
To increase the credibility of protocol and system evaluation, the community pro-
posed new tools to close the gap between simulation and the real world. For ex-
ample, network emulation [Fal99, JM05, BD04, VYW+02], virtualization [BBC+04,
BFH+06, GYM+06, Lep07], and testbeds [WLS+02, RDS+07, BBB+04] received new
attention. Large-scale research projects such as ns-3 [HRFR06] and GENI [PAB+06]
as well as the rapid growth of PlanetLab further underline the importance of new
substrates for network experimentation and evaluation.
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The result is a large number of tools, each focusing on a distinct aspect of the
problem space (see Figure 4.10). Each of them provides its own benefit for an
individual point in the protocol development process. However, their heterogeneity
requires frequent re-implementations of a distributed system during its evolution to
a deployable version.
4.3.1.2 Platform Diversity
The heterogeneity of evaluation tools is further aggravated by the increasing diversity
and number of platforms that communication protocols and distributed systems aim
to support. Communication systems and particularly the Internet reaches into new
domains such as mobile, ad-hoc, mesh, and wireless sensor networks. Each domain
requires distinct tool chains for evaluation and deployment, further increasing the
need for reimplementations during the development process (see Figure 4.10). For
example, wireless sensor networks or mobile networks do not only require custom
simulation models, but also provide specific tools for network emulation, testbed
evaluation, and operating systems with their own programming and execution mod-
els. Similarly, the deep integration of middle-boxes and mobile devices, such as cell-
and smart-phones, into the Internet architecture requires distinct tools for evalua-
tion. Additionally, new market players, e.g., Google’s Android, Apple’s iPhone, and
the increasing market share of Mac OS, represent further platforms that tomorrow’s
communication protocols need to support.
4.3.1.3 Isolation of Evaluation Tools
The heterogeneity in the individual steps of the evaluation process requires imple-
mentations to be duplicated for nearly all platforms and tools in the evaluation
process, making it challenging and time-consuming. For example, moving an un-
modified protocol from a network simulator to PlanetLab or from OS user to kernel
space without re-implementation requires a huge effort. Consequently, it is pro-
hibitively complex to employ more than a rather small number of the evaluation
tools available and to achieve a tight feedback loop with the design and evaluation
phases. This feedback is even more severely limited between different networking
domains such as infrastructure-based, sensor, or mesh networks (see Figure 4.10).
4.3.1.4 Summary
In this thesis we argue, that this heterogeneity and resulting need for reimplemen-
tation makes it challenging to exploit the benefits of the variety of evaluation tools
available for network experimentation. Hence, we introduce a platform abstraction
layer to reduce the need for reimplementation and to enable a seamless transition of
a protocol implementation between the individual evaluation platforms.
4.3.2 Overview and Goals
After analyzing the protocol development cycle, we introduce the virtual platform
for network experimentation and discuss design goals.
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Figure 4.11 The virtual platform relies on a shim abstraction layer between pro-
tocol and native platforms.
4.3.2.1 Design Overview
We introduce the virtual platform for protocol experimentation to bridge the gaps
between the different, heterogeneous evaluation tools and deployment platforms.
VIPE allows moving a protocol or distributed system seamlessly back and forth be-
tween the stages of simulation, emulation, evaluation on testbeds, and deployment
(see Fifure 4.11). Hence, it eliminates the need for protocol re-implementation in
the development cycle. Protocols can be readily tested and evaluated in network
simulators, and then deployed for testing in local or global testbeds such as EmuLab
or PlanetLab. They can also be deployed in the kernel and user space of widespread
operating systems for testing and deployment. Overall, the virtual platform enables
a protocol’s evolution from simulation to a deployable version instead of today’s
frequent re-implementations. Enabling a tight feedback loop between the individ-
ual stages of protocol and communication system evaluation, the virtual platform
provides a “write once, run almost everywhere” environment.
The virtual platform is a shim abstraction layer between any protocol stack and the
target platform. It presents a common programming paradigm and unified interfaces
for resource access of the protocol. Network researchers can readily test and deploy
protocols in the kernel and user space of widespread operating systems, common
network simulators, testbeds (EmuLab, PlanetLab), mobile devices and wireless
sensor nodes. VIPE forms a wrapper around protocols and allows for placing them
arbitrarily in the native network stacks of supported platforms (see Figure 4.12).
Hence, it leverages the protocol stacks of operating systems and the extensive model
collections of today’s network simulators. Designed as lightweight abstraction layer,
VIPE has a small performance overhead minimizing its impact on evaluation results.
Our virtual platform shows that best practices in system design result in practical
similarities between the platforms of protocol evaluation. Hence, they provide a
narrow waist for resource abstraction. By implementing typical Internet protocols
such as TCP, UDP, and IP in VIPE we show that communication protocols require
only such a small, well-defined set of resources, further underlining the claim for a
shim abstraction layer. Thus, VIPE forms a truly narrow abstraction layer between a
protocol and each target platform: the light-weight, non-intrusive execution model
on top of the native platforms consists of about 1000 lines of code per system.
Overall, we believe that the concept of a virtual platform can drastically reduce the
transition overhead and help to increase the credibility in system evaluation.
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Figure 4.12 The abstraction layer in VIPE forms a wrapper around protocols and
allows to place them arbitrarily in the protocol stack.
4.3.2.2 Protocol Development Cycle and Evolution
Typically, protocols are evaluated in network simulators, mainly utilizing their large
model collections. Based on the observation that most protocol implementations in
network simulators are mature and full-featured implementations, their extension
to network emulation in our virtual platform merely requires support for packet
headers instead of abstract packet representations. Next, adding synchronization
primitives and removing side channels and global knowledge allows evaluation in
testbeds such as EmuLab or PlanetLab providing real-world results and insights.
Finally, the virtual platform provides a substrate for protocol deployment in the
kernel- and user-space levels of operating systems.
The goal of the seamless transition in VIPE is to support the complete develop-
ment cycle: it allows to feed results from testbed experimentation and prototype
deployment back into the stages of simulation and emulation. Overall, the transi-
tion between individual stages in the virtual platform’s development and evaluation
process is a stepwise refinement of a protocol implementation.
4.3.2.3 Target Systems and Scenarios
Before discussing the virtual platform architecture in detail, we refine the targeted
communication protocols, platforms and evaluation scenarios in this section. The
virtual platform targets communication protocol development and experimentation
ranging from the network layer to the application layer, including overlays, peer-to-
peer systems and sensor networks. It aims to ease the development and evaluation
of new distributed systems and protocols. Typically, these are implemented from
scratch and can thus be easily tailored to the virtual platform.
VIPE’s main focus lies on kernel-level protocols since the differences in the run-
time environments of typical operating systems are larger than in typical user-land
applications. Thus, based on our own experience we consider a virtual platform for
this class of protocols the most beneficial. However, the virtual platform is also a
powerful tool for protocols that remain in the user-land and do not undergo the final
transition into an OS kernel.
In terms of platforms we target all platforms on which Internet protocols, i.e., pro-
tocols on the network layer and higher, are evaluated and deployed. From each
category we selected typical systems and integrated them into the virtual platform:
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• Network Simulators
• Network Emulators
• Operating System User Space
• Operating System Kernel Space
• Mobile Devices, such as Smart Phones and PDAs
• Wireless Sensor Networks
Furthermore, the wide range of targeted platforms also aims to increase the reuse
of micro protocols and their modules. Thus, VIPE enables the reuse of modules in
protocols executed in the operating system kernel, in applications operated in the
user space, and in customized protocols for sensor networks.
We believe that for protocols that have left or are leaving the research domains
and are awaiting roll-out in major operation systems, e.g., SCTP, DCCP or HIP
[MNJH08], an environment such as VIPE can speed an initial deployment on a wide
range of platforms and reduce dependencies from major operating system providers.
Furthermore, we believe that clean-slate approaches to the Internet architecture
can benefit from a virtual platform in particular, as they are expected to pass the
development cycle a number of times before reaching the required maturity.
However, it is not our intent to make VIPE a standard run-time for protocols de-
ployed in operating systems. Operating system and application vendors typically
rely on their own implementations of protocols, optimized for their target platforms
and use cases. Instead, VIPE aims to ease the work of researchers to reach a ver-
sion deployable in the wild for field tests, to enable early adoption and to reduce
dependencies from operating system vendors.
4.3.3 Architecture of the Virtual Platform
After discussing the goals and application scenarios of VIPE, we next introduce its
architecture. We first discuss design paradigms and then present the architecture of
VIPE in detail.
4.3.3.1 Design Paradigms
To achieve cross-platform portability, one fundamentally needs to find a stable com-
mon ground on which software can be built or run on independently of the under-
lying architecture. Today, this problem may appear to be solved, since we can rely
on such techniques as interpreted languages or hardware and system virtualization.
However, their generic design comes at the expense of a significant engineering ef-
fort per platform for porting and maintenance. More importantly, these techniques
cannot be practically applied in such heterogeneous platforms relevant to network
experimentation as OS kernels or simulators.
In contrast, VIPE builds on two simple observations: a) across platforms, protocols
form a bounded application domain that depends on only a small number of core run-
time primitives and b) due to best practices in system design, the APIs to these run-
time primitives closely resemble each other [IEE90]. It should, thus, be possible to
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Figure 4.13 A common programming paradigm and a shim abstraction layer en-
able portable network protocols. The abstraction layer provides access
to system resources, packets, devices and a run-time environment.
create a uniform development and runtime environment for cross-platform protocols.
On the one hand, the development environment comprises a programming paradigm,
a standard library of core functionality, and a run-time (see Figure 4.13). On the
other hand, the runtime environment maps a virtual platform (i.e., its standard
library API) to the native platforms that protocols execute on. Although this may
appear as a seemingly trivial task, the challenge and the basic premise of our work
is to devise a) a development environment that is complete but lightweight for a low
engineering effort and b) a runtime environment that is complete but lightweight for
a low execution overhead.
Overall, VIPE forms a lightweight abstraction layer between a protocol implementa-
tion and each target platform. It defines the functionality and corresponding APIs
offered across all supported platforms. The implementation for a specific platform
maps these APIs to the ones provided by the target platform. The remainder of
this section discusses how the virtual platform addresses these challenges, detailing
on language aspects, the standard library, the packet and protocol models, and the
runtime environment.
4.3.3.2 Programming Paradigm and Language
The virtual platform relies on event-based activation, i.e. asynchronous event han-
dling, as the unifying programming paradigm because it maps naturally to the pro-
tocol domain and integrates well with all target platforms. It is the native execution
model in most simulators and OS protocol code in the kernel domain typically cen-
ters around event handler functions. This asynchronous programming paradigm also
allows transparently exploiting multiple processor cores for improved performance
by parallelizing event handling. Overall, the virtual platform leverages this generic,
well-known, and intuitive paradigm as an important common ground for platform
abstraction.
VIPE intentionally allows neither synchronous (i.e. blocking) event handling nor
threads. Although this deviates from typical user-space paradigms, such as socket
programming, we believe that developers experienced either in network simulation,
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OS kernel development or asynchronous socket programming adapt naturally to this
model. Moreover, a narrow API and a fixed execution paradigm are fundamental
requirements for achieving VIPE’s lightweight architecture.
In terms of programming languages, VIPE does not bind itself to a single program-
ming language. The API of its standard library and run-time is accessible by any
modern language. VIPE incorporates these languages by providing access to its API
and callback hooks via language bindings. In this regard, VIPE benefits from native
language interfaces such as Java’s JNI or SWIG for Python [Bea96]. Hence, the
choice of a language for the implementation a distributed system or communication
protocol on top of VIPE’s API merely depends on the targeted evaluation platforms.
For example, Python or Java are acceptable only if the implemented protocol is not
targeted for OS kernels or sensor nodes where these languages are not supported.
4.3.3.3 The Standard Library
With our protocol standard library, the virtual platform provides the core function-
ality necessary to implement protocols. It provides unified interfaces to resources in
six areas:
• Network Packets: The virtual platform defines a unified representation of
packets and corresponding meta information passing through a network stack.
This representation is not bound to specific network layers or protocols.
• Network Devices: VIPE provides generic mechanisms to send and receive
packets from neighboring network layers.
• Memory Management: Communication protocols dynamically allocate mem-
ory to represent state changes and new connections. Additionally, they rely
on functionalities to copy, compare and set memory regions.
• Timing: Communication protocols need to trigger actions based on timeouts
and the current system time.
• Synchronization: In environments that allow concurrent execution, com-
munication protocols require primitives to ensure exclusive access to shared
resources.
• Common Data Structures: For programming convenience, VIPE contains
a small number of frequently used data structures.
Our design exploits the observation that on all target platforms the native APIs for
these areas are very similar as they stem from or resemble the C standard library.
We interpret this effect as a stable trend across platforms towards best practices in
API design, which also fosters VIPE’s adoption of new platforms. Consequently,
it provides a well-established and familiar API to a wide range of users from OS
kernel to network simulation developers. Furthermore, these similarities enable a
lightweight implementation, mainly consisting of preprocessor aliases or slim wrap-
pers, resulting in an efficient code base and low implementation effort. Section 4.4.1
shows how this narrow scope proves sufficient even for complex protocols.
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Generic Network Data Handling
The virtual platform facilitates a generic, layer independent representation of net-
work packets and a corresponding API for packet manipulation. This API provides
unified primitives for tasks like de-/allocating packets, adding and removing headers,
etc.
The generic packet representation resembles a simplified version of the socket buffer
data structure of the Linux kernel. It easily maps to the native data structures
of Linux and Windows and reduces the implementation complexity. We explicitly
trade advanced features such as packet chaining, i.e. the representation of packet
payload through a list of disjoint memory blocks, for small complexity. In contrast
to the socket buffer data structure of the Linux kernel, our generic representation is
not bound to specific network layers. Hence, its packet manipulation mechanisms
also provide access to application level headers. Based on this generic packet repre-
sentation, we furthermore integrated access to network devices in the kernel domain,
network sockets in the user-land and for both corresponding counterparts in network
simulation.
Targeting a lightweight abstraction layer, VIPE aims to leverage the native func-
tionality of the underlying platforms by mapping its generic primitives to the native
counterparts. Kernels and network simulators proof particularly valuable in this
regard since VIPE can utilize a rich infrastructure for handling network I/O and
packets. In contrast, the user space typically does not provide such native function-
ality, thus requiring its own yet simple implementations in VIPE.
Apart from the manipulation of network packets, we require generic mechanisms to
send and receive packets from neighboring network layers. In the classic ISO/OSI
stack, a protocol interacts with protocols on higher and lower layers via service access
points (SAPs). However, in practice each operating system and tool defines its own
API for information exchange between protocols, such as the socket API. It allows
applications and application level protocols to access transport and network layer
protocols.
Recent research [DFKS07] indicates that the socket API does not provide the flex-
ibility required by modern and possibly future communication paradigms. Instead,
the generic publish / subscribe paradigm is suggested to replace static APIs, such as
the socket API. Our experiences coincides with this proposal, as modules in ProFab
are composed according to the same paradigm. Hence, VIPE relies on the publish
/ subscribe paradigm as a generic mechanism for inter-protocol communication.
System Resources: Memory, Time, and Synchronization
VIPE’s standard library provides primitives for memory allocation and manipulation
such as malloc, free, and memcpy. Additionally, it offers synchronization primitives
in the form of locks to protect shared data from concurrent access by event handlers.
All those primitives map closely to functionality available on the target platforms.
The virtual platform integrates one-shot and recurring timers with the event system,
for example to let protocols trigger packet retransmissions. System time (e.g., for
time stamps) and timers in VIPE are at the granularity of milliseconds, which is
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natively available on all supported platforms. In our experience, this resolution
satisfies most protocols. VIPE additionally provides high resolution timers in the
order of nano seconds on platforms where supported. This is the only feature of
VIPE which is not fully portable.
As a convenience feature, the standard library defines an API for commonly used
data structures, such as lists, queues, and hash tables. Depending on the availability
of native counterparts, the protocol standard library falls back on those or provides
a default implementation itself.
Overall, we observed that best practices in system design resulted in high similarities
between the APIs of typical network simulators and operating systems in kernel and
user space, limiting run-time overhead and reducing implementation complexity.
4.3.3.4 The Runtime Environment
The virtual platform does not aim at replacing existing protocol stacks. Instead it
provides a container for new protocols to be tested in different environments.
VIPE encapsulates single protocols as modular building blocks. These protocols con-
stitute instantiable entities from which virtualized protocol stacks can be composed.
Furthermore, the protocols may be placed in separate protection domains to achieve
fault isolation, which is desirable for evaluating unstable or untrusted protocols.
In an operating system, the virtual platform facilitates the execution of protocols
in three different environments: (1) kernel space, (2) user space, and (3) inside
applications, depending on the developer’s demands, such as low latency, isolated
execution, or application integration. Generic interfaces for packet transition to and
from the virtual platform allow VIPE to integrate deeply with target systems and
connect its stack to existing protocols, network devices, and sockets. This ensures
that protocol development can focus on the protocol or distributed system of interest.
At the same time, it can rely on existing protocols on any network layers below, on,
and above the new protocol.
Network simulators and the user space in general are much more amendable to
debugging and testing than OS kernels, embedded systems, or the distributed na-
ture of PlanetLab. Hence, with debuggers, memory-leak analysis, or unit testing
these provide the required tool chain for a deep analysis and testing of protocols.
Additionally, VIPE naturally taps into the deployment infrastructure available for
PlanetLab, Emulab and network simulators.
4.3.3.5 Limitations
Our design decisions in favor of a lightweight abstraction and narrow interfaces result
in a set of limitations in VIPE’s architecture. Table 4.2 shows an overview of the
most important design trade-offs in this regard. While some of these features may
be desirable, VIPE’s architectural premise is to design its API as narrow as possible
to increase maintainability and to simplify the integration of new platforms. Thus,
we believe that it is essential for VIPE’s architecture to rely on a lightweight packet
representation and asynchronous event handling.
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Resource Design Trade-off
Execution model no threads
Packet representation no packet chaining
Network devices no hw specific interfaces
Timer milli-second granularity (default)
Memory non-paged memory in kernel
Synchronization single lock type (no r/w)
Table 4.2 VIPE’s narrow API trades platform specific functionality for lightweight
abstraction.
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Figure 4.14 Platform abstraction maps the Protocol Factory API to platform spe-
cific APIs and libraries.
4.3.3.6 Summary
The virtual platform for network experimentation is designed as slim abstraction
layer placed between a protocol implementation and the target platform. Practi-
cally, VIPE forms a wrapper around a protocol implementation. It encapsulates
inter-protocol communication, i.e. provides generic mechanisms for receiving and
sending packets to protocols on neighboring protocol layers. Additionally, the plat-
form abstraction offers a unified interface to system resources and a corresponding
run-time environment. This design allows to place VIPE-protocols at arbitrary
places in the network stack. Hence, network experimentation does not replace the
protocol stack of a target system. Instead, it merely adds a protocol and allows to
leverage the protocol stacks of operating systems and the extensive model collections
of today’s network simulators.
Overall, our analysis and the resulting architecture show that today’s communication
systems exhibit a large degree of similarities. In VIPE we utilize these similarities
to enable a shim abstraction layer.
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4.3.4 Conclusion
Observing the isolation in the individual approaches for network experimentation
and evaluation, we present VIPE as a virtual platform to cross the barriers between
network simulators, testbeds, and deployment platforms.
We show that due to best practices in system design the differences between sim-
ulators and different operation systems are small. Based on this observation we
introduce a shim abstraction layer to bridge the gap between the different protocol
evaluation tools. The abstraction layer consists of a common programming paradigm
and a small interface for resource and system access. This interface provides only
essential functions for experimentation with communication protocols. Thereby, we
ensure that new platforms can be added at a low porting effort. Additionally, the
shim abstraction layer ensures a low run-time overhead. We show that an event
based programming can serve as a common programming paradigm to bridge the
gap between network simulators, operating systems in user and kernel space as well
as sensor nodes and mobile systems such as smart-phones.
Based on the virtual platform, protocols can be readily deployed and evaluated on a
large set of platforms: by integrating network simulators, testbeds, and production
systems, the virtual platform enables a tight feedback loop in the protocol develop-
ment cycle and eases protocol experimentation. Overall, the transition between the
individual stages in the development and evaluation process of protocols in VIPE is a
stepwise refinement of an implementation instead of a repeated re-implementation.
Furthermore, it makes a protocol implementation available for deployment on a
large number of platforms allowing to catalyze a large user community without go-
ing through the lengthy standardization process and waiting for its integration into
major operating systems.
VIPE forms an integral part of our daily protocol experimentation process. The
resulting large base of practical experience greatly substantiates the viability of our
approach. Overall, we believe that the virtual platform improves the quality of
protocol evaluation and experimentation at a significantly lower engineering effort
than achievable so far.
4.4 Evaluation
In this section, we present micro- and macro-benchmarks to evaluate ProFab’s soft-
ware architecture and the virtual platform. First, we analyze the complexity of our
virtual platform concept and its performance. Second, we present benchmarks to
evaluate the performance overhead and implementation complexity of modularity
and generic code. Finally, benchmarks evaluate the performance of the overall ar-
chitecture by comparing the performance of protocol stacks composed in ProFab
to their native counterparts. Please note, that Section 3.4 evaluates reuse of micro
protocols across protocols and protocol layers.
Our test setup consists of three off-the-shelf hyper-threaded Pentium IVs at 2.4
GHz with 1 GB RAM running Linux Debian Etch and a 2.6.22 kernel. Performance
measurements are consequently conducted using the time stamp counter of the CPU
that provides near cycle accuracy.
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Platform Lines of Code
Linux Userspace 778
Linux Kernel 815
Windows XP Userspace 739
Windows XP Kernel 1546
Windows CE Userspace 1189
Windows CE Kernel (5864) 1161*
TinyOS (1.x) 423
ns-2 474
OMNeT++ 818
Table 4.3 Lines of codes per virtual platform implementation. The * indicates the
modified lines of code (total in parentheses) of the NDIS base driver.
4.4.1 Virtual Platform
In this subsection we evaluate our virtual platform for network experimentation.
We evaluate the implementation complexity, i.e., the lines of code required to port
VIPE. Additionally, Micro benchmarks measure the run-time overhead of selected
resources provided by the virtual platform.
4.4.1.1 Implementation Complexity
We implemented VIPE on a broad selection of target platforms. Currently, it
supports nine different platforms, ranging from network simulators (ns-2 [MF99],
OMNeT++[Var01]), user and kernel space of common operating systems (Linux,
Windows XP) to embedded systems (TinyOS [LMG+04], Windows CE), see Table
4.3. Moreover, we provide a custom simulator as a visualization tool for ProFab
components, their states, connections, and interactions to simplify protocol debug-
ging and evaluation. Aiming for both a seamless integration into OS kernels and a
reuse of code across platforms, our implementations of the virtual platform base on
C. Additionally, VIPE incorporates higher level languages such as Java and Python
by providing access to its API and callback hooks via language bindings where appli-
cable. In this regard, VIPE benefits from native language interfaces such as Java’s
JNI or SWIG for Python [Bea96].
VIPE implements the virtual platform with about 1000 lines of code for each tar-
get platform (see Table 4.3). The Windows kernel-based implementation is more
complex because it needs to cover the broad NDIS API. TinyOS and ns-2 on the
contrary have a very narrow native API and, thus, their VIPE implementation is very
lightweight. The implementation for OMNeT++ in turn also utilizes OMNeT++’s
visualization capabilities, thus increasing the code base slightly. On average, the
virtual platform requires about one order of magnitude less code than related ap-
proaches such as the Network Cradle [JM05] or OppBSD [BD04].
VIPE already supports a wide range of target platforms with a small code base and
low engineering effort. Nevertheless, it is sufficient to implement an Internet protocol
stack including IPv4, IPv6, TCP, and others. We believe, that this small code foot-
print is enabled by our deep analysis of platforms and resulting identification of
similarities. This suggest that the narrow interface design is sound and can be
expected to be applicable to further platforms.
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Application Linux 2.6.22 Windows XP
Kernel User Kernel User
Memory Management 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Synchronization 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Timer Management 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Device send 0.1% 0.1% 14.5% 0.2%
Device receive 0.1% 0.2% 11.5% 0.1%
Packet create 0.1% 0.0% 34.2% 0.0%
Packet delete 0.1% 0.0% 9.7% 0.0%
Table 4.4 Run-Time performance overhead of the virtual platform.
4.4.1.2 Run-time Overhead
Due to the design decisions in favor of a narrow API, VIPE imposes a remarkably
small overhead on system performance. For selected resources, Table 4.4 illustrates
a summary of the overhead of the virtual platform compared to the corresponding
native platforms. The functions for memory management, timing, and synchroniza-
tion exhibit a negligible performance overhead on both Linux and Windows. VIPE
typically implements them either by directly mapping APIs or as very thin wrappers
of the native API. Hence, optimizing compilers eliminate the overhead of abstraction
via code inlining.
For packet oriented operations, the results are similar except for the Windows kernel
space. It suffers from an execution overhead of about 11% to 34% due to VIPE’s
generic packet representation. In the Windows kernel, the virtual platform allocates,
maintains, and deallocates this managemanet data structure for each packet. In con-
trast, on Linux all management functions operate on the native packet representation
via wrappers.
Concluding, our evaluation shows that the concept of a lightweight virtual platform
can successfully be applied in practice. However, we do not necessarily consider
the proposed interfaces final or complete for next generation protocols. Instead, we
expect them to evolve over time and hope to spark a discussion on a possible design
of a narrow interface for protocol evaluation and the interfaces it provides.
4.4.2 Software Architecture for Micro Protocols
After evaluating the virtual platform, we evaluate our software architecture for the
realization of micro protocols.
Our software architecture aims at two main goals: (1) We provide programming
primitives to ease the implementation of modules. Hence, we allow the implemen-
tation of modules with a small code footprint. (2) Configurations and composition
assemble generic modules to customized communication protocols. We provide cor-
responding compiler optimizations to enable an efficient protocol stack. In this
subsection we evaluate both goals by discussing the implementation complexity of
micro protocols and evaluating the performance of our generic protocol building
blocks.
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Protocol Compound LoC Protocol Compound LoC
TCP TCP Flow 52 IPv4 IPv4 Socket 15
TCP Common 16 Ipv4 Device 26
IPv4 Common 15
total 68 total 56
Table 4.5 Lines of code (LoC) for the configuration and composition of selected
transport and network layer protocols.
4.4.2.1 Implementation Complexity of Modularization and Generic Modules
Modular C provides language primitives for the realization of modules, configuration
and their composition to protocol stacks. The evaluation in this section has three
goals: (1) We analyze the complexity of implementing modules and configurations,
i.e., we determine whether the software architecture provides efficient primitives for
module interaction and instantiation. (2) We evaluate the complexity of assembling
modules to protocol stacks. (3) We compare the complexity of the resulting protocol
stacks to existing monolithic and modular approaches.
Complexity of Modules and Configurations: Figure 4.15 lists the lines of code
required for the implementation of network and transport layer modules and their
configurations. For example, the module “Checksum Set” has three options. The
first is the checksum algorithm, which takes 15 lines to specify (in this case for IPv4).
The second and third options, i.e, specifying the checksum coverage and the offset of
the in the IPv4 header, take each one line to specify. In total, this checksum module
takes 29 lines. Our results indicate that modules and their configuration are realized
on a small code footprint. Hence, the complexity of module implementations is
manageable.
We note two observations: (1) The configurations that show the highest implementa-
tion complexity are generally algorithms. Commonly, these are protocol independent
and are reused in multiple protocol compositions. (2) Commonly, protocol-specific
configurations show a small implementation foot-print and are rarely reused. These
results support the analysis we made in Section 3.4.4.
Complexity of Assembling Protocol Stacks: Additionally, Table 4.5 lists the
lines of code required to compose and configure modules to individual protocols. Our
results show that Modular C allows to describe the composition of communication
protocols such as TCP or IP at a low complexity of less than 100 lines of code. In
total, the realization of IPv4 in Modular C takes about 480 lines of code and another
60 for composition and configuration.
Comparison to Existing Protocol Stacks: The IPv4 implementation in lwIP
[Dun03], requires about 600 lines (see Table 4.6). LwIP is a monolithic but lightweight
protocol stack for embedded systems and is written in C. LwIP provides a IPv4 to
stack of the same functionality as our approach. Hence, we believe that it is valid
to compare the code base of lwIP to ours. Overall, both stacks require about the
same lines of code to realize an IPv4 stack. From this we conclude that Modular
C provides efficient primitives for the realization of modular protocol stacks, i.e.,
modularity in ProFab does not result in additional implementation overhead.
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Micro Protocol Module Total LoC Configuration LoC
Packet Loss Sequencer, 
Acknowledgment
Handler
111 Representation 10 
Protocol 1 
Scheme 11 
Algorithm 37 
Retries 1 
Backoff 5 
Acknowledgment 94 Scheme 11 
Delay 1 
Representation 10 
Protocol 1 
Reliable Com. Retransmitter 111 Protocol 1 
RTT Timestamp 39 Smoothing Alg. 6 
Protocol 1 
Echo 27 Protocol 1 
Congestion
Control
Congestion
Control
75 Algorithm 39 
Protocol 1 
Flow Control Buffer, Control 71 Buffer Size 1 
Protocol 1 
Feedback 26 Protocol 1 
Window
Management 
Window
Management 
150 Size 1 
MTU 1 
Protocol 1 
Forwarding Init 22 Source 1 
Destination 1 
Protocol 1 
Router 148 Algorithm 72 
Protocol 1 
Loop Init 19 Value 1 
Protocol 1 
Hop Counter 18 Algorithm 3 
Threshold 1 
Protocol 1 
Fragmentation Fragmentation 48 MTU 1 
Protocol 1 
Reassembly 143 Timeout 1 
Protocol 1 
Integrity Checksum Set 29 Algorithm 15 
Coverage 1 
Protocol 1 
Checksum Verify 32 Algorithm 15 
Coverage 1 
Protocol 1 
Figure 4.15 Lines of code (LoC) for the implementation of selected transport and
network layer modules and configurations. In this example, network
layer and transport layer modules are configured to IPv4 and TCP,
respectively.
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Platform Lines of Code
ProFab 534
LwIP 595
Click 2500
Linux Kernel 2000
Table 4.6 Lines of codes of the IPv4 stack of different systems.
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Figure 4.16 Processing time per packet in the protocol stack not including han-
dling time in the network card.
The modular IPv4 router of Click requires about 2500 lines of code and the core
IPv4 functionally of the Linux kernel is about 2000 lines of code (see Table 4.6).
The Linux kernel provides extra functionalities such as multicast, route and MAC
address caching, and netfilter hooks. Hence, it results in a larger code base when
compared to our approach. However, for Click we selected modules in Click that
resemble the same functionality as our IPv4 router and lwIP. While it is challenging
to compare our work with the production level code of Click, we nonetheless believe
it is valid to conclude that the use of C++ and Click leads to a larger code base,
thereby showing the overhead of modularization.
Overall, the evaluation shows that our software architecture efficiently hides the
complexity of modularization and generic code, resulting in a small code footprint.
4.4.2.2 Performance overhead of Modularization and Generic Modules
Componentization introduces two main sources of performance overhead: First, dy-
namic composition requires modules to be composable at run-time, which typically
depends on function pointer indirections. Second, generic modules need to be config-
urable to perform specific tasks, which typically increases code complexity. ProFab’s
architecture addresses both via static composition and configuration at compile-time
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(see Section 4.2.7). This section illustrates the benefits of these optimizations by
comparing against Linux as a monolithic system and Click as a modularized system.
Using the CPU time-stamp counter, we measured the processing time needed for
one packet to traverse the protocol stack within a IPv4 router. Enabling both com-
position and configuration at compile-time, a packet moves through the composed
ProFab stack in approximately 350 processor cycles (see Figure 4.16). When using
a dynamically recomposable protocol stack, i.e., disabling compile-time composi-
tion, it requires about 650 cycles for a packet to traverse the Profab protocol stack.
For comparison, a packet traverses the Linux stack in about 550 cycles. In the
dynamic ProFab protocol stack, modules are interconnected via function pointers,
showing the run-time overhead of modularization. For example, our measurements
show that calling a function via a pointer requires 30–50 processor cycles whereas
a normal function call is completed in merely 5 cycles or may even be eliminated
with inlining. Overall, compile-time composition strongly reduces the overhead of
modularization in ProFab and increases performance by about 90%.
After analyzing the performance overhead of modularization, we analyze the per-
formance of generic code in our software architecture. Figure 4.16 shows that the
performance of our stack increases heavily when enabling configuration at compile-
time. Instead of 1500 cycles, it requires about 650 cycles to traverse the protocol
stack. This is due to the fact, that code in ProFab is realized generically. For exam-
ple, the router module of the forwarding micro-protocol operates independent of the
address length and relies on functions such as memcpy() and memcmp() to realize its
routing decisions. Hence, compile-time configuration can significantly increase its
performance. When disabling compile-time configuration, generic modules in Pro-
Fab are configured at run-time prohibiting a wide range of compiler optimizations.
For example, we observed that copying 4 bytes of memory using memcpy() on Linux
can be achieved in approximately 5 cycles and less when the length is known at
compile time. However, if memcpy() operates on a dynamic length parameter, it re-
quires up to 70 cycles. Overall, our results indicate, that compile-time configuration
reduces the overhead of generic code and improves the performance by about 140%.
Similarly to ProFab, Click allows to eliminate the majority of virtual function calls,
i.e., function pointers. Such de-virtualized and non-de-virtualized modular stacks
require more than 1000 and 1400 cycles, respectively. Apart from the IPv4 modules,
Click uses on a small number of generic modules, such as its packet classifier. How-
ever, Click’s architecture relies on run-time configuration. For example, the packet
Classifier in Click is a very generic module, which can be configured to detect
specific packet formats. In IPv4 it is configured to demultiplex IP and ARP packets
based on a generic description. Click realizes the configuration of this module at
runtime, which results in a high overhead and a complex implementation of about
1700 lines of code. As a result, the kernel profiler OProfile shows that Click spends
over 30% of its processing time in this classifier module.
We draw two conclusions from our evaluation results: (1) By eliminating function
pointers through static composition, a performance gain of about 90% is achievable
in ProFab. (2) The components of Click appear to be too generic since they often
rely on complex run-time checks that cause a significant performance overhead.
In contrast, ProFab’s template-based approach reduces run-time checks to simple
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conditional statements and thus enables compiler optimizations. Hence, its compile-
time configuration increases performance by about 140%.
4.4.3 Overall Performance of ProFab
After evaluating the performance of the virtual platform and our software archi-
tecture individually, we next compare its overall performance. The performance of
ProFab is evaluated by comparing a modular IPv4 stack against the native imple-
mentation of Linux and Windows XP as well as Click.
The benchmark aims to measure the throughput of an IPv4 router, hence including
the overhead of the modular stack as well as the virtual platform. The router is
equipped with two Intel e1000 network cards connected to two different subnets. In
each run, the router is saturated with packets of fixed sizes of 64 to 1518 byte sent by
a Linux kernel-based packet generator. The system performance is then determined
by the number of packets dropped by the router.
Figure 4.17 illustrates the throughput and CPU utilization of a statically composed
ProFab stack in comparison to the native Linux stack and Click running a de-
virtualized stack in polling mode. Where the stacks saturate the CPU, the results
show that ProFab is on average 3% faster than the native Linux stack. We attribute
this to the fact that the native stack implements more functionality such as multicast
and netfilter hooks and thus performs more checks at run-time. Click on its part is
able to route on average 10% less packets than ProFab and 8% less than the native
stack. On Windows XP, ProFab shows a similar performance as the native stack
even though both achieve less throughput than on Linux. Please note, that next
to the IP router packets traverse the device driver and also the OS packet queuing
system. Hence, the performance differences of ProFab, Linux and Click are not as
drastic as their direct comparison (see Section 4.4.2.2).
Additionally, Click provides a so called polling mode, which eliminates the overhead
of interrupt handling, but requires significant modifications to the kernel as well
as the network card driver. It increases the throughput of a router significantly
when compared to the default Linux interrupt handling (NAPI), see Figure 4.17(b).
However, actively polling the network devices constantly increases the CPU load to
100% even if no packets arrive for processing. We consider polling orthogonal to the
technique of modularization, as it merely changes the OS interrupt handling.
Overall, our evaluation shows that both the virtual platform and our software ar-
chitecture result in a low performance overhead when compared to native stacks or
related work.
4.4.4 Summary
In this chapter we evaluated both the virtual platform and our software architecture
for modular communication protocols. Evaluating implementation complexity and
performance of both, we show that design choices enable the composition of efficient
protocol stacks and their evaluation.
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(a) Compile-time composition and configuration allow ProFab to outperform
the Linux stack and Click.
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(b) Device driver polling, performance for ProFab and Linux is estimated from
cycle counts depicted in Figure 4.16.
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(c) CPU utilization depending on packet size.
Figure 4.17 Performance of a ProFab IPv4 router in comparison to the native
Linux stack and the Click Modular Router. Please note the log-scale
on all x-axis.
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Overall, the evaluation results demonstrate that our component-based and plat-
form independent protocol stack is able to deliver the same performance as a highly
integrated and production-level native implementation. Hence, kernel-based perfor-
mance evaluations of new protocols using ProFab closely resemble the performance of
a native implementation, thus strengthening the credibility of the evaluation results.
4.5 Related Work
In this Section we discuss the design goals of related work and underline our contribu-
tions. First, we discuss research related to software architectures for communication
protocols and next we address the work related to the virtual platform for network
experimentation.
4.5.1 Software Architectures for Communication Protocols
In Section 3.5 we already discussed related work in the field of modularity in com-
munication protocols. In this section we refine our focus on software architectures
and research in the domain of programming languages for communication systems.
To reduce the complexity in the implementation of communication protocols, the re-
search community provides customized languages. For example, Prolac [KKM99] is
an expression language for developing complete protocols. Due to its expressiveness
it provides a readable TCP implementation protocol language. Similarly, Morpheus
[AP93] and others [And88, MLTJ03, RKB+04, DBB+05, LHSR05, OBDA08] pro-
vide domain specific languages for protocol realization. Overall, these languages
focus on implementation of protocol algorithms such as state machines. In contrast,
ProFab aims at the identification of similarities in communication protocols and
their encapsulation into reusable modules. In our experience this encapsulation of
complexity results in readable protocol compositions. Furthermore, it allows proto-
col developers to rely on well-known programming paradigms and languages for the
implementation of individual modules.
Languages such as Lotos [BB87], Estelle [BD87] and others [Ber00, ABLG95, Kal91,
JHM04] allow to derive protocol implementations from a formal protocol description.
These languages have found a widespread adaption in the domain of telecommuni-
cation systems, chip development, and mission critical systems. visual programming
languages [BH95, Lee03] are not explicitly designed for communication protocols.
To handle the complexity of software, they visually depict program flows and oper-
ate either control or data flow oriented. However, these languages have not found a
widespread adaptation and are often tailored to education [MHR08].
4.5.2 Virtual Platform
Although platform abstraction has been widely used to ensure portability, we argue
that previous work focuses only on a fraction of the protocol development process.
This section discusses related work beyond the research addressed in our problem
analysis (see Section 4.3.1).
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For performance reasons, network and transport layer protocols are typically imple-
mented in the operating system kernel. This limits experimentation because kernels
are not very amenable to debugging and testing. This is one of the motivating fac-
tors for research projects to move kernel network stacks to user space. For example,
Daytona [PKX+02] and Arsenic [PF01] port Linux stacks, while Alpine [ESW01]
is based on the FreeBSD network stack. The Network Simulation Cradle [JM05]
and OppBSD [BD04] port OS network stacks into network simulators such as ns-2
[MF99] and OMNeT++ [Var01]. Due to the tight integration of network stacks
into the operating system kernel, such ports are challenging and their maintenance
is non-trivial. Additionally, their monolithic design stifles extensions and modi-
fications. However, the fact that these demanding ports are actively maintained
nevertheless shows the demand for fully featured protocol stacks for experimenta-
tion and evaluation. Furthermore, these stacks merely bridge between two domains,
such as network simulator and operating system kernel.
In contrast, the virtual platform aims to support all stages of development and
evaluation. Basing on the identification of similarities between the targeted systems,
it provides a shim layer of abstraction of the resources required by communication
systems that has on average 1000 lines of code per platform – about one order of
magnitude less than the Network Simulation Cradle or OppBSD.
The need for protocol experimentation sparked research on virtualization in network
experimentation, allowing the execution of multiple network stacks on a single ma-
chine [HSK99, Zec03, GMHR08, BVB06, WSHW08]. To provide further insight oth-
ers provide user-space implementations of wide-spread protocols [BDHR95, Din02,
EM95, GADAD04, MB93, TNML93]. Our virtual platform architecture enables the
seamless integration of these approaches into the development cycle.
Restricted to their own and very specific environment, some domains provide simu-
lation and emulation tools which facilitate a limited transition of network protocols.
For example, in the domain of wireless sensor networks TOSSIM [LLWC03] allows
the seamless transition of TinyOS [LMG+04] protocols between network emulation
and deployment. Similarly, Click [KMC+00] provides an abstraction layer for net-
work protocols.
Other works focus on programmable network entities, i.e., active networks [CBH+03,
BS02]. For example, NetKit [CBH+03] addresses the problem of portability in ac-
tive networks by introducing an abstraction layer between the network stack and
the operating system. So-called capsules abstract from the operating system and
present a complete runtime environment, for example a Java VM. Inside this run-
time environment, fine grained modules are composed to protocol stacks. Using
a meta language, modules can be composed across runtime environments. NetKit
is tailored to the needs of active networks, providing features such as per capsule
address space separation and security policy management. Due to the support for
different runtime environments, platform abstraction in NetKit consists of multiple
layers of abstraction. In contrast, the virtual platform limits ProFab to a single
execution model, namely event-based design, and only provides narrow interfaces to
the operating system resources, aiming for a lightweight abstraction layer.
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4.5.3 Summary
Work in the domain of modularity, corresponding software architectures and pro-
gramming languages for communication systems focuses primarily on flexibility and
extensibility. In contrast, we identify similarities in communication protocols and
extract these as reusable protocol building blocks. Hence, our software architecture
provides a domain specific language and compiler tailored for the implementation of
modules and their efficient configuration and composition to protocol stacks.
Furthermore, existing work in the area of platform abstraction does not focus on
the transition between typical evaluation tools, as their complex abstraction makes
maintenance for a single system already time consuming. In contrast, ProFab’s vir-
tual platform bases on the identification of architectural similarities between systems
and employs a shim abstraction layer.
We argue that the combination of a virtual platform with our generic protocol li-
brary opens new synergies. For example, it allows to reuse micro-protocols and
their components in a network simulator and an operating system kernel. ProFab
harnesses these and arrives at a substrate for flexible network experimentation.
Overall, we consider ProFab orthogonal to ongoing research in the area of network
simulation and testbeds. ProFab is designed to integrate with both and combine
their different goals and possibilities. We carefully tried not to duplicate any of
their functionalities. For example, in network simulation ProFab uses the models,
which network simulators provide to model any network layers below, on, and above
a composed protocol. Regarding experimentation, it heavily relies on testbeds such
as PlanetLab [BBC+04], EmuLab [WLS+02], FlexLab [RDS+07], VINI [BFH+06] or
the upcoming ProtoGENI [Lep07].
4.6 Conclusion
In this Section we conclude the discussion of ProFab. We discuss our practical expe-
riences in protocol experimentation, outline the limitations of the chosen architecture
and address future directions.
4.6.1 Protocol Experimentation with ProFab
In this subsection, we present use cases to underline ProFab’s flexibility in proto-
col development and experimentation. We focus on the use-cases enabled by the
combination of ProFab core contributions: modularity and virtualization.
4.6.1.1 Platform-specific Customization
Sensor Nodes [Cro, PSC05] provide limited memory, computation, and communica-
tion resources in the order of 10KB of RAM and ROM and 10MHz CPUs, which
cannot reasonably accommodate a standard TCP/IP stack. To enable communica-
tion with Internet-based systems, the research community proposed versions of IP,
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Figure 4.18 Composing Protocol Factory instances from different execution envi-
ronments and integrating applications flexibly into the overall design.
UDP, and TCP such as 6lowpan [KMS07, MKHC07] or μIP [Dun03] with reduced
functionality.
The clean separation of functionality into modules in ProFab reduces the complexity
of a protocol implementation and increases its extensibility. Consequently, the Pro-
Fab architecture simplifies removing and replacing functionality in standard Internet
protocol stacks. Thus, ProFab allows to flexibility compose reduced versions of TCP,
UDP, and IP that match application needs and honor the constrained resources of
sensor nodes. Additionally, specialized sensor network communication protocols are
often composed of a set of building blocks and, therefore, benefit from a modular
design [DO¨H07, EFK+06], too.
4.6.1.2 Abstraction Through Modularization
A key goal of modularization in ProFab is to reduce the complexity of a protocol’s
structure and implementation so that it becomes more easily understandable. An
important aid, which the ProFab architecture can offer in an automated manner, is
a graphical representation similar to Figure 3.3 [SLW07b, Sch07, Tru08]. Assuming
basic knowledge of a protocol’s functionality, its modular presentation in the form
of building blocks, compositions, and connections is visually and functionally very
intuitive. It also forms a natural starting point for analysis, modification, extension,
experimentation, teaching, and training.
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4.6.1.3 Reuse across Protection Domains
The connection between modules serves ProFab as abstraction point to transparently
connect modules across different OS protection domains, such as the kernel-user
space barrier (see Figure 4.18). Due to strictly typed interfaces between the modules
and the encapsulation of state information, ProFab can automatically serialize the
data exchanged between the gates. Hence, data can be easily transfered between
protection domains such as OS address spaces.
Modules connect naturally across network layers or kernel- and user-space bound-
aries via module gates. In general, Protocol Factory itself removes the concept of
network layers and layer-specific APIs [DFKS07], e.g., sockets. Although modules
and compounds may structurally resemble network layers, such a layout is not in-
herent to Protocol Factory’s architecture.
4.6.1.4 Stack Migration
Protocol Factory does not only enable dynamic stack adaptation, but also allows
to serialize modules and complete stack compositions and to move them across do-
mains and execution contexts, both within a host and between hosts. For instance,
a serialized stack can be seamlessly moved from an operating system kernel to a net-
work simulator for further analysis and debugging. This implies that also individual
flows, i.e., connections, can be migrated between execution environments with the
Protocol Factory.
Overall, due to platform independence, modules in the Protocol Factory can be
re-used across domains, such as the kernel and user space boundary and different
platforms.
4.6.1.5 Debugging and Testing
We argue that one of VIPE’s primary benefits lies in significantly reducing the de-
velopment effort of protocol and network experimentation. However, the success of
this claim is not easily observable in terms of hard numbers as in the case of perfor-
mance or LoC. In order to corroborate our claim, we implemented micro protocols
on top of VIPE and composed IP and TCP stacks. The following summarizes our
experience.
Debugging is a tedious process in operating system kernels, embedded devices and
distributed systems in general due to a lack of insight and controllability. In con-
trast, user space environments provide the required debugging tools and network
simulators enable a global view on a distributed communication system, supporting
the functional evaluation of protocols. VIPE’s seamless transition between different
platforms enables an evaluation of communication protocols not only in terms of
performance, but also in terms of functionality before being transferred to the oper-
ating system kernel or an embedded system. Thus, the virtual platform ensures that
the code is already extensively tested before being used in an OS kernel. It proved
particularly helpful for dynamic memory issues such as memory leaks, which tend
to be challenging to track down in operating system kernels.
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4.6.2 Limitations and Lessons Learned
This section discusses design-related limitations of the ProFab architecture and our
experience gained while implementing protocols from modules in the ProFab devel-
opment model.
In contrast to classic protocol stacks, modularized protocols do not share state glob-
ally, such as in socket structures. Instead, modules follow the object-oriented pro-
gramming paradigm by encapsulating their internal states and ensuring their reuse-
ability. ProFab employs the publish/subscribe paradigm to keep other modules
updated about state changes. While this may contradict classic protocol models,
such as that of the Linux kernel, we noticed that programmers easily adopt this
object oriented scheme.
Profiling traces indicate that the strict separation of functionality in ProFab is a
source for performance limitations. For example, a Linux IP routing table caches
ARP entries and thereby reduces the number of lookups. Our modularized network
stack avoids such cross-module optimizations to decouple protocols and network
layers and to ensure extensibility and re-usability. However, when required, the
generic design of the routing modules allows to store Ethernet addresses instead of IP
addresses as next hops, achieving a similar benefit without mixing the functionalities
of different modules.
In the virtual platform, we favored abstraction and narrow interfaces. The virtual
platform enforces asynchronous event handling as the unified execution model and
does not provide synchronous, i.e., blocking, event handling or threading. Also,
the generic packet representation does not support packets with disjoint memory
regions (e.g., for headers and payload). These limitations are sacrifices to achieve a
uniform and particularly lightweight API across all platforms. However, for realizing
a large number of componentized protocols in ProFab, they posed no obstacles and
lead to simple, elegant, and efficient implementations. The range of implemented
functionality also suggests that the chosen abstraction and narrow interfaces fulfill
the needs of most distributed systems and communication protocols.
Another crucial facet is the availability of language constructs and compiler support.
With templates the compiler is able to highly optimize configurations of generic
modules.
4.6.3 Future Directions
Apart from the integration of new protocols and platforms, we focus on three di-
rections in our ongoing work: (1) infrastructure for deployment, (2) debugging, (3)
co-simulation.
ProFab provides a powerful framework for protocol composition. However, it does
not provide an infrastructure for an efficient deployment on target systems. Exper-
imentation with ProFab would benefit from a deep integration infrastructure that
supports automatic deployment on testbed such as PlanetLab or on network simu-
lators [ATSV06, ESL07, WRCW05].
Packet loss and corruption, loose synchronization and concurrency make debugging
of distributed systems a highly complex task. The community [LGW+08, KAJV07,
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LLPZ07, GASS06] provides us with a variety of tools to find debug and test sys-
tems on- or offline. However, we believe that the design properties of ProFab ease
distributed debugging: In ProFab we execute the same code base in the deployed
and simulated system. We see in this two advantages for debugging: (1) This design
eases testing and code analysis before deployment, (2) it enables realistic replay of
a recorded distributed system. In our ongoing work we address both points to ease
debugging of distributed systems.
Based on the fact that the network stacks for simulation and deployment facilitate
the same implementation, VIPE’s architecture inherently supports co-simulation:
the integration of network simulators into a live network. The shared implementation
guarantees seamless interoperability among simulators and operating systems and
avoids artefacts due to abstraction in simulation models. Hence, VIPE enables large
scale evaluation in heterogeneous environments composed of network simulators and
different types of operating systems.
4.6.4 Summary
ProFab provides (1) a software architecture for a flexible and efficient composition of
communication protocols, and (2) a virtual platform for network experimentation.
The software architecture in ProFab enables rapid protocol development from generic
protocol building blocks. It introduces the programming primitives for the real-
ization of modules and their composition to protocols. The Modular C language
specifies the programming primitives for the implementation of micro protocols as
reusable building blocks. Furthermore, Modular C acts as substrate to describe
module configurations and their composition to communication protocols. Opti-
mizations such as compile-time composition and templates minimize the overhead
of componentization and generic code. Hence, the software architecture efficiently
abstracts from modularity and generic code. Overall, the software architecture of
ProFab is a substrate for the realization of reusable modules, their flexible end effi-
cient configuration, and their composition to communication protocols and protocol
stacks.
The virtual platform reduces the complexity in protocol evaluation and network
experimentation. Observing the isolation in the individual approaches for network
experimentation and evaluation, we present VIPE as a virtual platform to cross the
barriers between network simulators, testbeds, and deployment platforms. VIPE
provides a shim abstraction layer between a communication protocol and all target
platforms. The abstraction layer consists of a common programming model for pro-
tocols and unifies access to system resources. Our evaluation indicates a low runtime
overhead of the virtual platform. Furthermore, we show that the identification of
a narrow interface ensures low implementation complexity of about 1000 lines of
code per target system. Overall, VIPE enables a seamless transition back and forth
between the different evaluation platforms.
Modularization and virtualization are orthogonal techniques. Modularization in Pro-
Fab allows to reuse modules as generic building blocks across protocols. In contrast,
virtualization enables the reuse of modules across platforms. Usually, each of them is
employed in its own limited context resulting in isolated solutions. However, we show
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that their combination opens new synergies. It enables a fast prototyping of a proto-
col and the evaluation of this protocol on a large number of target systems. Hence,
we argue that it is their combination that harnesses their full potential and opens
new possibilities to reduce the complexity in protocol development and evaluation.
Overall, our experience shows that combination of modularization and virtualization
reduces protocol development as well as evaluation complexity, making ProFab to a
powerful framework for network experimentation
5
Simulation Calibration
In this chapter we introduce fine-grained simulation calibration to enhance the ac-
curacy and realism in network simulation. We calibrate simulation models with
real-world timing and power traces. Simulation calibration enables the evaluation
of processing delays and energy consumption of algorithms and applications.
Scalability, controllability and abstraction make simulation the tool of choice for
the evaluation of communication protocols. However, abstraction renders the de-
velopment of realistic simulation models challenging [Amm05, Flo06b, FK03, FP01,
KCC05, PF97]. Simulation models are merely functional models, their abstraction
from system specific properties makes it prohibitively complex for classic network
simulation to model properties such as system load, energy consumption or memory
usage. Relying on a single implementation for simulation and deployment, platform
abstraction in VIPE inherently enables functionally correct simulation models (see
Section 4.3). Nonetheless, VIPE models are merely functional models, i.e., they do
not model system properties such as time or energy consumption. Hence, the need
for detailed evaluation requires emulation and testbed based evaluation to determine
these system properties.
Instrumenting simulation models qualitatively and quantitatively with system prop-
erties, simulation calibration addresses this challenge. We provide a framework that
automatically instruments a simulation model with fine-grained, real-world execu-
tion time and energy traces. As a result, it allows to analyze processing latency and
energy consumption of individual algorithms, system components, and even code
lines. Furthermore, we can estimate node and network lifetime already in simula-
tion, i.e., at the early stages of the design and development process. In our discussion
we focus on wireless sensor networks as these are battery driven and have limited
processing power. Hence, they strongly require tools to evaluate processing power
and life-time early in development process. Overall, simulation calibration enhances
network simulation to model details, for which traditionally testbeds had to be used.
This chapter is structured as follows: We discuss challenges in network simulation
and briefly introduce wireless sensor networks in Section 5.1 to give the required
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background. Section 5.2 introduces a detailed energy model for sensor networks
based on system emulation techniques. This energy model allows to evaluate the
power consumption of individual code segments and to predict the lifetime of nodes
and networks. In Section 5.3 we present automated instrumentation and calibration
of sensor-network simulation-models with timing information. This simulation cali-
bration enables the evaluation of system properties early in the development cycle,
i.e., without the need for system emulation or testbeds. Section 5.4 concludes and
addresses future directions.
5.1 Introduction
Before discussing energy models and automated calibration of simulation models in
detail, we identify challenges in network simulation and introduce wireless sensor
networks.
5.1.1 Challenges in Network Simulation
In this section we present the main short comings of network simulation. We identify
two drawbacks of network simulation, which we analyze in detail:
• Functional Abstraction in Algorithmic Properties: Network simulation
abstracts from algorithmic properties to reduce complexity and to increase
controllability and scalability.
• Abstraction from System Properties: Apart from functional abstraction,
network simulation inherently abstracts from system properties such as per-
formance or energy consumption. Typically, a simulation model is merely a
functional model.
5.1.1.1 Functional Abstraction in Simulation Models
Abstraction reduces the overall complexity of a simulation model. As a result the
functional model in a network simulator differs from a real world implementation
[LPW06, PLW05a, PLW05b]. This property is an important concept in network
simulation, as it allows to simplify a system and hence ease its evaluation. Thus,
we consider this abstraction necessary for a first evaluation. However, for a detailed
and credible evaluation the network model has to be as close as possible to the real
implementation.
Observing this need for credibility, level of detail and realism, many simulation mod-
els in the domain of communication protocols reassemble complete and fully func-
tional protocol implementations, known as network emulation (see Section 2.3.2.3).
VIPE bridges the gap between simulation and deployment: Its platform abstraction
allows to maintain a single implementation as simulation model and real-world de-
ployable code (see Section 4.3). As a result, any VIPE simulation model is inherently
functional accurate and provides a high level of detail.
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(a) TelosB (b) Mica2 (c) MicaZ (d) CC2430
Figure 5.1 Typical wireless sensor nodes.
Type MCU Radio RAM ROM
TelosB TI MSP430, 8MHz CC2420, 802.15.4/ZigBee 10k 48k
Mica2 ATmega 128L, 8MHz CC1000, 868/916 MHz 4k 128k
MicaZ ATmega 128L, 8MHz CC2420, 802.15.4/ZigBee 4k 128k
CC2430 8051, 8MHz integrated, 802.15.4/ZigBee 8k 32-256k
Table 5.1 Hardware specification of typical sensor nodes.
5.1.1.2 Abstraction from System Properties
While network emulation provides inherently functionally-realistic simulation mod-
els, it abstracts low level aspects such as system performance, energy consumption or
memory requirements. Today, insight into these properties are provided by system
emulation. As an example, we show in this chapter how an emulation of a sensor
network can be enhanced by an energy model to predict the life time of a sensor
network.
However, emulation is much more complex than simulation [AGKL]. First of all, it
requires a model of the target system, including its processor and I/O components
such as radio, memory and sensors. On top of this we require a full featured im-
plementation not only of the communication protocol or distributed system under
investigation but also of low level details as a corresponding operating system and
device drivers. This operating system is then executed by the processor model. As
a result, this complexity limits the scalability of emulation. Moreover, the need for
modeling system properties as processors make the development of an emulator very
complex.
After introducing the previously mentioned energy model, we introduce the calibra-
tion of simulation models: We show how a simulation model can be enriched with
system properties such as execution time and devices states. From these properties
we demonstrate how a network simulator can record fine grained energy traces of
energy consumption and execution time. Our technique to enhance simulation mod-
els with system properties shows an accuracy of about 99% when compared to our
energy model in network emulation.
5.1.2 Wireless Sensor Networks
Before discussing the energy model and instrumentation of simulation models with
system properties we briefly introduce wireless sensor networks. Research advances
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in highly integrated and low power hardware, wireless communication technology,
and highly embedded operating systems enable sensor networks. A sensor network
may consist of several thousands of nodes, each with very limited processing, storage,
sensing and communication abilities (see Figure 5.1 and Table 5.1 )[Sch05]. To these
platforms users add sensors and actuators depending on the application scenario.
Typically, sensor nodes are battery driven and may optionally harvest energy, for
example via solar cells [RKH+05, KS03].
The small size of a sensor node allows the pervasive integration of wireless sensor net-
works into the environment [WLLP01, CH04, R+02]. Hence, they sense and interact
with the environment in a distributed fashion and accomplish tasks that previously
were too complex or expensive. Sensor nodes can be deployed without network
infrastructure and far away from human access: anywhere from the forest canopy
[KPS+05] to the backs of animals [LBLW+06, BLWOT08, BL06, JOW+02]. Overall,
wireless sensor networks as resource constrained devices require customized algo-
rithms, protocols, and applications [LLW05, LBLDW06, LW06, Lan07, LBLW+06,
MLAW09, Mun09]. Additionally, these have to be evaluated deeply to determine
whether they meet timing and energy requirements. In this chapter we present
corresponding mechanisms and tools.
5.2 Modeling Energy in Wireless Sensor Networks
Energy consumption is a crucial characteristic of sensor networks and their appli-
cations as sensor nodes are commonly battery-driven. Due to this limited energy
resource, energy consumption is a crucial design factor for hardware and software
developers. Although hard- and software are strongly tied together in mobile and
embedded device development, energy consumption is still a minor issue for software
development today. To enable efficient co-design of hard- and software for such de-
vices, a deep evaluation of applications and systems in terms of energy consumption
is crucial.
Furthermore, no breakthroughs in battery technology are to be expected in the next
years. As long as new technologies like fuel cells do not advance from prototype
level to mass production, batteries and thus energy consumption will be the limiting
factor. Batteries often constitute more than 50% of the device’s weight and volume.
For example, the Mica2 [LMG+04] sensor node, has a weight of 18 g. However, its
two AA batteries weigh between 20 to 30g each.
Hence, independent from possible energy harvesting, it is crucial for developers to
evaluate the energy consumption of applications accurately since the choice of algo-
rithms and programming styles may strongly influence energy consumption. Once
nodes are deployed, it is challenging and sometimes even impossible to change bat-
teries. As a result, erroneous lifetime prediction may cause high costs and even
render a sensor network useless before its purpose is fulfilled.
In this section, we present AEON (Accurate Prediction of Power Consumption), an
evaluation tool to predict energy consumption of sensor nodes [LWG05, LWTP05,
LWR+05, LGW04, Ga¨r04]. Based on the execution of real application and OS code
and measurements of node current draw, our model enables accurate prediction of
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the actual energy consumption of nodes. Thus, it prevents erroneous assumptions on
device and network lifetime. Moreover, AEON gives adequate and very fine grained
feedback to a software engineer on the energy efficiency of his/her code. Such a
detailed prediction allows the comparison of different low power and energy aware
approaches in terms of energy efficiency and the estimation of the overall lifetime of
a sensor network.
5.2.1 Related Work
Coarse approximations of energy consumption are usually derived from the number
of transmitted packets and CPU duty cycles. However, such approximations fail
to capture low-level details and states of a device. For a quantitative evaluation,
a precise and detailed low-level model of the device is needed. Although recent
research provides many energy-efficient or energy-aware applications, only a very
limited number [YHE02, HDB04] has been evaluated deeply in terms of quantita-
tive energy consumption by measurements of current draw. Most implementations
[M+02, DH04, WC01, SR02] count the number of packets sent and use this informa-
tion as the only source to qualitatively estimate energy consumption.
For hardware development, many energy profiling tools have been presented [LR96,
KG97, LH98], focusing on components of traditional CPUs, e.g. memory, cache,
data- and control path. New tools [TRJ02, SC01] model the energy consumption
of processors and micro-controllers for embedded systems as they add models for
the memory, serial communication, and other parts of the micro-controller. These
tools mainly focus on hardware development and not on the evaluation of software
for distributed systems. None of the tools include models for devices apart from
the micro-controller like communication, external memory, sensors, and actuators.
Thus, they can only be used for the evaluation of single separate components with-
out inter-device communication and interaction with the environment. However, as
communication and sensing are the main purpose of sensor nodes, these tools are
only of limited use for energy evaluation in sensor networks.
PowerTossim [SHrC+04] has been presented as an extension to the TinyOS [LMG+04]
simulator Tossim [LLWC03] to estimate the energy consumption of the Mica2 senor
node [Cro]. Since Tossim provides an abstract model of the node and compiles appli-
cations to x86 executables, it does not model all hardware details, such as interrupts
and execution time. As an accurate prediction of code execution time is important
to estimate the energy consumption of a device, PowerTossim maps Mica2 binaries
to x86 executables by matching basic code blocks (code blocks without branches) to
determine execution time. Although PowerTossim benefits from the high scalability
of Tossim, hardware abstraction in Tossim results in a lack of detail and accuracy
in the energy consumption prediction of PowerTossim, which we address in Section
5.2.5. SensorSim [PSS00] and Sens [SKA04] also have extensions to model energy
consumption but their high level of abstraction results in inaccurate and only coarse
grained approximations.
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Figure 5.2 AEON: Modeling and analyzing energy consumption of sensor node
systems and applications.
5.2.2 AEON’s Energy Model
As proof on concept, we focus on modeling the energy consumption of the Mica2
platform. However, AEON can be easily applied to other sensor node platforms
and communication systems in general by repeating the following procedure on the
target platform.
As sensor nodes consist of several components such as micro-controllers, radios,
sensors, and memory, detailed low-level models of all these devices are necessary
to enable accurate prediction of energy consumption. The application and external
events influence the program execution and so the state of a node. For example,
applications turn on and off components like the radio and timer interrupts change
the MCU from sleep to active mode. As such state changes happen frequently and
each state consumes a different amount of power, the states and the timing of the
state changes need to be modeled accurately. The single states of every component
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form the state of the whole node. The total current draw of a node is the sum of
the currents of each component in the respective states.
The first challenge for the accurate prediction of energy consumption is to build a
precise and detailed low-level energy model of the sensor node. Our approach for
such a model consists of three steps (see Figure 5.2):
• System Model: The model attributes a power consumption to the operations
of each hardware component.
• Micro Benchmarks for Calibration: We measured the current draw of
each operations model of all sensor node components to calibrate our model.
• Validation and Macro Benchmarks: The model is implemented in a sensor
node emulator. Running TinyOS applications, we validate it with oscilloscope
measurements and battery lifetime tests.
We address these steps in detail in the following Sections.
5.2.2.1 Calibrating the Energy Model
To calibrate our energy model we implemented specific applications which keep all
node components in a known state during program execution. These test applica-
tions allow us to measure the current draw of various combinations of component
states with highly precise ampere meters. Based on this data, we extracted the draw
of current of each component’s state and estimated its power consumption. Finally,
the estimated power consumption of each component forms our energy model for
this type of sensor node (see Table 5.2). We measured over twenty different states
of three Mica2 nodes. The measurements deviated for each node less than 0.5%.
However, due to electronic components tolerances, the results of different nodes var-
ied by approximately 5%. Further, our measurements indicate that MCU access
to the ADC, UART, or SPI bus does not draw more current than any other CPU
instruction on Mica2.
5.2.2.2 AEON’s Implementation
To enable exact modeling of application execution and device state changes, we base
our model on a sensor node emulator. The emulation of the node and the execution
of real application and OS code allows to model the state of every single component
at every point in time during program execution. Furthermore, emulation is indepen-
dent of the OS, so any operating systems and applications for the Mica 2 node can
be evaluated. We implemented AEON on top of Avrora [TLP05], a highly scalable
sensor node emulator. Performance analysis (see Section 5.3.5.3) shows that Avrora
is about 100 to 1000 times slower than the simulator TOSSIM [LLWC03] and about
20 times faster than the sensor node emulator ATEMU [PBM+04]. Nonetheless, we
believe that the slowdown of a factor 100 and more is acceptable for energy modeling
as the execution of real code and realistic device timing is crucial for accurate energy
modeling – this is not the case for high level simulation.
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Device Current Device Current
MCU Radio (900MHz)
Active 7.6mA Core 60μA
Idle 3.3mA Bias 1.38mA
ADC Noise 1.0mA Rx 9.6mA
Power down 116μA Tx (-18 dBm) 8.8mA
Power Save 124μA Tx (-13 dBm) 9.8mA
Standby 237μA Tx (-10 dBm) 10.4mA
Ext Standby 243μA Tx (-6 dBm) 11.3mA
Tx (-2 dBm) 15.6mA
LED (each) 2.2mA Tx (0 dBm) 17.0mA
Tx (+3dBm) 20.2mA
Sensor Board 0.7mA Tx (+4dBm) 22.5mA
Tx (+5dBm) 26.9mA
Table 5.2 Measurements of current draw form the base of the energy model.
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Figure 5.3 Block diagram of AEON’s architecture.
The energy model extends the implementation of each hardware component in
Avrora by monitoring its power usage during emulation (see Figure 5.3). Further-
more, we added energy profiling (see Section 5.2.4) to enable a breakdown to individ-
ual source code routines and components. Additionally, a radio propagation model
provides realistic node communication. Our performance analysis shows that the
overhead added to Avrora is minimal, as only the state changes of the components
are monitored.
5.2.2.3 Validation of the Energy Model
Validating the model is important for reliable and accurate results. For validation,
we use two different approaches:
• Oscilloscope Measurements: We conducted measurements of widespread
TinyOS applications with an oscilloscope to determine their power consump-
tion.
• Long time Deployment: Long time validation to evaluate whether the pre-
dicted lifetime matches the actual node lifetime.
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Figure 5.4 Comparing detailed current measurements of a oscilloscope and
AEON’s prediction of current draw (TinyOS Blink application).
To validate our model, we measured standard sensor node applications with an oscil-
loscope over various amounts of time. For example, Figure 5.4 shows a noise filtered
measurement and corresponding results predicted by AEON for the TinyOS Blink
application. The average error for this measurements is about 0.4%, measurements
of other applications show a similar accuracy.
The sensor node manufacturer Crossbow published battery life tests [Suh04] for the
Mica2 node (433MHz radio). Using the CntToLedsAndRfm TinyOS application, the
node operated for 172 hours before the battery voltage dropped below the Mica2
operating limit of 2.1V. According to the battery datasheet [Eve], two AA batteries
of this type provide 2400mAh of energy before their total voltage drops below 2.1V.
With an average voltage of 2.4V, our model predicts a lifetime of approximately
168 h and 165 h for the 433MHz radio and the 933MHz radio, respectively. The
prediction error of 2% is due to voltage fluctuation, battery tolerance, and the fact
that the nodes’ current draws differ by 5% as mentioned in Section 5.2.2.1. Based
on these results, we consider our energy prediction tool AEON to be very precise.
5.2.3 Evaluating TinyOS and Applications
In this section, we show how the energy model can be used to evaluate the energy
efficiency of sensor node applications and operating systems. Based on this analy-
sis, we are also able to determine where and how sensor node applications can be
improved in terms of energy efficiency. Although our approach is independent of the
sensor node operating system, we focus on TinyOS for this evaluation as it is the
most common operating system for sensor nodes. As an example, we analyze the
application CntToLedsAndRfm as well as the energy savings of the TinyOS power
management, low power listening, and routing schemes.
As mentioned before, a detailed analysis of the energy efficiency of applications and
schemes like Power Management and routing is crucial for sensor node applications.
However, we are not aware that the applications and schemes, which we will evaluate
in the following Sections, have been analyzed by their developers in terms of energy
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Test Pred. Energy Consumption (in mJ) and Node Lifetime
Application CPU Radio LEDs Sensor Total Lifetime
active idle rx tx Board (days)
Blink 0.37 601.6 0 0 196.2 - 798.2 25.8
CntToLeds 0.77 601.5 0 0 590.6 - 1193 17.4
CntToLedsAndRfm 93 560.7 1651 130 589.6 - 3025 6.9
CntToRfm 92.7 560.8 1651 130 0 - 2435 8.5
RfmToLeds 82.9 565.2 1727 0.6 589.0 - 2965 7.0
SenseToLeds 1.85 601 0 0 0 126 728.8 28.5
SenseToRfm 4.39 560.3 1651 130 0 126 1937 10.7
Table 5.3 Predicted energy consumption (in mJ) and node lifetime for selected
TinyOS 1.1.7 applications. Applications were executed for 60 emulated
seconds. Note, that for SenseToLeds the ADC in Avrora was configured
to read sensor value 0 and so its LEDs did not consume energy.
efficiency. With AEON, system and software developers can now do this while
implementing future systems and applications.
Our model enables detailed energy evaluation for each state of all node components.
Table 5.3 presents a breakdown for various TinyOS applications based on AEON’s
predictions. Furthermore, a detailed current graph is provided for the CntToLedsAn-
dRfm application (see Figure 5.5). The figure and table show that the radio consumes
most of the energy as it is not turned off during the transmission intervals. During
reception and transmission, the radio fires interrupts approximately every 460μs to
clock in or out data. As a result, the CPU changes frequently from idle to active
mode. Thus, also the CPU consumes a substantial amount of energy – much more
than one would expect from such a simple application.
5.2.3.1 Evaluating TinyOS Power Management
Efficient CPU Power Management is crucial for long node and network lifetime. The
ATmega 128L of the Mica2 sensor node provides six different sleep modes, which
consume between 243μA and 3.3mA (see Table 5.2). When more parts of the
controller are shut down, it consumes less power during sleep. However, it wakes up
from fewer sources and wake-up takes longer. The selection of an appropriate sleep
mode heavily depends on the application and operating system properties.
TinyOS provides HPLPowerManagement [LMG+04] as an efficient power manage-
ment implementation. The main advantage of this approach is that it dynamically
adopts to the current load of a node. It does not use static or global sleep schedules
like other approaches do [YHE02]. However, we are not aware of an evaluation of
the energy savings this power management scheme provides. Based on this, we used
AEON to evaluate the lifetime extension this scheme provides for TinyOS applica-
tions (see Figure 5.6). With the Blink application, for example, the CPU energy
consumption is reduced by a factor of 24, resulting in a lifetime extension of factor
3.5. The CPU only consumes 11% of the total energy, without power management
it is 75%. The remaining 89% and 25%, respectively, are consumed by the LEDs.
For the CntToLeds application, power management even reduces the CPU’s fraction
of the total energy consumption down to 4%.
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Figure 5.5 Analyzing TinyOS applications with AEON: Predicted current draw of
the hardware components (CntToLedsAndRfm).
5.2.3.2 Analyzing TinyOS Low Power Listening
However, applications using the radio do not benefit directly from the power man-
agement approach described in the previous Section. On the Mica2 platform the
micro-controller cannot wake up from sleep modes, except from the Idle mode, by
radio interrupts. As a result, the micro-controller cannot be sent to an efficient sleep
mode when the radio is turned on.
Similar to Aloha [EH02], Low Power Listening [PHC04] reduces the duty cycles of
the radio by periodically switching the radio on and off. When the radio is turned
off, the micro-controller can be sent to an efficient sleep mode. To ensure reliable
data reception, the length of the preamble equals the interval that the radio is turned
back on. Thus, if the radio is turned on every 50ms to check for incoming packets,
the preamble must be at least 50ms long to ensure reception.
Using low power radio duty cycles, the time between the “radio on” intervals is long,
resulting in a long transmission preamble and thus a long transmission time. A long
transmission time results in high energy consumption for the sender as the radio is
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Figure 5.6 Predicted lifetime extension when using TinyOS Power Management.
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Figure 5.7 Predicted current draw of the radio for different Low Power Listening
modes. Low radio duty cycles result in low receiver- and high sender
energy consumption
switched on and transmitting for a long interval. Therefore, low radio duty cycles
result in high transmission costs in terms of energy, whereas receiving packets does
not consume a large amount of energy since the radio can be switched off for long
durations (see Table 5.2). For example, Low Power Listening with 1.3 kbps reduces
the energy consumption of RfmToLeds by 59%, extending node lifetime by factor 2.4
(see Table 5.4 and Figure 5.7). However, as mentioned above this mode increases
the transmitter energy consumption, resulting in a 30% lower node lifetime for
CntToLedsAndRfm. Low Power Listening at 1.3 kbps is the most efficient radio duty
cycle for the “count” applications, as their communication rates match the available
bandwidth of this mode best. Lower radio duty cycles result in packet loss.
The main disadvantage of this approach is that schedules are static and apply to all
nodes. Usually, nodes at the perimeter of a network send much less packets than
nodes close to the base station. The closer a node is to the base station, the more
packets it has to route. Since the schedule is static for the whole network, the node
sending and receiving the most packets dictates the schedule of all other nodes.
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Predicted Energy Consumption (in mJ) and Node Lifetime
LPL Life- Energy
Mode CPU Radio LEDs Total time saving
active idle sleep rx tx (days) (%)
5.7kbps tx 226.5 245.5 9.8 481.2 573.2 590.7 2130 9.6 29.7
rx 207.0 217.6 10.9 701.1 1.0 590.2 1731 11.8 41.6
2.5kbps tx 123.6 310.5 16.1 212.4 1367 590.4 2621 7.8 13.5
rx 84.3 156.8 15.1 486.6 2.2 589.9 1336 15.5 54.9
1.3kbps tx 131.3 509.4 2.3 135.0 2587 589.9 3955 5.25 -30.6
rx 52.9 142.0 16.2 426.0 4.1 587.4 1229 16.8 58.5
Table 5.4 Predicted energy savings from TinyOS Low Power Listening modes 1,
2, and 4 with a maximum radio throughput of 5.7, 2.5, and 1.3 kbps
respectively. The transmitting application is CntToLedsAndRfm and the
receiving one is RfmToLeds.
5.2.3.3 Multihop Networking: Surge
We started our TinyOS evaluation with the analysis of the power management of
a single node, then focused on the inter node communication with an analysis of
Low Power Listening. We conclude the analysis with an evaluation of the multihop
application Surge. Surge periodically measures the ambient light and sends the
measurement results across the network to the base station. Additionally each node
works as a router, forwarding packets to the base station.
Using low power listening and power management, we analyze the lifetime of the
individual nodes in the network and determine whether their position in the network
has an impact on their lifetime. To have a deterministic packet flow, we put twelve
nodes in a row so that each node can only communicate to its predecessor and
successor in the line. Node 0 is the base station and node 11 is the farthest away
from the base station.
For transmission, we choose low power listening with 5.7 kbps, as placing twelve
nodes in a line results in communication rate of about 4.3 kbps. Nodes farthest
away from the base station route less traffic and can sleep more often. Thus, they
consume less energy. For example, node 11 consumes about 21% less energy than
node 2 (see Figure 5.8).
As mentioned before, recent research provides many energy efficient or energy aware
applications. However, most implementations count merely the number of packets
sent and use this information as the only source to qualitatively estimate the energy
consumption. With AEON, it is now possible to quantitatively evaluate the energy
efficiency of systems and software and to accurately predict the lifetime of a sensor
network.
5.2.4 Energy Profiling
Apart from the analysis of energy consumption of the node components, it is very
important to break the CPU energy consumption down to individual routines and
blocks of the source code, which we address in this section. Such an analysis allows
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Figure 5.8 Data transmitted and energy consumed by 12 nodes running Surge
during thirty virtual minutes analyzed with AEON. The data measured
is the raw channel data, it includes preambles and the received data
includes noise received while doing channel sensing. Please note, that
only selected nodes have been depicted.
to determine how much energy the CPU spends in various routines like sensing,
routing, and low level transmission and reception. Thus, it allows to identify proce-
dures consuming a huge amount of energy and so to improve their implementation.
We extended AEON to profile applications during execution and report the energy
consumption of their routines. We choose Surge as an example, it contains sensing
as well as multihop communication. Profiling data is based on node 1 running the
Surge application without low power listening (see Section 5.2.3.3). For profiling,
we map source code functions to the corresponding object code addresses and log
all functions calls during program execution. We group function calls and partition
TinyOS and the application into five main components:
• High Level Communication: Packet handling, queuing and radio modes.
• Low Level Communication: SPI data transfer.
• Operating System (OS): Scheduling, interrupts, timer.
• Routing
• Sensing
The analysis (see Figure 5.9) shows that low-level data handling and operating sys-
tem events like scheduling and timer handling consume a large portion of the CPU
processing time. It can be concluded that the basic approach to increase the en-
ergy efficiency of sensor node applications is to improve the radio and the operating
system implementation.
5.2.5 AEON and PowerTossim
Although PowerTossim and our approach base on nearly the same measurements
(see Table 5.2 and [SHrC+04]), the results in terms of energy consumption are quite
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Figure 5.9 Breakdown of Surge to individual components with AEON.
(a) PowerTossim relies on a coarse grained en-
ergy model.
(b) In contrast, AEON provides on a fine grained
energy model.
Figure 5.10 PowerTossim does not model radio and CPU as detailed as AEON
does. See Section 5.2.3 for a detailed discussion of this figure.
different. For example, PowerTossim predicts an energy consumption of 2620mJ
per 60 seconds for the CntToLedsAndRfm application, while AEON predicts 3023mJ ,
resulting in an error of 15%. However, the breakdown to individual node components
seems not be modeled accurately in PowerTossim, because it predicts an energy
consumption of 1.61mJ per 60 seconds for the CPU in active mode for the same
application.
AEON, however, predicts an energy consumption of 92.08mJ , resulting in a differ-
ence of more than 5700%. The cycles and so the energy spent in the idle and active
CPU state differ extremely between PowerTossim and AEON (see Figure 5.10).
AEON’s prediction of energy consumption is based on the execution of real code
in an emulator. Thus, it inherently captures all low level events of the application.
However, Tossim is a sensor node simulator, it uses hardware abstraction to model
the device components. Consequently, it does not model all interrupts and all state
changes of the CPU, which results in a lack of accuracy in PowerTossim. When a
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timer interrupt is fired in TinyOS, the timer often just needs to be reloaded before
the CPU switches back to a sleep mode. Reloading the counters does not require
many CPU cycles but such interrupts occur frequently. Thereby, they contribute
heavily to the energy consumption, so these interrupts and the corresponding CPU
cycles need to be considered. The radio causes the SPI interface to fire an interrupt
approximately every 460μs, which wakes up the CPU from idle mode every time,
see Figure 5.5(b).
5.2.6 Conclusion
The in-depth energy analysis presented for the TinyOS Low Power Listening, Power
Management, and the Surge application, shows how node lifetime can be analyzed
in detail and efficiently extended. The TinyOS power saving scheme allows to reduce
power consumption heavily as long as the radio is turned off. Furthermore, TinyOS
provides Low Power Listening to turn on and off to enable power saving while re-
ducing throughput and adding latency to multihop communications. The analysis of
the Surge application shows that the node lifetime is only slightly influenced by the
position in the network and the number of packets send and received. Energy Pro-
filing allows to break down application energy consumption to individual routines.
Our work shows how applications can be profiled in terms of energy consumption
and to detect which parts of the operating system should be improved to increase
energy efficiency.
5.3 Accurate Time in Network Simulation
The rising complexity of data processing algorithms in sensor networks combined
with their severely limited computing power necessitates an in-depth understanding
of their temporal behavior. Today only cycle accurate emulation and test-beds
provide a detailed and accurate insight into the temporal behavior of sensor networks.
However, system emulation has two main disadvantages: (1) complexity and (2) scal-
ability. An emulator is written for one specific platform. Commonly, adding new
platforms results in major porting efforts. For example, Avrora [TLP05, LWG05]
aimed to tackle this portability challenge by providing generic emulator building
blocks such as registers, memory, and timers. However, even the subtle differences
between various Atmel AtMega platforms made adding new micro-controllers from
the same family work intense; not to mention the complexity of adding new micro-
controller types or radios. Furthermore, as mentioned above, an emulator is only
accurate when it implements all instructions and operation modes without any limi-
tations or bugs. However, this seems to be challenging as Avrora still had a long time
trouble to emulate TinyOS 2.x [VPH+05] radio communications while TinyOS 1.x
[LMG+04] worked fine. Additionally, our performance analysis (see Section 5.3.5.3)
shows that Avrora is about 100 to 1000 times slower than the simulator TOSSIM
[LLWC03].
In this section we introduce fine grained, automated instrumentation of simulation
models with cycle counts derived from sensor nodes and application binaries to pro-
vide detailed timing information [Ali07, ALW07, LAW08, ALW09]. The presented
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approach bridges the gap between scalable but abstracting simulation and cycle
accurate emulation for sensor network evaluation.
5.3.1 Introduction
In the recent years, the number of sensor network deployments and applications
in use have registered a sharp increase. Furthermore, from the basic deployments
several years ago, that were mostly recording and transmitting simple measure-
ments [SPMC04], the complexity of deployed applications has heavily increased
[CFP+06, SWC+05, WALJ+06]. This complexity requires a thorough evaluation
of the application and the underlying operating system to ensure that it provides
the required functionality. Similarly, it is of strong interest to evaluate how an ap-
plication operates under heavy load and whether it can process the required number
of events and tasks such as sensing, packet forwarding, and data aggregation.
In this section we show that by automatically instrumenting the simulation model
with cycle counts, we can unite the advantages of simulation and emulation. We
provide near cycle accurate timing combined with the scalability, flexibility and
portability of simulation. Overall, we reach an accuracy of over 99% compared
to emulation while adding only a small performance overhead compared to typical
sensor network simulators. Furthermore, the presented design and implementation is
independent from specific sensor network platforms and operating systems, ensuring
easy adaptation to various platforms and systems.
Typical sensor network operating systems such as TinyOS, SOS [HKS+05], or Mantis
[BCD+04] use the same code base for simulation and on the devices themselves.
For simulation hardware specific device drivers are replaced with a slim simulation
wrapper. The observation that in such a system large percentages of the source
code in the device and simulation are identical provides the basis for the approach
presented in this work. It enables us to automatically instrument the simulation
code with timing information, such as cycle counts, derived from the code compiled
for the sensor node.
5.3.2 Related Work
In this section we discuss related work and outline our contribution.
In the past few years a great deal of effort has been invested in the design and
development of simulators to embrace the special requirements imposed by the highly
distributed and dynamic nature of sensor networks. Unfortunately, all of these
efforts have made compromises over different attributes of simulation. For example,
accuracy has been compromised over scalability and vice versa. SWAN [PNL+01],
SensorSim [PSS00], SENS [SKA04], and TOSSIM [LLWC03] are examples of discrete
event simulators for sensor networks which compromise accuracy over scalability by
using non-figurative models of the sensor nodes. Such simulation models are the
basis to quantify network delays, throughputs, and packet collisions. However, these
models do not reveal the timing and interrupt properties of applications, operating
systems, and hardware components which are extremely important for examining
resource constrained sensor networks.
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ATEMU [PBM+04], Avrora, Worldsens [CFF07], DiSenS [WWM07] and others
[GSR+04, VXSB07] on the other hand are cycle-accurate instruction level emulators
for sensor networks with the most expressive models. Nevertheless, they compro-
mise scalability and performance. On customary hardware, Avrora is about 100 to
1000 times slower than the simulator TOSSIM [LLWC03] and about 20 times faster
than the sensor node emulator ATEMU [PBM+04]. However, Avrora benefits from
multi-core environments. Hence, on machines with large numbers of cores such as
16 and more, Avrora can reduce its overhead down to 50%.
DiSens and Worldsens suffer from similar scalability problems and use distributed
simulation to address it. Thus, they do not only benefit from multi-processor en-
vironments, but can also be executed in clusters. Nonetheless, this distribution
requires a high degree of fine grained synchronization and therefore limits scalabil-
ity. Furthermore, such emulation environments have reached a complexity which
is an order of magnitude higher than the system to evaluate, i.e., the sensor node.
As a result, such cycle accurate emulators are hard to maintain, extend and debug.
Furthermore, they are bound to one specific platform and hard to port.
Finally, test-beds such as Trio [DHJ+06], Mirage [CBA+05], MoteLab [WASW05],
or Kansei [EAR+06] are commonly used for in-deep sensor network evaluation. To
provide the user with detailed feedback, they use wired back-channels or even wire-
less connections via a second radio chip operating with a different technology or
frequency band [BDM+04]. Nonetheless, high costs of testbeds and binding to a cer-
tain platform combined with limited scalability, insight, reproducibility, and control
cannot replace emulation or simulation as important means of evaluation.
Although designed for energy modeling instead of time accuracy, PowerTOSSIM
[SHrC+04], uses offline code instrumentation on basic block level to predict the
power consumption of sensor nodes. The approach presented in this section is based
on similar techniques. However, we generalize it to provide online instrumentation
and dynamic event queue adaptation compared to offline modeling, i.e., after the
simulation, in PowerTOSSIM. Furthermore, we provide a more fine grained instru-
mentation level and features – such as energy models – can be easily derived from
the detailed timing model presented in this work.
Compared to existing work, automated simulation code instrumentation – as pre-
sented in this Section – provides the accuracy of emulation while perpetuating the
key properties of simulation such as scalability and easy adaptation to new sensor
node platforms and operating systems.
5.3.3 Enabling Time Accuracy
Typically, simulation models the behavior of a system at event granularity. It trans-
lates all events, e.g., interrupts and tasks in TinyOS, into discrete simulator events.
Events are executed one after another. Thus, time in simulation is handled dis-
cretely; at the beginning of an event the simulation time is set to the execution time
of the event and remains unadjusted throughout the event execution. Therefore,
events in simulation take zero execution time. However, in real life events have an
execution time and may interrupt, interfere or delay each other (see Figure 5.11),
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Figure 5.11 Simulation vs. real world event execution: In reality – and in con-
trast to simulation – event execution consumes time and events may
interrupt or delay each other.
resulting in different execution and completion order compared to simulation. Under
peak loads, this may even lead to event misses on interrupts and tasks.
Summarizing, simulation only contributes to testify the algorithmic functionality of
an application. It is unable to provide any assistance in evaluating the performance
of a hardware platform and modeling the much important timing and interrupt
properties of applications. Especially, when the application is executed on a re-
source constrained embedded platform such as sensor nodes, timing of interrupts
significantly impacts the performance of applications. Thus, due to the lack of time
accuracy in modeling a system, false-positives about the performance of applications
are inevitable in simulation.
5.3.3.1 Fine Granular Simulation Clock
As events can delay and even interrupt each other on real systems, modeling on a
fine grained level is necessary to ensure the required accuracy, a property that today
only cycle accurate emulation – executing hardware specific binaries – can provide.
In this thesis we propose automatic instrumentation of each source-code line in the
simulation model with its execution time. In our evaluation (see Section 5.2.3.3) we
show that code instrumentation on source code line granularity reaches an accuracy
of 99% compared to emulation while adding only a small overhead to the simulation
performance.
We resolve timing discrepancy of sensor network simulation and real-world systems
by enabling simulation to track the system time during event execution. Our pro-
posed solution determines the execution time (clock cycles) of each source-code line
being executed inside a simulator event and then increments the simulation time ac-
cordingly. The underlying technique is to automate the mapping between simulation
source-code and the platform specific executable. This is only possible when nearly
identical application and operating system code is executed in simulation and on the
hardware platform, which is typically the case in sensor network operating systems.
Such a mapping enables us to identify the processor instructions corresponding to
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a source-code line. From the respective processor data-sheet we next retrieve the
number of cycles consumed by each instruction and therefore can compute the time
to execute each source code line on the sensor node platform.
The code mapping technique is particularly suited for embedded CPUs, such as in
sensor nodes, employing sequential instruction execution without any pipelining and
caching strategies. For such platforms, the execution time of a binary instruction is
static and can be modeled without interpreting each individual instruction.
As our design only instruments code on source code line granularity and not on
instruction level, it has one limitation; it does not completely model the instructions
that are only partially executed such as logic operations. Patching the correspond-
ing compilers to add further code annotations extends the accuracy to instruction
level. However, due to the following reasons, we decided to base our prototype im-
plementation on source code line granularity without compiler modifications: (1)
not to require compiler extensions ensures easy portability and adaptability to new
sensor node platforms, (2) our evaluation shows, the impact on accuracy is limited
on typical sensor network applications as external events, such as radio or timer
interrupts, cause an automatic re-synchronization.
5.3.3.2 Delaying and Interrupting Events
Tracking system time during event execution may result in overlapping events and
only helps in determining the execution time of each event separately. Nonetheless,
the overall timing and interrupt behavior of an application still remains undeter-
mined. For example, in TinyOS processes, so called tasks, are executed sequentially
and therefore can delay each other’s execution. However, interrupts are executed
instantly and delay the execution of any currently active task (see Figure 5.11). To
accurately model the behavior under peak loads, interrupts and tasks are dropped
when their corresponding queues overflow. By extending the simulation queue with
priorities representing tasks and the various interrupt levels, we can easily model
such a behavior. Finally, adding atomic statements and the ability to disable inter-
rupts even in the simulation model completes our extensions to the timing model
and event queue.
Overall, these timing and rescheduling extensions to simulation models give a de-
tailed insight into the performance of a system without the need for complex emu-
lators or test-beds.
5.3.3.3 Automatic, Static and Manual Mapping
Although large percentages of the code in simulation and on the real platforms are
identical, device drivers and other simulation specific parts such as the scheduler dif-
fer. Thus, automatic code instrumentation cannot be applied to these code sections.
For these sections we introduce static and manual mapping. We apply automated,
static mapping to complete code blocks without constant execution time, i.e., code
that does not contain conditional statements and therefore executes in a constant
number of cycles. Typical use cases for static mapping are simple TinyOS device
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drivers. However, in more complex scenarios, for example in the scheduler, such a
simple mapping fails.
Here we apply manual mapping, where we first match the functionalities of code
sections in the device specific code and the simulation wrapper. Next, the code
sections in the simulation are instrumented with the cycles counts of the matching
device specific code. Although both approaches do not introduce inaccuracies in
terms of cycles, it is not as fine granular as the commonly used source line granularity.
Thus, interrupts may be delayed by a number of cycles.
5.3.4 Implementing Time Accuracy in TinyOS
After introducing concepts to enable time accurate simulation of sensor networks,
we discuss our prototype implementation in this section. A special focus is put on
automated code mapping on source line granularity, dynamic event queue adaptation
and manual mapping for low-level device drivers.
We introduce TimeTOSSIM, as an extension of TinyOS 2.x based TOSSIM. We
have chosen TinyOS as it is the de facto standard sensor network operating system.
Furthermore, the layered platform abstraction of TinyOS results in slim low-level
device drivers on the hardware presentation layer (HPL). Therefore, the simulation
and platform specific code has very limited differences, making TinyOS 2.x a perfect
candidate for automatic simulation code instrumentation. However, the presented
approach can be applied to any operating system where simulation and device code
share large sections. It is not even limited to sensor nodes. TimeTOSSIM captures
the timing and interrupt properties of sensor network applications at source-code line
granularity. The major features of TimeTOSSIM include automated code mapping,
event queue rescheduling and task latency, manual mapping of simulation specific
code, and recognition of atomic statements in the application code.
Before we present implementation details of TimeTOSSIM, we briefly introduce
TOSSIM, a TinyOS [LMG+04] based simulator for sensor networks scalable to thou-
sands of network nodes. Although its simulation core is discrete event based, it sig-
nificantly differs from the traditional simulators in two respects. First, it compiles
directly from the platform dependent source code into the simulation infrastructure
by adding an alternative compilation target. Hence, TOSSIM does not require the
algorithms to be implemented separately for simulation and hardware platform. Sec-
ond, unlike traditional simulation, which abstracts from the operating system itself,
TOSSIM merely replaces low level device drivers with simulation wrappers. Hence,
the operating system (OS) is executed inside the simulator. These low level com-
ponents, such as access to timers, communication channels, sensors, and the radio,
expose the real hardware and are placed at the Hardware Presentation Layer (HPL)
of the TinyOS 2.x platform abstraction model [DFFMM06]. TOSSIM also bene-
fits from the event based, component oriented programming model of TinyOS by
translating the asynchronous events and hardware interrupts into discrete simulator
events which drive the simulation.
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Mica2 Assembly Program
TOSSIM C-source file
# …/TestScheduler/TestSchedulerC.nc:117
…/TestScheduler/TestSchedulerC.nc:118
18e8: 80 91 lds r24, 0x0100
18ec: 88 23       and r24, r24
event void Timer0.fired() {
# line 118  // line directive
if(!r){
# line 119
r = 1;
18ee: 29 f4       brne .+10     
…/TestScheduler/TestSchedulerC.nc:119
18f0: 81 e0       ldi r24, 0x01
18f2: 80 93 sts 0x0100, r24
/TestScheduler/TestSchedulerC nc:120
# line 120
call TaskRed.postTask();
}
}
… .
18f6: 0e 94 call 0x1900
18fa: df  91       pop r29
18fc: cf  91       pop r28
18fe: 08 95       ret
T f d C fil
G
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m
ar
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P
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# …/TestScheduler/TestSchedulerC.nc:117
event void Timer0.fired() {
# line 118  // line directive
adjustClock(4); rescheduleQueue();
Line: 118   Cycles = 4
Line: 119   Cycles = 2 P
a
rse
r
if(!r){
# line 119
adjustClock(2); rescheduleQueue();
r = 1;
# line 120
Line: 120   Cycles = 8
  
adjustClock(8); rescheduleQueue();
call TaskRed.postTask();
}
}
Mapping
Data
Figure 5.12 Source-code mapping and instrumentation of TinyOS code.
5.3.4.1 Code Mapping & Clock Advancement
TOSSIM as many other sensor network simulation environments compiles directly
from the hardware-platform dependent source-code and thereby enables us to create
a mapping between the simulation-code and the platform dependent binary-code.
The implementation of this technique is summarized in the following steps: (1) We
determine the number of cycles needed by a source-code line to get executed on the
original hardware and (2) we increment simulation clock fine grained at runtime.
Determine execution time of a source-code line
First, we need to determine the number of cycles to execute each individual line of
source code on the original hardware. We obtain this information from the debugging
information of the assembly program compiled for a specific platform. Instructing
the compiler to include debugging symbols in the assembly code allows us to map
each instruction to its original source-code line. We implemented a grammar based
parser in ANTLR [PQ95] to analyze the object dumps of executables and retrieve
source line information for each assembly instruction. Using this mapping and a look-
up table storing the number of cycles required by individual assembly instructions,
the execution time of each source code line can be computed (see Figure 5.12).
Fine granular simulation clock incrementation
After computing the number of clock cycles needed by each source line to get exe-
cuted on the original hardware, we need to instrument the simulation code with this
knowledge. This process consists of three steps:
• Parsing: Parsing the application source code to identify each source code line.
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• Instrumentation: Instrumenting each line with corresponding execution time.
• Compilation: Building the simulation from the extended sources.
As input for the parsing process we use the C code generated by the NesC compiler
[GLv+03] and not the NesC sources of TinyOS themselves. This has a number of
advantages: First, the NesC compiler extends certain programming constructs into
multiple lines of code. Thus, instrumenting the C sources instead of the NesC ones
increases granularity. Second, the NesC compiler uses internal variables, macros and
definitions for compilation, which are not available to external parsers. Finally, by
applying transformations to C-code, the instrumentation is kept independent from
NesC and TinyOS and therefore can be easily ported to other operating systems. For
parsing the implementation we use C grammars from the ANTLR parser framework.
In the abstract syntax tree (AST) generated from the C grammar, we identify each
source code line and instrument it with the corresponding execution time by incre-
menting the simulation clock (see Figure 5.12). The instrumented C-source file is
then simply compiled to obtain an object file for TimeTOSSIM. This object file is
later linked with a TinyOS 2.x simulation driver for executing the simulation.
5.3.4.2 Trading accuracy for performance
Although instrumentation on source line granularity promises fine grained timing
information, such detailed timing modeling is not always necessary. Thus, Time-
TOSSIM also allows to instrument code on basic block or function level. The result-
ing code has less overhead and allows to flexibly trade performance and accuracy
based on application needs.
However, functions usually contain conditional statements and loops whose execu-
tion cannot be determined at compile time. Thus, function level granularity only
gives a rough estimate on the execution time. A basic block represents a sequence
of instructions with single entry point, single exit point, and no internal branches.
Therefore, code instrumentation on basic block level results in an accuracy equiv-
alent to the instrumentation of source-code lines. However, the simulation clock
is incremented less often and therefore as a side effect interrupts may be delayed.
Thus, for evaluation we use source code line granularity to minimize the gap between
simulation and emulation of a hardware platform.
5.3.4.3 Interleaving and Rescheduling Events
After instrumenting each source code line with the corresponding execution time,
we need to adapt TOSSIM’s event queue to handle overlapping events. Thus, in-
terrupts should postpone current tasks and other interrupts based on their priority.
Additionally, execution of tasks should be delayed until any current task has ended.
We assign execution priorities to different events. As events in the event queue
represent hardware interrupts or TinyOS tasks, it is possible to determine the type
of an event and its execution priority from the processor data sheets. By assigning
a priority to every event enables us to reschedule the event queue and intensify
the simulation models even further to exhibit timing and interrupt properties of a
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hardware platform. Correct ordering of events can be achieved by visiting the event
queue at the start of every source line after incrementing the simulation clock. The
idea is to reschedule events with lower priority, execute events with higher priority
immediately, and thereby delay or interrupt the execution of currently active events.
As we extended TOSSIM’s simulation models to represent events with a duration,
these events can now be interrupted at any point in time by other events. Thus, it is
required to incorporate the behavior of atomic statements into the simulation model
of TOSSIM. Thereby we ensure the integrity of global data structures and model
their temporal behavior and impact on the overall system. Access to the simulation
code at the source-code line granularity also allows to accurately model the behavior
of atomic statements in the code, as enabling and disabling interrupts itself takes a
number of cycles.
5.3.4.4 Static and Manual Instrumentation
For simulation, TOSSIM replaces low-level device drivers on the hardware presen-
tation layer (HPL) of TinyOS with simulation wrappers. Therefore, simulation and
platform specific code differ on the hardware presentation layer and the presented
code automated instrumentation techniques are of limited use for low-level device
drivers. Further differences can be found in code that has been extended for TOSSIM
to allow user interaction and the support for multiple sensor nodes, such as the sched-
uler. However, these layers are commonly quite slim. In this subsection we present
the implementation of two techniques to enable accurate timing even in these code
section: (1) static code mapping and (2) manual code mapping.
We apply static code mapping in simple device drivers that do not contain any
conditional statements and therefore execute in a constant number of cycles. For
example, we applied this approach to model the time required to enable or disable
pins of the microcontroller, timers and to integrate the Mica2 CC1000 radio into
TimeTOSSIM. Here our design again benefits from the multi-layered hardware ab-
straction of TinyOS. Code on the HPL level simply presents direct hardware access
and rarely contains complex statements such as loops and conditionals. Although
this process does not introduce inaccuracies in terms of cycles, it is not as fine gran-
ular as the commonly used source line granularity. Thus, interrupts may get delayed
a number of cycles. However, HPL code sections are usually 10 to 100 cycles and
therefore executed in a couple of micro seconds.
Likewise, to model code sections that were extended for simulation in TOSSIM and
to address that some code in the HPL layer may have a higher complexity, we use
manual mapping. Based on the fact that the simulation model needs to reassemble
the functionality of the device specific code, we manually map sections with equal
functionality and instrument the simulation code with the corresponding number
of cycles. We applied this approach to the TOSSIM scheduler. Its implementation
strongly differs from the device specific one, but it reassembles the same functionality
and therefore can be easily instrumented manually.
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Figure 5.13 Integration of TimeTOSSIM into the TinyOS and TOSSIM build pro-
cess.
5.3.4.5 TimeTOSSIM: The Complete Process
After discussing the implementations of clock adaptation, event rescheduling and
extensions to the code mapping process, we discuss their integration into TOSSIM
and the TinyOS build process.
Figure 5.13 shows an overview of TimeTOSSIMS’s build process. TimeTOSSIM
extends the platform specific build process and the simulation specific one. On the
platform specific side, we parse the assembly code to retrieve cycle counts from each
source code line. On the simulation side, we first extend the simulation platform
with statically and manually mapped code and the ability to model interrupts. After
NesC compilation, we parse the resulting C-code to instrument it automatically with
the cycle counts retrieved from the assembly code. The instrumented code is then
combined with a TOSSIM simulation driver. Please note that this process is neither
bound to a certain hardware platform nor to TinyOS and NesC. Therefore, it can
easily be applied to any other sensor node architecture and operating system.
5.3.4.6 CC1000 Radio in TOSSIM
One of the most important functions performed by a sensor node is to communicate
with other nodes in the network. Currently, TinyOS 2.x only provides simulation of
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Figure 5.14 CC1000 radio simulation on HPL level in TimeTOSSIM.
the MicaZ sensor node platform which uses a packet level CC2420 radio chip. Our
basic-block mapping technique successfully maps the communication related code
of MicaZ sensor nodes with the corresponding simulation models. However, we are
unable to evaluate the accuracy level achieved in radio communication and to profile
the low level components of the MicaZ platform due to unavailability of a suitable
emulator for CC2420 radio chip.
To overcome this limitation we provide our own simulation wrapper for the CC1000
radio chip, used in Mica2 sensor nodes, for TinyOS 2.x based TOSSIM simulation,
as Mica2 and the CC1000 radio chip are supported by publicly available emula-
tion platforms such as Avrora. Our CC1000 radio chip implementation benefits
from the platform abstraction architecture of TinyOS 2.x which only requires re-
implementation of the low level hardware dependent code at the HPL layer. The
original code at HIL and HAL layers remains unchanged for simulation, thus, en-
abling a detailed mapping and instrumentation of code and simulation models.
Figure 5.14 shows the architecture of our CC1000 radio chip implementation. The
hardware presentation layer (HPL) architecture of TinyOS requires the simulation
to provide just four interfaces that expose the CC1000 radio hardware, making
the simulation wrapper easy to integrate into TinyOS. Apart from this, we have
implemented a small radio engine that interacts with the TOSSIM simulation core
and stimulates the CC1000 specific radio simulation. It provides mandatory signals
such as SPI interrupts and RSSI readings at the needed times and models the “air”
between sensor nodes.
5.3.5 Evaluating TimeTOSSIM
In this section we thoroughly evaluate TimeTOSSIM both from performance and
accuracy perspectives. We compare TimeTOSSIM with the cycle accurate emulator,
Avrora, and to the original TOSSIM implementation. We achieve beyond 99% time
accuracy for sensor network applications using TimeTOSSIM while adding only a
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small performance overhead compared to the original TOSSIM implementations.
The evaluation is based on three types of benchmarks:
• Micro Benchmarks: Micro benchmarks evaluate the accuracy of Time-
TOSSIM at the level of programming constructs such as conditional state-
ments and loops. This evaluation gives a detailed insight into the accuracy
and limitations of the presented design.
• Evaluation of Static and Manual Instrumentation: Next, we evaluate
the accuracy of the manually or statically instrumented low-level device drivers
at the HPL level of TinyOS.
• Macro Benchmarks: Finally, we thoroughly evaluate the performance and
accuracy of different off-the-shelf applications – when run on TimeTOSSIM –
in our macro-benchmarks. Macro benchmarks present the accuracy level that
can be expected from typical sensor network applications and show the per-
formance of TimeTOSSIM in terms of CPU and memory overhead compared
to TOSSIM and Avrora.
Although TimeTOSSIM supports both the MicaZ and Mica2 sensor nodes, Avrora
is currently limited to the Mica2 sensor node with CC1000 ChipCon radio. For
TinyOS 2.x even this radio is not fully supported by Avrora. Thus, our evaluation
bases on the Mica2 platform with limited support from the Avrora side.
5.3.5.1 Micro Benchmarks
In our micro-benchmarks we evaluate the time accuracy of different types of mapped
code-blocks (loops, control-structures etc.) independently from each other to give
a deep insight into the timing properties of source-code. We start with simple exe-
cutable statements and then discuss simple loops and conditionals. The presentation
of nested constructs and short circuit operators completes the micro benchmarks.
Simple Executable Statements: With the term simple executable statements
we refer to all statements that do not alter the execution sequence of the program
unlike loops and control structures. These statements, for example, include variable
initialization, assignment statements involving arithmetic expressions, and function
calls. Commonly, simple statements make up for the largest part of a program. We
achieve 100% time accuracy when the simulation is executing such statements. The
reason is that these statements are compiled into a single basic-block of assembly
instructions. Hence, it is possible to determine the exact clock-cycles consumed by
such statements.
Loops: Loops can severely impact the timing of an application in simulation because
any program spends most of its time in executing loops. We achieve 100% clock
synchronization in the case of non-nested while and do-while loops. However, in the
case of for loops and nested while loops the simulation clocks get de-synchronized
just by a few clock cycles. Our stress tests on loops evaluate accuracy by monitoring
the simulation clock for each single iteration of the loop instead of calculating the
total number of lost cycles after the loop iterations are finished.
While loops: In the case of a single while loop (without any nested loops) hav-
ing a conditional expression that doesn’t include any short circuit operators, we
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Code-block Clock drift in cycles
Statements 0
While loops 0
Do loops 0
For loops +4
Nested while loops -1
If-else 0
Switch statement ±15
Table 5.5 Simulation clock drifts for the execution of a code block in cycles for
Mica2.
achieve 100% clock synchronization between TimeTOSSIM and Avrora. However,
for nested while loops we loose synchronization only by a single clock-cycle for each
iteration of the loop as shown in Table 5.5. From our point of view, a single clock-
cycle de-synchronization in nested-loops has a negligible impact on the timing of an
application: Commonly, loops consume several hundred of cycles, reducing Time-
TOSSIM’s error to below 1%. Additionally, external events - such as interrupts -
re-synchronize TimeTOSSIM at the start of every new simulator-event as they are
scheduled accurately (see Section 5.3.5.3).
For loops: In the case of for loops the simulation clock of TimeTOSSIM gets de-
synchronized typically by 4 clock-cycles for each iteration of the loop. It is because
the for loops allow variable declaration and initialization inside the loop statement,
which takes 4 clock-cycles in the case of an integer variable (which usually is the
case). These clock cycles are counted for each iteration of the loop in TimeTOSSIM
as debugging information in the assembly code combines all assembly instructions
corresponding to a for loop declaration. However, the declaration and initialization
takes place only once at the beginning of the loop. Our parser, as it abstracts from
single instructions and operates on complete source code lines, reports the total
number of cycles needed for variable initialization, condition check, and increment.
Similarly to while loops, we consider the average four clock cycles of inaccuracy
acceptable.
Control Structures: Control structures include if-else and switch statement clauses.
Control structures are examples of such statements which may get compiled into
several basic blocks of assembly instructions and get executed based on runtime
decisions.
If-Else: We achieve 100% timing accuracy if the condition-check in the if-else state-
ments do not include short circuit operators.
Switch clause: A switch clause jumps to one of the several case blocks depending
on the value of the decision variable. Therefore, a switch statement also gets com-
piled into several basic-blocks of assembly instructions and the number of cycles
consumed can only be determined at run time (i.e. it depends upon the case block
the decision variable refers to). We take the average of the number of cycles reported
by the assembly parser to increment the simulation clock for minimizing the clock
de-synchronization. Our evaluation shows that the average corresponds to 75% of
the total clock-cycles. For a switch clause containing five case blocks, the maximum
clock drift is therefore only 15 cycles (2 microseconds).
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Component Accuracy Minimum Granularity
Led 100% 47 cycles
Timer 100% same as emulation
Table 5.6 Accuracy and granularity of hardware components in TimeTOSSIM.
Short circuit operator: Although TimeTOSSIM models most programming struc-
tures with no or just minimal inaccuracies, its accuracy is limited when evaluating
short circuit operators. For example, the right-hand-side expression of an AND op-
erator will only be executed if the left-hand-side expression is true and therefore
requires an instrumentation granularity beyond source line level. Additionally, in
contrast to loops and control statements we cannot bound the error introduced by
these operations as they may be arbitrary complex. However, in practice – to insure
code readability – most of these constructs turn out to be limited in complexity and
therefore the error introduced by short circuit operators is acceptable.
Concluding the evaluation on micro benchmark level, it can be said that Time-
TOSSIM models most programming structures with no or just minimal inaccuracies.
Just short circuit operator show the limitations of the chosen approach. However, as
the macro benchmarks show, the overall accuracy of TimeTOSSIM is only slightly
influenced by these inaccuracies.
5.3.5.2 Hardware Components
After evaluating the accuracy of TimeTOSSIM regarding programming structures,
we evaluate time accuracy of different operations performed on the most frequently
used on-chip hardware components: LEDs and timers. Currently, apart from in-
struction execution, Avrora emulates only these two on-chip hardware components
correctly for TinyOS 2.x based applications.
LEDs are the simplest example of a hardware component attached to a micro-
controller pin. Evaluating LED operations fully tests the functionality of our ap-
proach because any operation on LEDs involves automatic, static and manual code
mapping and instrumentation, as all hardware components are accessed via the
hardware abstraction layer of TinyOS. Profiling of the low level LED component
of TinyOS shows that the minimum granularity (maximum clock advancement)
achieved in LED operations is 47 clock cycles (6 microseconds).
Similar to the access to microcontroller pins, we evaluated the accuracy of Timer
components in TimeTOSSIM. Our results show, that we achieve the same accuracy
and granularity as emulation (see Table 5.6).
5.3.5.3 Macro Benchmarks
For our macro-benchmarks we evaluate TimeTOSSIM from two perspectives: time
accuracy and scalability. We have a very limited choice of off-the-shelf applications to
evaluate TimeTOSSIM. Firstly, because TinyOS 2.x is still in its active development
phase and offers very few standard applications. Secondly, Avrora is still unable
to emulate TinyOS 2.x based applications involving radio communication (which
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Application Instrumentation level and accuracy (in %)
Source line Source line Basic Block Function
no opt. (-O0) space opt. (-Os)
Blink 99.69 99.63 99.69 98.93
BlinkTask 99.73 99.55 99.73 98.84
CntToLeds 99.69 99.64 99.69 98.97
TestScheduler 87.7 81.44 87.7 NA
Table 5.7 Accuracy for different applications achieved in TimeTOSSIM (in com-
parison to Avrora) for different instrumentation granularities and com-
piler optimizations.
Application TimeTOSSIM TOSSIM Avrora
Time) Memory Time) Memory Time Memory
(sec) (kB) (sec) (kB) (sec) (kB)
Blink 5.2 1064 1.7 1064 129 42892
BlinkTask 1.80 1064 1.5 1060 131 42504
Sense 3.1 1068 0.5 1064 NA NA
CntToLeds 7.5 1068 4.0 1064 133 42604
RadioCountToLeds 20.3 1168 9.83 1168 NA NA
TestScheduler 2.4 976 NA 976 29.4 20584
Table 5.8 Performance comparison for sensor network simulators and emulators:
TOSSIM, TimeTOSSIM and Avrora.
mostly is the case). Table 5.7 shows the accuracy level we achieve with different
off-the-shelf applications. We compare the simulation traces of TimeTOSSIM with
Avrora. Our measured results show beyond 99% time accuracy for most of the
applications. Additionally, we use the TestScheduler application to stress-test the
accuracy of TimeTOSSIM from the worst-case point of view. The TestScheduler
application is a sanity check for TinyOS scheduler and has no hardware events
that could re-synchronize the simulation-clock. Nonetheless, we still achieve 88%
accuracy.
Table 5.7 depicts the accuracy for code instrumentation on different optimization
and instrumentation levels. For source line granularity we show that we can achieve
an accuracy beyond 99% for typical applications. This level of accuracy is indepen-
dent from the compiler optimizations of the sensor node application. Basic block
level instrumentation achieves similar timing results as source line instrumentation.
However, it has a lower granularity and therefore may delay interrupts under high
load. Function level instrumentation results in less accurate modeling compared
to basic block and source line granularity. However, basic block and function level
granularity result in less code instrumentation and therefore increase the simulation
speed in TimeTOSSIM.
After evaluating the accuracy achieved with TimeTOSSIM, we evaluate the speed
and memory consumption of TimeTOSSIM by comparing it to TOSSIM and Avrora.
All experimental results discussed in this Section were executed on a customary
end-user machine, a Pentium IV with 3 GHz clock frequency and 1GB of RAM.
Our evaluations show that TimeTOSSIM when using instrumentation on source line
granularity is up to 10 times slower than TOSSIM while being more than 100 times
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Figure 5.15 Scalability comparison for sensor network simulators and emulators.
Please note the logarithmic scale on the y-axis.
faster than Avrora, especially when using large numbers of nodes (see Figure 5.15).
For single node simulations the overhead of TimeTOSSIM is reduced to a factor of
1 to 6, as the number of adaptations of the event queue gets reduced drastically (see
Table 5.8). The results in Table 5.8 are based on simulation runs for 60 simulated
seconds of 20 simulated sensor nodes; except for the TestScheduler application which
is for one simulated sensor node. Furthermore, TimeTOSSIM consumes nearly the
same amount of memory as TOSSIM.
In comparison to PowerTOSSIM, TimeTOSSIM shows a similar performance over-
head. Thus, PowerTOSSIM and TimeTOSSIM need about the same time for simu-
lation. However, TimeTOSSIM provides much more functionality and energy mod-
eling can be easily added to TimeTOSSIM based on the derived cycle counts.
Concluding the performance and accuracy evaluation, it can be said that Time-
TOSSIM, though slower than TOSSIM, provides a very accurate simulation of sensor
networks. Although code instrumentation on source code line granularity introduces
some inaccuracies, their overall impact seems to bee small. Furthermore, the fact
that instrumentation of source lines does not require any special compiler extensions,
ensures that TimeTOSSIM can be easily ported to various sensor node platforms
and operating systems.
5.3.6 Future Work
After implementing and evaluating the design of TimeTOSSIM a number of inter-
esting questions remain to be addressed in future work.
Although we were able to partially evaluate the accuracy of the CC1000 and CC2420
radios of Mica2 and MicaZ sensor node platforms, limitations in the current version
of Avrora prohibited a full evaluation. As the radio in TinyOS is one of the most
complex components, we think that the radio stack and its dynamic interaction with
other sensor nodes requires a detailed evaluation to further explore the possibilities
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and limitations of the presented design. Thus, we are currently working on Avrora
to provide the required radio support for TinyOS 2.x.
TimeTOSSIM is 5 to 10 times slower than TOSSIM. During evaluation, we observed
that most of the performance overhead introduced by TimeTOSSIM is due to queue
rescheduling mechanisms of TOSSIM. It stores events of all the simulated nodes in
a single simulation queue. Therefore, the process to find target events - simulator
events corresponding to the node currently being simulated - requires to search the
whole queue. We believe that by implementing separate event-queues for each sim-
ulated node, the overhead of TimeTOSSIM simulation can be reduced significantly.
Furthermore, we address simulation speedup by task offloading on multi-core sys-
tems in our ongoing work [KLW09].
Furthermore, the grammar based code instrumentation allows for a flexible, plugin-
based extension of TimeTOSSIM. Thus, features such as energy modeling and even
shutting down nodes during simulation when their energy resources exceed, can
easily be added to TimeTOSSIM.
Sensor network research offers a variety of sensor node platforms. Therefore, it is
important to provide multi-platform support in sensor network simulations. Discrete
event simulation, by virtue of its design, is easily extendable to multiple platforms.
We plan to extend TimeTOSSIM to provide time accurate simulation of multiple
sensor node platforms. Adding multi-platform support for AVR based sensor nodes
only requires profiling the low-level hardware components. Similarly, adding support
for the Texas Instruments MSP-430 based sensor nodes, e.g., Telos platform [PSC05],
only requires – in addition to profiling – to extend the assembly parser to recognize
the instruction set of the corresponding platform.
Finally, we can provide code instrumentation on opcode granularity to address the
errors introduced by short circuit operators and loops (see Section 5.3.5.1). We
believe that it will enable 100% accuracy while still outperforming emulation, as
instructions do not need to be interpreted. Although this would require compiler
extensions, we expect the complexity of such extensions to be much less compared
to designing and implementing a complete emulator.
5.3.7 Conclusions
The increasing complexity of sensor network applications combined with the re-
source constrained hardware of sensor networks requires a deep evaluation before
deployment. For example, time consuming tasks such as data analysis or cryptog-
raphy suffer significant delays and bottlenecks due to severely limited computation
power of sensor nodes and periodic interrupts from external devices. Hence, it is
important in simulations to model timing and interrupt properties of applications
and operating systems at a fine granularity.
In this section we presented automatic instrumentation of simulation models to en-
able the required time accurate simulation of sensor networks allowing deep analysis
of applications. We showed that this automatic instrumentation on source-code line
granularity provides an accuracy beyond 99% for typical sensor network applications
while offering much higher performance, scalability and easy portability compared
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to today’s emulators. This slight accuracy degradation was intentionally traded for
easy portability and limited complexity of the overall system, as these were the
main design goals in addition to accurate timing. We believe, that with the strongly
increasing number of different sensor node platforms, it is mandatory to provide
accurate and flexibly portable tools – such as TimeTOSSIM – to easily evaluate
applications for arbitrary platforms.
5.4 Concluding Simulation Calibration
In this chapter we introduced simulation calibration to enable the evaluation of
system properties such as processing delays and network life-time early in the devel-
opment process. We presented two techniques to extend the realism and accuracy
of evaluation tools: (1) modeling energy in emulators and (2) accurate timing in
network simulation. Both techniques are designed for wireless sensor networks as
these show a special need for a detailed and realistic evaluation.
AEON allows to predict node and network lifetime of wireless sensor networks.
Additionally, it enables a precise evaluation and comparison of algorithms in terms
of energy. Our second tool, TimeTOSSIM extends simulation models for wireless
sensor networks with timing information. It bases on automatic instrumentation of
each code line in the simulation model with the native execution time. TimeTOSSIM
allows a detailed evaluation of timing properties of code in a simulator with an
accuracy of 99%.
As sensor networks gain more importance in the research community, we believe that
it is crucial to have tools for analyzing and evaluating their behavior accurately.
Energy is a limited resource for sensor nodes. Thus, a deep evaluation of energy
consumption and accurate prediction of lifetime is crucial before deployment. As
devices are commonly embedded into the environment, it is very challenging and
sometimes even impossible to change batteries, when nodes run out of energy. As a
result, nodes may fail and not fulfill their purpose, long before the expected lifetime
is reached. Erroneous lifetime prediction causes high costs and may even render a
network of small devices useless, making a profound and accurate energy analysis
and precise lifetime prediction a must.
Overall, AEON and TimeTOSSIM enhance the realism in network simulation and
model details, for which traditionally testbeds had to be used. As a result, they allow
to evaluate timing properties and energy consumption in sensor networks early in
the design process, i.e., already in simulation.
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6
Conclusion
Starting from merely four machines [Rob86] the Internet has grown to more than
625 Million hosts [Con09] and reaches into all areas of daily life. Its growth and
nearly ubiquitous availability enable a broad range of novel applications, use cases,
networked devices and communication technologies, which require own, customized
protocols. However, the diversity of application requirements, heterogeneity of plat-
forms and technologies, and the demand for accurate and realistic evaluation make
the development of these new protocols a complex and time-consuming task. In this
thesis we introduced novel mechanisms, models, and tools to reduce the complexity
and engineering effort required for protocol development and evaluation:
• Rapid Protocol Development through Micro Protocols: We reflect
similarities of communication protocols in modularity to reduce the complex-
ity of protocol development. This modularity enables rapid protocol composi-
tion from generic, reusable protocol mechanisms – so called micro protocols –
instead of implementation from scratch as typically done today.
• Flexible Network Experimentation through Platform Abstraction:
We introduce a virtual platform to reduce the complexity of protocol evalua-
tion. Via a shim abstraction it allows protocols to evolve in the process of a
stepwise refinement instead of frequent reimplementations.
• Accurate Simulation through Fine-Grained Calibration: Fine-grained
simulation calibration enhances the realism and accuracy of network simula-
tion. It instruments simulation models with system properties and allows to
estimate processing delay and lifetime of battery-driven devices early in the
development cycle.
This chapter summarizes our contributions and results, discusses future directions,
and concludes this thesis.
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6.1 Results Achieved
In this section we reflect on the results achieved in this work and summarize its
contributions. We introduced composition from micro protocols as a novel approach
to protocol development. Although each communication protocol is customized to
its specific use case, we identify that communication protocols rely on similar mech-
anisms. The first contribution of this work shows that these similarities can be
presented as reusable, modular protocol building blocks of generic protocol mecha-
nisms, so called micro protocols. From these micro protocols we flexibly composed
customized communication protocols and full-featured TCP/IP stacks. We provide
the required software architecture for the realization and composition of micro pro-
tocols. Additionally, a domain specific language enables an efficient composition by
limiting the overhead of modularization and generic protocol mechanisms. Related
work in the domain of modular protocol stacks mostly focuses on extensibility and
configurability of protocols. While these are also goals of our work, our key con-
tribution is the identification of generic protocol mechanisms and a corresponding
architecture for their composition. Our results show that micro protocols capture
similarities of communication protocols at a well balanced level of granularity and
generic design: On the one hand, it enables their reuse in many protocols and, on
the other hand, it ensures a low complexity in composition. Overall, instead of de-
signing and implementing communication protocols from scratch – as typically done
today – researchers can rely on building blocks encapsulating generic functionality.
As second contribution this work introduces a virtual platform to reduce the com-
plexity of protocol evaluation. To ensure their accurate and realistic evaluation,
communication protocols have to be evaluated on a variety of platforms. Via a shim
platform abstraction layer the virtual platform enables a seamless transition of pro-
tocol implementations between evaluation platforms, such as network simulators or
operating system kernels. Hence, it removes the need for frequent reimplementation
throughout the protocol development cycle. Observing that best practices in system
design result in practical similarities between typical platforms for protocol evalu-
ation, we designed the virtual platform as a lightweight abstraction layer between
a protocol and a target platform. Our results show a low run-time overhead and a
small implementation complexity in the order of about 1000 lines per target plat-
form. In contrast to related work in this domain, its shim abstraction layer allows
the virtual platform to cover a wide range of platforms including network simulators,
operating system kernels and embedded systems at a low porting effort. Overall, the
virtual platform improves the quality of protocol evaluation and experimentation at
a significantly lower engineering effort than the existing approaches. Furthermore,
the combination of modularization and virtualization opens new synergies in the
protocol development cycle: It enables a fast prototyping of a protocol and the
evaluation of this protocol on a large number of platforms.
The third key contribution of this work is the calibration of simulation models to
enhance the realism in network simulation. Typically, system properties, such as
hardware and operating system artifacts, can only be evaluated in testbed based
deployments. We introduce a fine-grained, automatic instrumentation to enrich
simulation models with system properties. It allows to analyze processing latency
and energy consumption of individual system components and code blocks. More-
over, we show that calibration enables the estimation of node and network lifetime
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already in simulation, i.e., at the early stages of the design and development pro-
cess. In contrast to related work, our approach to simulation calibration provides a
fine-grained model. In the evaluation we show that such a granularity is essential for
accurate estimation of node and network life-time. Overall, simulation calibration
enhances network simulation to model details, for which traditionally testbeds had
to be used.
This work introduces three novel mechanisms, models and tools addressing key chal-
lenges in protocol development and evaluation. Overall, they reduce the complexity
in protocol development, decrease engineering efforts in evaluation and enhance re-
alism of network simulation. Hence, it allows researchers to focus on fundamental
paradigms in communication protocols and their underlying mechanisms.
6.2 Future Directions
We identify three main directions of future research, which can strongly benefit from
the results presented in this thesis: (1) future Internet architecture, (2) heteroge-
neous and multi-core systems, (3) infrastructure for protocol evaluation. Apart from
the research directions discussed in this section, each chapter of this thesis addresses
future work in its own context.
In the ongoing research on architectures for a future Internet, researchers question
the current Internet architecture and propose to start a new design from scratch
[Fel07]. Nonetheless, the future Internet must still provide the functionality re-
quired by today’s applications, such as data forwarding and reliable communication.
However, the selection, composition, and integration of individual mechanisms in
a future Internet are open research questions. Hence, protocol composition from
micro protocols and the virtual platforms described in this work enable a flexible
composition and experimentation with protocols and communication paradigms to
identify possible future Internet architectures.
Furthermore, ongoing systems research focuses on multi-core systems consisting
of heterogeneous cores, such as FPGAs, DSPs, CPUs, GPUs, in a single system
[SPB+08]. Modularization of protocols into micro protocols allows a flexible and
dynamic mapping of individual protocol functionality to different processing units.
Hence, we can compose communication protocols across platforms and map each
micro protocol to a processing unit that matches its requirements best.
In our experience of utilizing the Protocol Factory for protocol experimentation, we
observe that it strongly eases development and evaluation. Currently, we are de-
veloping an infrastructure for ProFab to complete it as a tool for protocol testing,
debugging and evaluation: we provide (1) visualization of modules and their inter-
actions to ease protocol understanding and debugging, (2) support for distributed
debugging and replay of traces, and (3) integration into the deployment infrastruc-
ture of testbeds such as EmuLab or PlanetLab.
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6.3 Final Remarks
The design of the mechanisms, models, and tools presented in this work evolved
throughout the recent years. Each Iteration integrates our own experience in pro-
tocol development and lessons learned from applying the mechanisms, models, and
tools ourselves. This indicates that the development of mechanisms and architectures
for communication systems requires large experience in the development of commu-
nication protocols themselves. Without this large body of experience it would not
have been possible for us to design mechanisms and tools that efficiently reduce the
complexity and engineering effort of protocol development and evaluation.
Currently, we are in the process of releasing the mechanisms and models described
in this work as tools to the research community. For example, our energy model
AEON has been released and integrated into Avrora and TimeTOSSIM has been
contributed to the TinyOS sources. We are releasing the Protocol Factory with its
micro protocols and the virtual platform as a standalone tool1. Overall, we believe
that the novel mechanisms, models and tools presented in this work address and
ease key challenges in protocol development and evaluation.
1available at http://profab.sourceforge.net/
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A
Generic Micro Protocols in Network
Protocols
In this chapter we discuss micro protocols in network protocols and their composi-
tion. This chapter is structured as follows: Section A.1 analyzes widespread network
layer protocols, identifies micro protocols and derives corresponding modules. From
these micro protocols we compose network protocols such as IP or IPX in Section
A.2.
A.1 Micro Protocols
In this Section we briefly discuss the tasks and mechanisms of network protocols and
introduce selected ones. Next, we identify micro protocols in these protocols and
compose widespread network protocols such as IPv4, IPv6 and IPX [Den05].
A.1.1 Protocol Overview
In this subsection we discuss typical services of the network layer and briefly intro-
duce widespread network protocols.
A.1.1.1 Services of Network Layer Protocols
Before discussing services of the network layer, we briefly recapitulate typical services
of link layer protocols, as network protocols rely on them. The main service of the
data link layer is to provide functionality to transfer data between two directly
connected network entities. Moreover, the data link layer detects and optionally
corrects errors that occur in the physical layer. Advanced link layer protocols provide
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additional services such as link-layer retransmissions on unreliable wireless links and
flow control to prevent network entities from overloading.
Relying on these base services, the network layer provides the following services to
the transport layer: (1) forwarding, (2) fragmentation, and (3) protocol multiplexing.
• Forwarding: The main task of any network layer protocol is to transfer pack-
ets from source to destination crossing one or more networks. On the border
of each network a router selects the next network, a so called hop, along which
a packet travels towards its destination.
• Fragmentation and Reassembly: The maximum payload size, also called
maximum transfer unit (MTU), of networks differs. As packets path through
a number of networks on their journey from source to destination, they need
to be fragmented and reassembled where required.
• Protocol Multiplexing: Network protocols carry data from different trans-
port protocols as payload. Hence, the destination needs to demultiplex incom-
ing packets to their corresponding transport protocols.
Furthermore, the network layer relies on additional, auxiliary services to support its
three key services:
• Loop Detection: Erroneous configuration of routers lead to so called loops
in the forwarding process. As a result, packets may remain endlessly in the
network and consume network resources. Network protocols employ loop de-
tection to identify such packets and remove them from the forwarding path.
• Integrity Protection: Network protocols employ integrity protection such
as checksumming to prevent packets from accidental changes.
A.1.1.2 Widespread Network Layer Protocols
This work discusses the breakdown of widespread network protocols into micro pro-
tocols to enable flexible protocol composition. For the identification of these micro
protocols, we rely on three network layer protocols network layer protocols that
represent the vast majority of today’s networks: IPv4, IPv6 and IPX.
Internet Protocol Version 4 (IPv4)
IPv4 is the fourth version of the Internet Protocol (IP) and the first version that
was widely deployed. IPv4 and IPv6 form the core of network layer protocols in
today’s Internet. Overall, until today IPv4 is by far the most deployed network
layer protocol. It is standardized in RFC 760 [Pos80a] and 791 [Pos81b].
To enable global scalability of Internet routing, IPv4 relies on hierarchical addressing.
Hence, addresses in the same sub-network share a common address prefix. Addresses
in IPv4 have a size of 32 bit, resulting in 232 = 4, 294, 967, 296 different addresses.
Overall, IPv4 provides the following core services:
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• Forwarding: Based on longest prefix matching, IPv4 routes packets from
source to destination.
• Fragmentation: IPv4 performs per hop fragmentation if a packet exceeds
the maximum transfer unit of the underlying link layer protocol.
• Multiplexing: Using standardized protocol identifiers, IPv4 multiplexes trans-
port protocols.
• Integrity Protection: In IPv4 the protocol header is protected by a check-
sum against accidental changes.
• Loop Detection: IPv4 performs a hop count to prevent packets from circling
in the network endlessly.
Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6)
In 1998 the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) designed the Internet Protocol
version 6 (IPv6) as successor of IPv4. IPv6 is defined in a series of RFCs, starting
from RFC 2460 [DH98]. The main goal of IPv6 is to enlarge the address space
in Internet routing. Additionally, the Internet protocol has been simplified and its
headers restructured to ease packet processing in routers.
• Large Address Space: Addresses in IPv6 have a length of 128 bits, compared
to 32 bits in IPv4, the new address space is four times as large.
• Simplified Header: Compared to the IPv4 header, the IPv6 header has been
simplified. Rarely used fields such as fragmentation have been moved from the
header to optional fields.
• No In-Network Fragmentation: IPv6 routers do not fragment packets.
If a packet exceeds the MTU of a link layer, IPv6 routers drop it and send
an ICMP error message back to its source. Hence, before a transmission the
source has to discover the MTU of a path and fragment packets accordingly.
• No Checksum: Integrity protection has been removed from the network
protocol. IPv6 expects transport protocols to check the integrity at the desti-
nation.
• Hop Limit: The time to live field in IPv4 has been renamed to hop limit
field, reflecting its actual usage.
Internetwork Packet Exchange Protocol(IPX)
The Internetwork Packet Exchange (IPX) [Nov86] from Novell NetWare is a network
protocol. Similar to the Internet Protocol (IP) it is a best effort protocol and does
not guarantee delivery of packets. Hence, acknowledgements, retransmissions and
congestion control have to be handled by protocols located on layers above IPX.
In contrast to the Internet Protocol IPX only provides forwarding, it does not sup-
port fragmentation. For simplicity, IPX headers do not provide optional extension
fields either. IPX was designed as protocol for enterprise class networks. Hence, in
contrast to IPv4 and IPv6 the address space of IPX is unstructured.
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Feature / Protocol IPv4 IPv6 IPX
Forwarding yes yes yes
Loop detection yes yes yes
Fragmentation in network source no
Integrity Protection yes no optional
Demultiplexing yes yes yes
Table A.1 Mechanisms in typical network layer protocols.
Discussion
While IPv4, IPv6 and IPX provide the same core functionality of forwarding packets
from source to destination through interconnected networks, their use cases and
hence algorithmic details differ. As successor of IPv4, IPv6 provides a larger address
space and incorporates lessons learned from the global deployment of IPv4. To
reduce the length of packet headers IPv6 moves header fields that are not commonly
used to optional fields. Hence, it reduces the size of the protocol header.
Table A.1 compares the services of IPv4, IPv6 and IPX . In the following, we discuss
each service in detail. We introduce the algorithms and mechanisms that network
protocols rely on. Next, we discuss their realization in widespread network protocols.
From this analysis we derive micro protocols that are shared across the targeted
network protocols.
A.1.2 Forwarding
The main task of any network layer protocol is to deliver packets to their final
destination. For this, packets are forwarded from source to destination through
a potentially large number of interconnected networks. To enable forwarding of
packets the source labels them with their destination address. Additionally, network
layer protocols add a source address to each packet to allow a destination to reply
to incoming requests and enable error reporting.
A.1.2.1 Algorithms and Mechanisms
To deliver a packet to its final destination, each forwarding network node, i.e., a
router, needs to select a next hop from its neighboring routers. Commonly, a router
maintains a routing table of neighboring nodes, which is either manually maintained
by system administrators or filled by routing algorithms [Hed88, Moy98, Ros82,
RL95]. A routing algorithm matches the destination of a packet to the list of neigh-
bors in a routing table and selects the next hop from these. Routing algorithms and
corresponding metrics can be classified into two main groups: (1) structured or (2)
unstructured address spaces.
Structured Address Space
In a structured address space addresses are assigned following one or more metrics.
For example, relying on a topological metric, two nodes that are topologically near
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each other have similar addresses. As a result, routing algorithms operating on this
metric can be implemented efficiently.
For example, Internet routing realizes a structured address space: Employing a
hierarchical structure in the addresses, nodes in the same sub-networks, i.e., nodes
that are topologically close to each other, are assigned with addresses with the same
prefix. Hence, routers can group all destinations in this sub-network into a single
prefix. This grouping of addresses is called address aggregation. Address aggregation
reduces the state required to store destinations in a routing table and, as a result,
increases the scalability of a routing protocol. A forwarding unit such as a router
selects a next hop by matching the entries in its routing table with the destination
of the packet to forward (longest-prefix matching).
Unstructured Address Space
Unstructured address spaces, also known as flat address spaces, do not have any
metric directly attached to their addresses. Hence, they allow to separate routing
metrics from addresses. However, its scalability is limited, as it needs to maintain
information for all possible destinations. Overall, unstructured address spaces are
commonly used in small scale networks such as local networks, e.g., for Ethernet
addressing, and ad-hoc networks. Until today, flat addresses spaces are not used on
a global scale.
A.1.2.2 Addressing in Widespread Network Protocols
After introducing algorithms and mechanism for addressing nodes and the forward-
ing of packets from source to destination, we discuss addressing in widespread net-
work protocols.
Addressing in IPv4
IPv4 is the first widely deployed and publicly used version of the Internet Protocol
(IP). It has an address length of 32 bits and allows to address about 4 billion (232)
hosts.
To enable global scalability of Internet routing, IPv4 relies on hierarchical addressing
(see Section A.1.2.1). Hence, addresses in the same sub-network share a common
address prefix. Sub-networks in IPv4 can be of arbitrary size, i.e., the length of
an address prefix can vary from network to network [RL93, FLYV93]. However, in
ad-hoc networks IPv4 relies on-demand and reactive routing protocols [PBRD03,
JHM07]. Commonly, these operate on unstructured address spaces. Via extensions
IPv4 supports multicast [Dee89] and anycast [PMM93].
While an address space of more than 4 billion addresses seemed sufficient in the early
days of the Internet, it did not anticipate the rapid growth and worldwide usage of
the Internet. A conservative assignment of IP addresses and the introduction of
classless inter-domain routing [RL93, FLYV93] could not prevent the exhaustion of
IP addresses. Hence, it became apparent that a new Internet Protocol with a larger
address space was required to enable a further growth of the Internet.
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Addressing in IPv6
The main extension of IPv6 [DH98] when compared to IPv4 is its enlarged address
space: addresses in IPv6 have a length of 128 bits, compared to 32 bits in IPv4 the
new address space is four times a long. In other words, IPv6 would allow for about
252 addresses for every observable star in the known universe.
The large address space of IPv6 does not only ensure a practically unlimited growth
of the Internet but also enables efficient hierarchical address allocation and aggre-
gation. In contrast to IPv4, sub-networks in IPv6 have a fixed length of 64 bits,
simplifying forwarding decisions. Additionally, multicast and anycast addressing are
part of the base specification of IPv6.
Addressing in IPX
Similar to IPv4 and IPv6, addresses in IPX [Nov86] are separated in network and
host addresses. In IPX, the size of each the network and the host address are fixed to
32 and 48 bits respectively. Typically, the 48 bit node address is identical to the link
layer address of a node, e.g., its Ethernet address. IPX does not support extended
addressing primitives such as multicast or anycast. Apart from the network and
host addresses, a IPX packet carries a two byte socket address to identify sending
and receiving processes.
In Novell NetWare the Routing Information Protocol (RIP) and the Service Adver-
tisement Protocol (SAP) distribute the addresses of network routers and nodes. By
default, the address spaces for nodes and networks in IPX are unstructured. Hence,
no address aggregation is performed and packets are routed on this flat address
space. To overcome the scalability issues of IPX routing, the NetWare Link-Services
Protocol (NLSP) introduces hierarchical routing as extension to IPX.
Discussion
IPv4 and IPv6 aim enable scalable routing in the global Internet. Hence, they rely on
a hierarchical address space. Historically, IPX addresses enterprise class networks.
As a result, it is not bound to the scalability goals of IP and its corresponding
restriction to a hierarchical address space. Instead, IPX operates by default on a
flexible unstructured address space.
While all three network protocols operate on their own, specific address length and
sub-networks have different sizes, they all rely on the same algorithmic base: struc-
tured and unstructured address spaces. IPv4, IPv6, and IPX (when using NLSP)
operate on structured, hierarchical address spaces and apply address aggregation and
longest prefix matching. Additionally, IPX operates traditionally on unstructured
address spaces similar to IPv4 and IPv6 in ad-hoc networks.
A.1.2.3 Micro Protocol for Forwarding
After discussing packet forwarding and introducing how individual network layer
protocols realize it, we derive a generic micro-protocol for packet forwarding. We
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(b) Composition of the routing micro-protocol.
Figure A.1 The routing micro-protocol. It consists of two components: an ini-
tialization component placed at the source and a routing component
placed on all network hosts.
also address its configurability to match the functionalities of IPv4, IPv6 and IPX.
The routing micro-protocol consists of two components (see Figure A.1):
• Packet Initialization: The packet initialization component sets source and
destination addresses of packets. Typically, this component is located at the
source of a packet.
• Routing: The main component is the routing component itself. It matches the
destination address of a packet with the routing table in this module to select
the next hop and an outgoing device. Hence, the routing component should
be deployed on each node in the network, including source and destination.
Routing Component
The routing component (see Figure A.1(a)) is the core component for packet for-
warding. Receiving incoming packets it determines the outgoing interface, including
a possible local delivery, and a next hop. The routing component is placed on every
node in the network (see Figure A.1(b)). It allows a customization to the needs of
individual network layer protocols:
• Configuration: To specify its behavior, we need to configure the routing
algorithm, as well as the protocol to header to operate on. The protocol
header implements get and set functions for the fields required for routing such
as source and destination address. Additionally, it provides meta information
such as the address length to the routing algorithm.
• Gates: The routing module provides gates to interact with other modules.
Via its input gate it receives incoming packets from the network or the local
stack. After labeling packets with their next hop and outgoing device, packets
leave the routing module through the output gate. When no next hop can be
determined, a packet leaves the module via the no-route gate. Additionally, a
control gate allows to modify the routing table, e.g., to add and remove routes
(see Figure A.1(a)).
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• Dependencies: As dependency the routing module requires an initialization
module that sets the source and destination addresses of a packet. Further-
more, it requires the packet to provide source and destination address fields
and labels for the next hop and outgoing device.
We identified two main routing algorithms throughout this work: First, the longest
prefix match algorithm used in Internet routing of IPv4 and IPv6 and later versions
of IPX. Second, a flat address space requiring a full match of all addresses as used
in earlier IPX versions and ad-hoc network routing for IPv4 and IPv6.
Packet Initialization Component for Routers
The packet initialization module labels packets with source and destination addresses
before they reach a routing component (see Figure A.1(a)). Typically, packets are
initialized at the source node (see Figure A.1(b)). We customize and configure the
initialization component with the following parameters:
• Configuration: An instance of the packet initialization component requires
source and destination addresses it should set for outgoing packets. Addition-
ally, we define the protocol header which provides get and set functions to its
address fields.
• Gates: The packet initialization module has two gates. One input gate to
receive packets and one output gate to forward packets – once source and
destination address are set – to further modules.
• Dependencies: The initialization module does not have dependencies to-
wards other modules, as it merely sets values and does not read any. However,
it requires the protocol to provide the corresponding interface to set address
fields.
A.1.3 Loop Detection
Misconfiguration of routers may lead to erroneous forwarding and cause routing
loops where packets are forwarded in circles without reaching their destination. To
prevent packets from circling through networks endlessly and consuming bandwidth,
loops need to be detected and circling packets dropped accordingly.
A.1.3.1 Algorithms and Mechanisms
To detect routing loops and prevent packets from circling packets in the network
without reaching their destination, packets are labeled with a so called time-to-live
(TTL). If this time expires before a packet reaches its final destination, a router
drops this packet. While called time-to-live, the TTL is typically measured in hops
and not seconds to eliminate the need for clock synchronization. Hence, each router
increases the number of hops this packet has taken by one.
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A.1.3.2 Loop Detection in Widespread Network Protocols
After discussing the algorithmic means for loop detection, we introduce loop detec-
tion in widespread network layer protocols.
To detect loops in the routing systems, IPv4 relies on a hop count field, also called
time to live (TTL). Each forwarding entity decreases this field by one. Network
entities drop a packet if its TTL value reaches zero and send a corresponding ICMP
error message [Pos81a]. While a source can choose arbitrary maximum hop counts
for its packets, a recommend value is 64 [RP94].
Loop detection in IPv6 operates as in IPv4, even the recommended number of hops
remains 64. The only difference is that the header field in IPv6 containing the
remaining hops is called hop limit and not time-to-live as in IPv4.
Similar to the Internet Protocol, IPX relies on a hop count value, the so called
transport control field, to prevent packets from being routed endlessly in circles and
to waste network resources. In IPX the hop count field is increased by one at each
hop. Typically, a packet is discarded when the hop count field reaches a value of 16
when in a RIP network. In NLSP networks packets can travel up to 127 hops.
A.1.3.3 Micro Protocol for Loop Detection
In practice we see two variants of the loop-detection algorithm: Either the hop count
field is increased up to a predefined maximum before packets are dropped or it is
decreased until it reaches a certain minimum. However, in terms of components,
configuration and dependencies both are similar: In both cases the micro protocol
consists of two components and require an initial value and a threshold (see Figure
A.2):
• Initialization: First, we require an initialization component to set the hop
counter to a predefined value.
• Hop Counter: The hop counter is placed on all forwarding nodes (see Figure
A.2(b)). It manipulates the hop counter field and drops packets once their hop
count is exceeded.
A.1.4 Fragmentation and Reassembly
Throughout its processing from source to destination, a packet commonly has to
possibly travel through a number of networks relying on different link layer pro-
tocols. The maximum payload size, also called maximum transfer unit (MTU), is
specific to each link layer protocol. Hence, network layer protocols have to shape
packets according to this maximum payload size and to reconstruct the individual
packets before delivering them to any transport protocol. This process is called
fragmentation and reassembly, respectively.
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(b) Composition of the loop detection micro-protocol.
Figure A.2 The loop detection micro-protocol. It consists of two components: an
initialization component placed at the source and a hop counter placed
on all forwarding hosts. If a packet exceeds the maximum hop count
it is dropped by the hop counter.
A.1.4.1 Algorithms and Mechanisms
Fragmentation
A fragmenting entity in a communication system splits the payload of incoming
packets into fragments and adds a protocol header to each fragment. The size of a
fragment is chosen so that the fragmented payload and the protocol header account
for the maximum payload size of the underlying link layer.
To enable reassembly each fragmented packet needs to be identified by a unique
number, a so called packet identifier. The packet identifier allows to determine to
which packet a fragment belongs. Additionally, each fragment carries a so called
fragment number or offset allowing to determine its position in the payload of the
packet to reassemble. Finally, we need to identify the total number of fragments so
that a reassembling entity is able to determine whether it has already received all
fragments of a packet.
Reassembly
The reassembling network entity, typically the destination of the packet, stores re-
ceived fragments. Via the packet ID it identifies to which packet the fragment
belongs and the fragment ID determines the position of a fragment in the payload
of the packet to reassemble. Once all fragments of a packet have been received, it
restores the original packet delivers it to the transport layer.
A timeout ensures that a receiving entity does not wait endlessly for fragments. For
example, a router may drop a fragment due to overloaded links, i.e., due to network
congestion. Hence, when a receiving entity has still fragments outstanding after
this timeout interval, all already received fragments of a packet are dropped by the
reassembling entity. Overall, the packet will not be delivered to any transport proto-
col. The transport protocol or the application have to decide whether to retransmit
it or not.
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Prevent Fragmentation: MTU Discovery
Fragmentation ensures that large packets can traverse networks of different link
layer protocols and hence different maximum transfer units (MTU). However, the
concept of fragmenting packets at network entities where their size exceeds the link
layer MTU, has a number of drawbacks:
• Load on Routers: Fragmentation causes work load on network routers next
to their main task of forwarding packets.
• Risk of multiple fragmentations: It is possible that packets get fragmented
more than once, resulting in inefficient packet sizes and bandwidth usage.
• Susceptible to retransmissions: When a single fragment is lost the packet
cannot be reassembled and the transport layer may have to retransmit the
complete packet, i.e., all fragments have to pass through the network again.
• Doubling functionality of higher layers: Commonly, it is the task of
transport layer protocols to handle the fragmentation of streams into packets.
To reduce the work load of routers and, hence, to keep the network core as simple as
possible, a source may discover the maximum payload size of a path as an alternative
to in-network fragmentation. For example, to detect the MTU of a path the source
sends packets, which are labeled not to be fragmented. When receiving an error
message indicating that the packet sent is too large, the source knows that it exceeded
the MTU. It repeats this process until it reaches the maximum segment size of path
between source and destination.
A.1.4.2 Fragmentation and Reassembly in Network Layer Protocols
After introducing the algorithmic means of fragmentation and reassembly, we next
discuss their realization in IPv4 and IPv6. IPX as third network layer protocol
considered in this work does not support fragmentation.
Fragmentation and Reassembly in IPv4
IPv4 relies on per hop fragmentation: Whenever a router receives a packet that is too
large for the link connecting the router with the selected next hop on the forwarding
path, it fragments it. IPv4 uses a packet ID to identify all fragments of a packet
and an offset to determine the position of a fragment in a packet. The minimum
datagram size that a link layer must be able to handle is 576 bytes [Pos83].
Each packet is uniquely identified by its source, destination, transport protocol type
and the packet ID. Bit flags indicate whether a router is allowed to fragment a packet
and whether a fragment is the last fragment of a packet or not. For reassembly, RFC
791 [Pos81b] suggests a timeout value of 15 seconds.
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(b) Composition of the fragmentation micro-protocol.
Figure A.3 The fragmentation micro-protocol consists of two components. A frag-
mentation component placed at the source and optionally in the net-
work. A Reassembly component at the destination reassembles frag-
mented packets.
Fragmentation and Reassembly in IPv6
In contrast to IPv4, fragmentation in IPv6 is handled by the source: Hence, the
source performs a MTU discovery of the path between source and destination and
fragments packets accordingly. As a result, routers do not perform fragmentation.
If a router receives a packet that exceeds the MTU, it drops it and sends a corre-
sponding error message back to the source. The minimum datagram size that a link
layer must be able to handle when transmitting IPv6 packets is 1280 bytes
To keep the IPv6 header small, fragmentation information in IPv6 is stored in an
optional extension header. It contains a packet ID, fragment offset, and a more
fragments flag.
A.1.4.3 Micro Protocol for Fragmentation and Reassembly
The fragmentation micro protocol consists of the two components: a fragmentation
and a reassembly component (see Figure A.3). The fragmentation module splits
packets exceeding the maximum transfer unit (MTU) of a path into smaller units.
The reassembly units handles their recombination into the original packets.
Fragmentation Component
Fragmentation can be performed per hop or per path (see Figure A.3(b)): To per-
form per hop fragmentation a fragmentation component is placed on all network
nodes. It fragments a packet when it is too large for the underlying link layer. Al-
ternatively, fragmentation can be performed at the source of a packet, i.e., per path.
They rely on manual configuration or additional protocols to determine the MTU of
a path between source and destination, and perform fragmentation in an end-to-end
context. While determining an end-to-end MTU requires additional signaling ef-
fort, it simplifies network routers and eliminates the risk of multiple fragmentations.
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Independent from the location where fragmentation functionality is placed, the com-
ponent based micro-protocol design allows to realize it with a single fragmentation
component.
• Configuration: Apart from the protocol it operates on, the fragmentation
module needs to be configured with a MTU value, either determined by a MTU
discovery protocol or manually configured. The protocol itself also provides
an interface to determine the protocol header that needs to be copied to each
fragment and the header fields that are only required by the first fragment.
• Gates: The fragmentation module has an input gate via which it receives
packets for fragmentation. It provides two out gates: One to emit fragmented
packets and one for packets that prohibit fragmentation. Typically, systems
drop packets that do not allow fragmentation when the underlying link layer
requires fragmentation. Additionally, the system sends a corresponding error
message to the source of the packet.
• Dependencies: A fragmentation module operates in strong connection to
the reassembly module. Furthermore, the fragmentation module requires the
packet handler to implement a set of interfaces: to identify the packet, the
fragment number, flags to disallow fragmentation and to label the last frag-
ment.
Reassembly Component
As counterpart of the fragmentation component the reassembly component handles
the recombination of fragments into packets. Algorithmically, the reassembly com-
ponent maintains a queue per fragmented packet that it received. In this queue it
stores all fragments of a packet until it is either complete or the queue is destructed
after a timeout. This timeout occurs when one or more fragments where not received
within a certain interval after the first fragment.
Typically, a reassembly component is placed at the destination node (see Figure
A.3(b)). However, reassembly inside the network is a design option and can be
achieved by moving the reassembly component to a router. To customize the re-
assembly component, it provides the following hooks:
• Configuration: The reassembly component needs to be configured with a
timeout value to describe how long it waits for the packet to be completed
after it received a first fragment. Additionally, protocol interfaces are required
to gain access to the required header fields and meta information that describes
the protocol header.
• Gates: The reassembly module has two gates: One to receive possibly frag-
mented packets and one to emit reassembled packets.
• Dependencies: As dependency the reassembly module – working hand in
hand with the fragmentation module – requires access to the packet and frag-
ment ID fields as well as fragmentation flags as described above.
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(b) Composition of the integrity protection micro-protocol.
Figure A.4 The integrity protection micro-protocol consists of two components. A
checksum setter placed on each node that changes a packet. A check-
sum verification component is placed on all packet handling nodes.
A.1.5 Message Integrity
While link layer protocols aim to ensure the integrity of messages delivered to the
network layer, network layer protocols often employ their own integrity checks to
detect and optionally repair erroneous packets. Link layer protocols detect bit er-
rors on the wire resulting from interference or packet collisions. However, memory
corruption in routers and other soft- and hardware bugs may break packets after
passing link layer consistency checks. Hence, network layer protocols aim to detect
such erroneous packets by applying own integrity protection mechanisms. Packets
with broken integrity are not forwarded by routers and dropped instead.
A.1.5.1 Algorithms and Mechanisms
Typically, network protocols aim to protect headers and optionally payload against
unintentional, i.e., accidental, modification. They do not provide cryptographically
safe protection against intentional packet manipulation by attackers. Typically, they
rely on checksum algorithms such as cycle redundancy checks (CRCs) [PB61].
IPv4 and IPv6 both rely on a 16 bit one’s complement checksum [BBP88] protecting
its headers only. While the IPX header supports a 16 bit checksum, it has not been
used in early NetWare versions. These set the checksum field to 0xFFFF by default.
However, later NetWare versions rely on this checksum field to determine message
integrity.
A.1.5.2 Micro Protocol for Integrity Protection
The micro-protocol for integrity protection aims to protect the integrity of packets or
selected header fields. It consists of two components which are placed on all packet
handling nodes: (1) a checksum setting component and (2) a checksum verification
component (see Figure A.4).
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Protocol ID Protocol
1 Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) [Pos81a]
2 Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) [HM08]
6 Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [Pos81c]
17 User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [Pos80b]
89 Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [Moy98]
132 Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [Ste07]
Table A.2 Payload identifiers for widespread transport and control protocols.
Checksum Setter Component
First, the checksum setting component calculates the checksum of a protocol header
or even a complete packet and writes the it to a predefined header field. We configure
the checksum component with an algorithm such as the one’s complement checksum
used for example in IPv4, IPv6, TCP and UDP. Next, we configure it with a protocol
that provide access to the checksum field. Additionally, we define the area to be
covered by the checksum. The checksum setting component is placed on each node
that changes a packet (see Figure A.4(b)). In a protocol composition, no micro-
protocol should change the header after the checksum was calculated.
Checksum Verification Component
The checksum verification component checks incoming packets for accidental ma-
nipulations. Hence, after receiving packets trough its in-gate it emits packets with
correct checksums through its out-gate. Packets with a broken checksum are emit-
ted on a second gate so that the system can drop them. Optionally, it may take
counter measures as as changing link layer parameters to reduce packet corruption.
Configuration of the verification component is the same as for the checksum setter
component. As dependency the checksum verification component requires a check-
sum setter component to placed in the network so that all packets received have a
checksum. The checksum verification component is placed on all packet handling
nodes (see Figure A.4(b)).
A.1.6 Multiplexing and Demultiplexing
Network layer protocols carry the payload of arbitrary transport protocols. Hence,
at the destination of a packet, the network layer protocol has to be able to determine
which transport protocol the packet should be handed to.
A.1.6.1 Algorithms and Mechanisms
When multiplexing the packets of different transport protocols into a single network
layer protocol, packets are labeled with a so called transport protocol identifier.
Hence, at the destination packets can be distributed to the transport protocols
according to this identifier. Standardization ensures a consistent demulitplexing of
packets to their corresponding transport protocols.
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(b) Composition of the multiplexing protection micro-protocol.
Figure A.5 The multiplexing protection micro-protocol consists of two compo-
nents. A multiplexer placed at the source and a demultiplexer placed
at the destination.
To identify the payload of IPv4, IPv6 and IPX packets they are labeled with a
protocol ID which determines the transport protocol. Typical protocol IDs for IPv4
and IPv6 are depicted in Table A.2.
A.1.6.2 Micro Protocol
Technically, multiplexing allows to send packets of multiple types through a single
channel. Attaching a type label to each packet allows to demultiplex packets on
the receiver side. The corresponding micro protocol consists of two components (see
Figure A.5(a)):
• Multiplex: A multiplexing component attaches a type label to each packet.
It is placed at the source (see Figure A.5(b)).
• Demultiplex: A demultiplexer component that separates packets according
to this type label. It is placed at the destination (see Figure A.5(b)).
A.1.7 Discussion
From the discussion of widespread network layer protocols and the analysis of mech-
anisms in network protocols, we derive five micro protocols. Figure A.6 lists the
modules of each micro protocol and their options. Overall, these form a library of
generic micro-protocols.
• Forwarding: Forwarding of packets from source to destination is the key
micro protocol in any network protocol discussed.
• Loop Detection: All network protocols discussed include a hop count mech-
anism to protect against resource exhaustion due to mis-configured routing
tables.
• Fragmentation: IPv4 and IPv6 provide fragmentation and reassembly.
• Integrity Protection: All network protocols discussed rely on checksums to
protect against accidental packet manipulation.
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Figure A.6 Micro-protocols of the network layer, their configuration options, and
the reusability of these options
• Multiplexing and Demultiplexing: To map received packets to transport
protocols, all three protocols label packets with their corresponding transport
protocol identifier.
Our work focuses on these core features of network layer protocols. Further func-
tionality such QoS extensions or auxiliary functionality for testing such as ICMP
echo services or packet tracing can be added when required.
Each of these functionalities in a network layer protocol operates as independent
unit, a so called micro-protocol. We discussed the functional building blocks each
micro-protocol is composed of and their interaction. Next, we discuss how a network
protocol, such as IPv4, can be composed from such a library of independent micro-
protocols.
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(a) Initial, simplified version of the generic
network-layer protocol.
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(b) Extended version of the generic network-
layer protocol. It includes network devices and
sockets.
Figure A.7 A generic network-layer protocol composed from the four micro pro-
tocols for routing, fragmentation, loop detection and integrity protec-
tion.
A.2 Composition of Network Layer Protocols
To evaluate the viability of our approach, we compose widespread communication
protocols such as IPv4, IPv6 and IPX from our library of generic, reusable micro-
protocols. The five micro protocols presented for routing, loop detection, fragmen-
tation, integrity protection, and multiplexing form the basis for network layer pro-
tocols. From these we first compose a generic network protocol providing typical
network layer functionality. Next, we modify and reconfigure this protocol to com-
pose today’s widespread network protocols such as IPv4, IPv6 and IPX.
A.2.1 Generic Network-Layer Protocol
The generic network-layer protocol combines the five micro protocols discussed in
the previous section into a single protocol (see Figure A.7(a)).
A.2.1.1 Functionality
Our generic network layer protocol is composed to provide the following functional-
ity:
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• Per-hop forwarding: Each node in the network, including source and desti-
nation perform forwarding decisions. Hence, from their neighbors they select
a next hop and an outgoing device for each packet. Additionally, they many
delivery a packet locally.
• Per-hop fragmentation: Each hop fragments packets if they exceed the
MTU of the underlying link layer. Reassembly is done at the destination.
• Per-hop loop detection: Loop detection is performed at each hop. Hence,
each hop decreases the TTL counter of a packet and drops packets, whose TTL
has been exceeded.
• Per-hop integrity protection and verification: Incoming packets are
checked for accidental modifications. Outgoing packets are labeled with a
new checksum, as fields such as the TTL count might have been changed by
other micro protocols.
• End-to-end protocol demultiplexer: At the source packets are labeled
with the ID of their transport protocol. At the destination we hand incoming
packets according to this ID to the individual transport layer protocols.
A.2.1.2 Composition from Micro Protocols
The generic network layer protocol consists of five main sections: Two input chan-
nels, one core and two output channels (see Figure A.7(a)).
The Network Input channel processes packets received from the network. First, it
verifies the integrity of a packet received and then checks its hop count to detect
routing loops. After a packet passed both tests it is forwarded to the core of the
protocol. Packets originating from a host, i.e., send by applications and transport
layer protocols, travel through the Local Input channel. The task of the this channel
is to initialize packets: It sets the source and destination addresses required for
routing and initializes the hop counter.
After passing through an input channel, packets are processed by the routing com-
ponent in the Core of the generic network-layer protocol. The routing module de-
termines the next hop of a packet and selects an outgoing device. Packets forwarded
to another node are next processed by the Network Output channel. Alternatively,
packets maybe addressed to the node itself. In this case the Local Output channel
handles local delivery.
The Network Output channel handles fragmentation of packets if their size exceeds
the MTU of the link layer or sends a notification message in case fragmentation is
prohibited. Next, a new checksum value of a packet is computed to protect the
message header throughout its transmission over the network. A new computation
of the checksum is required on each hop, as processing modifies header fields. For
example, the loop detection micro-protocol changes the hop count field of packet
and a newly fragmented packet does not yet have a checksum. Via the Local Output
channel packets are delivered once they reached their final destination. Here, we
reassemble fragmented packets and demultiplex them to any transport layer protocol.
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A.2.1.3 Multiple Devices and Connections
After introducing our generic network-layer protocol, we extend it to support multi-
ple devices and connections (see Figure A.7(b)). Packets received from the network
travel through a device specific local input and output channel. Hence, it allows to
configure the protocol stack for each device independently. For example, the frag-
mentation threshold or the availability of hardware support for checksumming varies
from device to device. Additionally, multiple instances of the local input channel
allow the representation of different connections, often called sockets. We config-
ure each socket with connection specific information such as source and destination
addresses.
A.2.1.4 Generic Network-Layer Protocol as Blue Print
The generic network-layer protocol is a blue print for the composition of widespread
network layer protocols. Rearranging and reconfiguring micro protocols combined
with a handful of protocol specific modules allows us to compose widespread network
layer protocols. Overall, the design paradigms introduced by the generic network-
layer protocol reappear in IPv4, IPv6 and IPX:
• Micro Protocols: For each network protocol we combine the micro protocols
for routing, loop detection, fragmentation, integrity protection and demulti-
pexing with a small number of protocol specific components.
• Channels: The separation into four channels and a core is persistent among
all network layer protocols.
• Devices and Sockets: Multiple devices and sockets enable a customization
of micro-protocols per device and connection.
A.2.2 IPv4, IPv6 and IPX
After introducing a generic network-layer protocol as blue print for the composition
of widespread network layer protocols, we discuss the extensions and modifications
required to compose IPv4, IPv6 and IPX from it.
A.2.2.1 IPv4
Compared to IPv6 and IPX, the generic network-layer protocol shares the largest
similarities with IPv4: By adding one IPv4 specific micro protocol and one further
generic component, we can reassemble the functionality of IPv4 (see Figure A.8(a)).
The additionally required components are:
• IPv4 Micro Protocol: The IPv4 micro protocol adds IPv4 specific header
management and verification to the generic network layer protocol, such as the
IPv4 version number and the header length management. It consists of two
components.
A.2. Composition of Network Layer Protocols 231
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(b) IPv6.
Figure A.8 Composition of IPv4 and IPv6 from micro-protocols. The composition
is derived from the generic network-layer protocol. Generic modules
are marked in white, protocol specific ones are marked in dark gray.
• Broadcast Filter: IPv4 and most other network layer protocols prohibit
forwarding of broadcast messages. Hence, we add a broadcast filter to drop
broadcast messages that are not originating from this host.
We configure the micro protocols in the composition according to specification of
IPv4: We define longest prefix-match routing to enable Internet routing, a 32 bit
address space, and header integrity protection with a one’s complement checksum.
A.2.2.2 IPv6
For the composition of IPv6 we modified the composition of IPv4 (see Figure A.8(b)):
Instead of per hop fragmentation we enable end-to-end fragmentation by moving
the fragmentation component from the network-output channel into the local-input
channel. Additionally, we remove the micro-protocol for integrity protection, as IPv6
leaves integrity protection to transport layer protocols. Similar to IPv4 we require
an IPv6 specific micro protocol to manage and verify protocol versions and header
length labels. A broadcast filter drops broadcast messages that do not originate
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Figure A.9 Composition of IPX from micro-protocols. Generic modules are
marked in white, protocol specific ones are marked in dark gray.
from the local host. Additionally, we configure the micro-protocols according to the
requirements of IPv6. For example, we set a 128bit address length.
A.2.2.3 IPX
For the composition of IPX we remove the fragmentation micro-protocol from the
generic network protocol and make the integrity protection protocol optional. When
integrity protection is used, it protects the complete packets, i.e., header and pay-
load, and not just the header as in IPv4. We orchestrate the Internetwork Packet
Exchange Protocol by adding a IPX specific header initialization and verification
micro-protocol (see Figure A.9). Additionally, we reuse the broadcast filter from
IPv4 and IPv6 and use a loop detection micro-protocol that relies on an increasing
hop counter.
A.2.3 Discussion on Composed Network Protocols
While IPv4, IPv6 and IPX provide the same core functionality of forwarding pack-
ets through interconnected networks, their technical approaches and use cases differ.
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Micro Protocol IPv4 IPv6 IPX Reuse
Forwarding yes yes yes 3 of 3
Address Length 32bit 128bit 80bit
Address Space hierarchical hierarchical flat, later
or flat or flat hierarchical
Loop detection yes yes yes 3 of 3
Approach decrement decrement increment
Fragmentation yes yes no 2 of 3
Placement in network source
Integrity Protection yes no optional 2 of 3
Coverage header packet
Demultiplexing yes yes yes 3 of 3
Table A.3 Micro-protocols and their configurations for typical network layer pro-
tocols.
Encapsulating functionality in configurable micro-protocols enables us to adapt pro-
tocol compositions to reflect these use cases and to flexibly incorporate the algorith-
mic details of each protocol. Hence, after discussing the composition of widespread
network-layer protocols from our collection of micro-protocols, we evaluate the li-
brary of micro-protocols and the composition process.
The five micro-protocols for forwarding, loop detection, fragmentation, integrity
protection and demultiplexing form the core of IPv4, IPv6 and IPX (see Table A.3).
The functionality of each network-layer protocol composition is described by one of
the following three criteria:
• Degree of Reuse: We evaluate the reuse of micro-protocols among network-
layer protocols. Our goal is to quantify the degree of micro protocols in network
layer protocols, i.e., to identify micro protocols that are reused across the
composition of widespread network layer protocols.
• Placement of Functionality: We evaluate how functionality is achieved in
protocols by composing micro-protocols differently.
• Configuration: Apart from reuse we evaluate the ability to configure micro-
protocols to the their individual use cases.
Degree of Reuse
Relying on the the five generic micro-protocols derived in our analysis of widespread
network layer protocols, we observe a high degree of reuse when orchestrating IPv4,
IPv6 and IPX (see Table A.3). The forwarding, loop detection and multiplexing
protocols are used in all network protocols that we considered. However, the loop
detection micro-protocol exits in two different versions: an increasing and decreasing
hop counter. Both versions of the loop detection micro-protocols rely on the same
initialization component. However, IPv4 and IPv6 use a decrementing hop counter
while IPX relies on an incrementing hop counter.
IPX leaves fragmentation to the transport layer. In contrast to IPv4 and IPv6 it
does not utilize the fragmentation micro-protocol. Additionally, integrity protection
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is optional in IPX and left to the transport layer in IPv6. Overall, fragmentation
and integrity protection are utilized each two of the three network layer protocols
discussed.
Placement of Functionality
The composition of IPv4, IPv6 and IPX bases on our generic network-layer protocol
(see Section A.2.1). As a result, the placement of micro-protocols in the protocol
composition is mostly the same in all three protocols. Merely, the fragmentation
component in IPv6 is placed in the local channel while IPv4 places it in the network
channel.
Configuration
We configure micro-protocols in a protocol composition to meet the individual re-
quirements of each network-layer protocol. Each network-layer protocol aims at
different use cases and requires an individual configuration. However, our analysis
shows that we can configure each micro-protocol to provide the functionality of the
network protocol it aims to assemble.
A.3 Conclusion
Our analysis identified a large degree of similarities across network layer protocols.
We showed that these similarities can be captured in micro protocols and be exploited
to form a library of generic, reusable protocol building blocks. Furthermore, our case
study shows that we can compose widespread network layer protocols from these
micro protocols.
We show that the network layer consists of a handful of services and that it each
service can be encapsulated into a single micro-protocol. As a result, our compo-
nent model on the granularity of micro protocols ensures that composed network
protocols such as IPv4, IPv6 and IPX consists of a manageable number of micro-
protocols. Additionally, the narrow interfaces of micro protocols further reduce the
complexity of composition. Furthermore, our results in this chapter indicate that
the many small-grained differences of network protocols are flexibly captured by the
configuration of micro protocols and their modules.
Overall, the identification of micro protocols and their composition and configuration
to individual network protocols shows the flexibility and efficiency of our component
model.
